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This study has been compiled by three Naster of Education il 
~e::;ree Candidates at the Boston University School of Education. il !I j ha,pters I, II, II I, and V are the result of th•3 combined effort,j 
rf these students. II 
, Chapter IV contains an analysis of six freshmen orientation 'I 
~-roups at the Boston University School of Ed'Jcation. Each stu- 1! f I 
klent •ras resoonsible for an analysis of two groups. The slight \i 
d 
:1 
ii 
fifferences in the presentation of material in this chanter can 
~e attributed to the students' method of describing their par- I 'I 
' I 
rticular ::;roups. Groul)s I and II were described by one student; 
' 
III I and IV by another; V and VI by the third student. 
The number assigned to each group w2s an arbitre,ry choice 
and has no significance other than for reference purposes. 
Groups I, III, and V are described fully and are included in 
Chapter IV before the shorter descriptions of Groups II, IV, and' 
~I. 'rhe material was arran::;ed in this order to a cq_uaint the 
,I 1reader with the methods used in all the ::;roups before a shorter 
account of a group not described in its entirety was included. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM, JUSTIFICATION, SCOPE 
Statement of Problem. The purpose of this study is to 
I' 
:!attempt to determine the effect of different types of leadership 
r[for freshman orientation groups at Boston University School of 
' 
,'Education. 
j; 
'· i' Justification of the Study. During the last decade there 
,, 
i~as been an increasing awareness of the need for an understand-
!, 
·i;ing of the effects of various types of leadership on group be-
,, 
i
1
havior. The urgency of this need has recently led many out-
[', 
r:standing investigators to direct their energy to the field of 
:group dynamics. 
I 
'' It is important in a freshmen orientation program that the 
!'leadership be such that the freshmen will have full chance to 
! ~ 
;grow; that is, to unite into a working group, to become better 
I, 
I. group members, to learn to choose from within the group a compe-
,, 
I 
',tent leader and to become aware of the responsibility that 
!: 
:membership in any group entails. 
Stuart Chasel in his Roads to Agreement points out the 
!r 
\'
1
importance of studying group interaction when he states: 
All of us, unless we are practicing hermits, take part 
in group activities every day of our lives ... Group dy-
namics is the term applied to the study of this very 
human activity. It has at least two meanings; the 
~~·-=-1=-----------------------
:, Stuart Chase, Roads to Agreement, Harper & Brothers, New York, 
II 1951, P. 56. 
II 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
;il· 
r: 
II 
ii 
'I 
II 
observable energy generated by the interaction of 
people in groups; and, secondly, the scientific study 
of this interaction. Behind such familiar slo~ans as 
' ~ two heads are better than one' and 'many hands make 
light work' is an energy potential which often exceeds 
the possibilities of the same people working as indi-
viduals .... When a number of individuals combine for a 
common purpose--~;hatever it ma.y be--nev: :9ettsrns of 
activity arise from the interactions of the men•bers to 
each other. 
I It would therefor·e seem justi'fiable to attemDt to measure 
~y 1vhatever instruments available the amount of interaction of 
~eople in the freshmen groups; the kinds of participation within 
II 
:, 
l~he group; and the possible effect of different types of leader-
!! 
i;ship within the orientation program. 
li il Scope. At the beginning of the academic year the entire 
{reshmen class of the School of Education assembled t.o form into 
': 
;:eight separate groups. At the first assembly the class was di-
,, 
:;vided into halves on the basis of alphabetical order, A-H, and 
Jir-z forminv: the two divisions. Each member then introduced 
j: ~ 
lbimself and on the basis of introductions section mates were 
n 
'I 
!lchosen. Eight sections in all were established. The Choice 
I 
:I 
.!groups were organized on a sociometric be.sis, that is, each mem-
1: 
li .... 
'l[ber of the group had chosen another member of the same group. 
,. 
i]The Non-Choice groups 1tiere formed by separation on a sociometric 
II 
. ilbas is, that is, each member of the group was placed with members 
'I 
!jwho had not chosen each other. 
!1 This study is concerned with six of these eight groups; 
i 
basis of 'Jlixed •[ I, \'1four of which are considered hetero3eneous on the 
ij 
I /sexes, ages, backgrounds, residing at home and in 
·I 
the University: 
2. 
''dormitory. The remaining two groups €tre considered homogeneous 
:lon the basis of obtaining like scores on the Cornell Index. (See 
:, 
II Appendix 1) These scores ranged from an Index score 4-l to 
I' 
'Index score 20 for the Non-Choice homogeneous group to an Index 
I 
l:score 0 to Index score 4 for the Choice homoe;eneous group. It 
i!therefore appeared that the former group wae; at least on the 
·!basis of this criterion, more of a. problem group than the latter 
i 
II 
All groups were composed entirely of freshmen, predomi-
jjnantly between the ages of seventeen and tv1enty-four. The ex-
'I 
i!ceptions to this age group were five male students whose ages 
,, 
ilwere 26, 28, 28, 33, and 37. 
I! 
The groups met once a week for a period of eight months 
l1having the same observer permanently assigned to two of the six 
I 
l'groups throughout the entire study. There were three observers 
I 
lichosen because of their major in guidance and three leaders who 
ilwere members of the School of Educa.tion Guidance staff. The 
•itype of leadership was constant in the groups, but the leaders 
,, 
,, 
ilwere rotated aDproximately every four weeks in order to elimi-
!! 
inate personality differences. The length of observation for !i 
'!this study was approximately 156 hours. 
1
, ~ of LeadershiD. There were three types of leadership 
I 
iiused in this study; Autocratic, Student-Centered and Laissez-
1' ,ifaire. 
(l) Autocratic leadership, for purposes of this study, 
!:was restricted to mean that type of leadership in which the in-
i 
1
,structor 
I -
'· ' I 
,, 
is domineering, dictatorial, aggressive, authoritarian 
n 
i !iand has little regard for the student's individual opinion. 
II 
i' 
:I ( 2) Student-Centered leadership, for pur9oses of this ,, 
i[study, was restricted to mean that type of leadershiiJ in which 
lithe instructor encourages group participation, discussion and 
!!decision. His own participation, however, is kept at a minimum 
:!and principally consists of summarizing and reflecting the group:, 
!I jjfeeling. 
(3) Laissez-faire leadership, for purposes of this study, 
lwas restricted to mean that type of leadership in which the in-
!i 
ljstructor permits complete freedom for group or individual de-
l· 
Jlcision with no effort to participate. His only function is to 
i!be present. 
1] Definition of Terms. The following terms are defined here 
II 
1
to aid the reader in understanding the terminology used in this 
:: 
,rthesis. 
il Leader. A member of the School of Educe.tion fe.cul ty who 
lr 
r!enacted the role of (a) autocratic leader, (b) student-centered 
i,l, 
ileader, (c) laissez-faire leader, according to the group to 
'r 
liwhich he was assigned. 
!,!1 
" Leader Chart. An instrument compiled by the Thesis Com-
rimittee from their background reading and observation experience 
,, 
lito determine the type and extent of leader participation within 
lithe groups. (See Appendix Al) With this instrument it was possi-t 
::· 
iible for the observer to more efficiently check the leader at 
i!,five minute intervals to determine if he were remaining constant I 
rlin the particular type of leadership assL:med. !i - -
il 
II 
~ I 
I i 
II 
"9 
Observer. A member of the Thesis Committee who enacted the ,, li 
[!role of observer of two groups. There were three observers in 
I: 
:rn for this study. Each observer remained with the same two 
' ~~roups throughout the entire study. 
" 'I : Observer ReDort. An instrument compiled by the Thesis 
i 
iPommittee from their background reading and observation experi-
·' !lence to determine the extent of participation within the group • 
.,(See Appendix A2) With this instrument it was possible for the 
!!observer to record a stenogra:uhic report of the sroup discussion 
lis well as interpretive comments which might arise from the 
lictions of the group and which might be of significance to this 
1
istudy. 
'I 
'' Bryant's Discussion Interaction Record Form. This instru-
!ment, designed by Arthur Bryant as a Thesis project at Boston 
,, 
.:: 
;bniversity School of Education in 1949, attempts to classify 
!!individual comments into nine categories. For the purpose of 
,lthis study it was used to determine the type and quantity of 
il 
ilcomments during the discussion; the amount of participation in 
I[ Jfhe discussion by the leader as well as the individual members 
rlof the group; and to serve as a weekly chart sho\dng the changes 
,, 
!lin kinds of remarks throughout the entire study. (See Appendix 
I'· ~~3) 
il Discussion Sheets. At each group meeting a mimeographed 
jr 
l~iscussion sheet containing topics pertinent to freshmen orien-
,, 
' '~ation groups was distributed. 
rheets were required discussion 
In the Autocratic group these 
material. In the Student-
Centered sroups these sheets were sug!ested <md then further 
i enlarged upon. In the Laissez-faire grouD these sheets were 
left to the discretion of the group members as to the use to be 
''made of them. (See Anpendix B) 
Recanitulation. Any study in which human behsvior is the 
primary factor involved is necessa,rily l'reekened by the many 
I 
'environmental factors which cannot be controlled. As vet, no 
, instrument has been perfected nor even suggested that could 
accurately measure behavioral patterns or crowth in a discussion 
group. In this study an attempt has been made to utilize cer-
tain instruments, crude as they may be, that might give further 
, enlightenment of the effect of different types of lee,dership 
I 
'within a freshmen orientation group. 
The urgency of the need for further research and under-
standing in this area was felt to be adequate justification for 
jlundertaking a study 
I' tat ions the t such a 
of this nature while recognizing the limi-
study involves. It is honed that the re-
i' sults found in this study may contribute in some way to further-
ing the research that is attempting to benefit the educational 
procedures of the future. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
Although the area covered by this study is relatively new, 
basic research has been carried out by various scholars 
1jthroughout the country. Some of the most scientific and il-
'!1 I 
,iluminating research in this field has been done in the classroom 
1 
,, 
!laboratory of the Education Department at the University of 
]Chicago under the leadership of Herbert A. Thelan. 
I 
' 
I 
The principal objective of the classroom laboratory is to 
jjdevelop an adequate theory of instruction. In so doing, the 
' li ilsources of insight are felt to be in the areas of psychotherapy, 
Jlgroup behavior, and cultural anthropology. In summarizing most 
\IOf the previous research Thelan1 states: 
,, 
I' 
ii 
a. The teacher's behavior in large measure determined 
the quality of emotional conditions in the class-
room. 
b. That learning of certain social attitudes and human 
relations principles is affected by teacher-pupil 
interaction. 
c. That teacher-pupil interaction patterns may affect 
the student at deep (i.e. sub-conscious} levels. 
d. That pupil-pupil interaction (i.a. 
can be influenced by the nature of 
interaction. 
status roles) 
teacher-pupil 
ii 
!i 
I 
1l e. That the assumption that teacher behavior signifi-
it' cantly influences the quality of student partici-
1 pation can be generalized to adult groups. ~~!Herbert A. I'helan, "Experimental Research Toward a Theory in 
II Instruction," Journal of Educational Research, (October, 1951) 
I· Vol. 28, p. 89-135. 
!/ 
I 
8. 
The following section is included to acque"int the reader 
i: 
:[with some· of the procedures and techniques that necessarily 
' :~receded Thelan' s sweeping su=ation of previous research. 
The Seguence of Investigations. The original plan of re-
!isearch involved observation of regular classes which met in the 
i!laboratory. In order to establish hypotheses, an analysis was 
ibade of tape recordings, teacher introspection, and observers' 
I! - -
11anecdotal notes. 
I! John Withall' s research which started in this manner ended 
,. l~ith an instrument for characterizing the social emotional 
!["climate" of the classroom. 1 Twenty-five kinds of teacher-
,, 
··iresnonses were identified from an analysis of one hundred seven-, -
'I [tteen teacher-responses. From the twenty-five types of state-
,] 
;~ents it was found possible to reorganize all twenty-five into 
.ithirteen groups. The researcher then played baclc several of the 
i! 
'![sound recordings and categorized the teacher-statements into the 
;jthirteen different kinds of responses. Once again it was found 
ii 
'ithat there were several kinds of responses that were closely 
ilrelated and tended to overlap. The result was that it wa.s 
II ]fifficult to distinguish between the statements. It became 
:necessary to place many statements in the sa"me group because 
I' 
!lthey were similar in effect, though different in verbal organ-
1, 
j!ization. After this second regrouping had been carried out, it 
!i 
l~as discovered that the thirteen groups could be cut down to 
I! 
:I 
i 
·' 
i ---·-----, 11 II H.A. Thelan and John Withall, "Three Frames of Reference; the 
1 Study of Climate," Human Relations, (1949) Vol. 2, p. 159-176. 
rl 
II il 
il 
lj 
i~even. These categories still included all the kinds of re-
'i 
!aponses taken from the one hundred seventeen teachers. These 
:I 
!]seven types of teacher-statements com:orised statements which: 
;I 
l. commend or express approval of the pupil's behavior; 
2. evidence understanding of the pu9il by accepting and 
restating clearly (clarifyinvhis feelings or ideas; 
3. help a pupil to organize his ideas and plans more 
clearly; they are usually objective questions or 
information-giving statements; 
4. compromise small-talk and miscellaneous remarks; 
5. limit or direct pupil-behavior by advice or recom-
mendation; 
6. deprecate or disapprove of the pu:oil's behavior; 
7. re-affirm or defend the teacher1 s-position.l 
The data provided by Withall's study showed that the 
~teacher-interaction pattern does influence the student's feeling lj 
ijof anxiety and his orientation to the learning !Jroblem. This I 
lex:oeriment also validated a previous study by Lewin and Lippitt '
1
1 
I -
I 2 :; 
![White in which they demonstrated that group atmosphere can be ,I 
!manipulated by the leader. 
Ned A. Flanders3 repeated this demonstration in a labor-
:latory situation in which every relevant factor could be maxim-
ijized. To increase the influence of the teacher, "the class" 
1
1
\consisted of one pupil. In order to secure evidence of differ-
' ,, 
~~nt psychological stress under the experimental climates, 
~~-----------------------------------------------------------------------* 
''1 jl Ibid., p. 174. 
fj2R. Lippitt and R.K. White, "An Experimental Study of Group 
'jl Life," In T.N. Newcomb and E.L. Hartley, Readings in Social 
Psychology, New York, Henry Holt, 1947, p. 315-330. , 
I : 
1
3N .A. Flanders, Personal-Social Anxiety as .@: Factor in Learning, ,i 
PhD Dissertation, Department of Education, University of !j, 
Chicago, 1949. :, 
li 
!jgalvanic 
h 
skin resistance and heart beat variations were 'I measured.: 
'I 
!~ before and after testing of the principles taught showed that I ' 
I, 
~~learning occurred differently under the two climates. 
;j Kenneth J. Rehage1 used two of his classes to investigate j 
lithe relationship between the quality of teacher-:?upil interactio~ 
ilduring "planning" stages and their resulting change in attitudes II 
lltoward democracy. "The plan" developed by one class was imposed 1l 
1
1 il 
~'by the teacher on the other class. Striking chances in soci- ij' 
r 
ometric patterns resulted in the two classes. 
1 About the same time that Rehage >I • 
iiHugh V. Perkins2 investigated characteristics of teacher-pupil 
was conducting his study, 
jjinteraction patterns at the adult level. He analyzed 15,000 
1; 
six in-service teacher training groups. 
:i 
! ,, 
ij 
II 
il 
i 
'I 
I 
I jjstatements from 
ii 
!jof these groups 
I 
were "learner-centered" and three were "teacher-! 
'rlcentered." The 
II 
centered" g~roup 
"learner-centered" group parallels the "student- ![ 
described in Chapter I of this study, whereas 
,the "teacher-centered" group is similar to the "autocratic" 
1
1
1
1
group which is also described in Chapter I. He proved beyond ij 
rl !I il'doubt that "climate" makes a vast difference in problem solving :j 
! and in attitudes of warmth expressed by the group members. ! 
1l :! 
ii 
ii 
li------------------------11-
llllK.J. Rehage, ! Comparison of Pupil-Teacher Planning and 
1 Teacher-Directed Procedures in Eighth Grade Social Studies 
II Classes, PhD Dissertation, Department of Education, University 
'I of Chicago, 1948. 
I, 
1[i 2H. V. Perkins, The Effects of Social-Emotional Climate in 
j Curriculum Group Learning of In-Service Teachers, PhD Disser-
1 tation, University of Chicago, 1949. 
'12. 
' I] 
'J Through participation with leaders in grou:o dyno:nics from 
!lother universities in the summer training projects at Bethel, 
il 
'I. 
:I 
., 
:jThelan helped to formulate numerous methods for understanding 
:/classroom dynamics. He describes these methods at length in the 1 
'I 
,jReport of the Second Summer Laboratory Experimentl and in his :, 
:1 I! 
liarticle, "Learning and Instruction. "2 :i 
,:1 Also at this time, John C. Glidewell3 began to investigate '! 
jjrelationships between student learning in class and the degree 
1
! 
,Ito which the pupil is able to get his emotional needs satisfied 'I 
·' I 
in the classroom. He found he could predict the kind of re- II 
! 
sponse which would result from leader effectiveness. His demon- I 
l~tration showed that specific anxieties of the leader tend to 
.!block his effectiveness on certain group members. His experi-
ibent has made it possible to define more clearly the concepts 
'I 
I 
I 
i 
'I 
\1 1) 
:~i th which to explain terms of personality dynamics and types of .1 
I [leadership to be found in a given group. 
James Singletary4 advanced an investigation on the rela-
ionship between the teacher's perception of himself and a 
,, -
~~attern of attitudes which might be thought of as the morale of 
'1:---------------------------------------,j 
1 
H.A. Thelan, "Case Study of a Basic Skill Training Group," 
I' RePort of the Second Summer Laboratory Exoeriments, 1949. 
~~~ H.A. Thelan and R.'ll. Tyler, "Implications for Improving In-
' struction in the High School," ±2_th Yearbook, Part J., National 
11 Society for Study of Education, Chicago, University of Chicago 
II Press, 1950. 'I 
ii3John C. Glidewell, "Prediction of Some Aspects of Group Leader- 'j' 
1
1
1 ship Behavior, 11 A.H. Thesis, University of Chicago, 1949. ',, 
[~J. Singletary, Teacher: Administrative Leader Percentions of ll 
· Pupils, PhD Dissertation, Prairie View State College, Prairie 'j 
View, Texas, 1950. 1 
fr 
'I 
His findings seemed to indicate a great deal of 
li 
J' ~~he teacher. 
I. 
[~vidence to support the following tentative conclusions: 
:: 
r3· 
'r 1. Teacher-pupil relations differ at the various grade 
'I levels. 
II 
rl 
II 
!I 
. , 
2. Teacher-pupil relations are more clearly defined 
than pupil-administrative leader relations. 
3. Teacher-pupil relations can be improved through 
the social organization. 
Other Research On Classroom Dynamics. Percival l•i • 
r· 
rlof Columbia University believes that the group dynamics 
Symondsl ;I 
movementj 
li ~~as been impaired because proper recognition has not been given 
'· 
i'to the role that the dynamics of the individual plays in the 
l,group prooooo. Ho foolo thot too much ornphaoio hao been siven !I 
i'to a description of group processes rather than to the part that '.,'I 
;the dynamics of the individual plays in the ::;roup process. ij 
II Bernice Baxter's 2 book emphasizes the need for giving 
'I !i 
''attention to interaction between teacher and pupil within the 
! 
I classroom, 
' I 
ii Fritz 
llnamics and 
but fails to explain any of the princiules involved. 
Redl3 has also investigated this area of group dy-
has published a significant article on the types of 
:r 
!j 
', 
!!leadership in group situations which is helpful in understand-
iring the role of the teacher. .:. 
li 
!i 
j: 
,,:----------------------------------------------------------------4 
!j 1P.M. Symonds, The Dynamics of Human AdJustment, New York, 
!i Appleton-Century Crofts, Inc. , 1946. :1 
!12B. Baxter, Teacher-Pupil Relationships, New York, The Macmillanjl 
i: Company, 1941. ir 
i'3 I 
'II F. Redl, "Group Emotion and Lea.dershi:p, 11 Psychiatry, Vol. 5, i 
(1942) p. 573-596. 
I 
I' 
rl I I I 
:I 
II 
i! 
il 
h4. 
H.H. Andersonl and his co-workers cannot be overlooked i~ 
'" :,the research literature of this field, nor the wor:<:: done in the 
iiarea of social g:>:'oup behavior by Lippitt and ',ihi te under the II , 
·i j;direction of Lewin. Cantor2 broug,_"lt to the attention of edu-
:lcators the advanta&ee of the student-centered app_ roach to teach-~~ ~ -
ljing, and pointed out in his work that the teacher should focus 
,, 
!Jhis service to the student, not on the student. By this Cantor 
:tmeant that a teacher should be concerned with helping a student 
II 
ii 
ljto become motiveted and to achieve in the academic area, but 
" jjshould not be directly concerned with the whole student or all 
II jlaspects of the student's general development. 
:j Research Basic for Study. Arthur L. Bryant's Discussion 
!!Interaction Record Form (See Appendix 4) attempts to classify 
I j:kinds of group comments into nine categories. These categories 
1Jmake up the instrument used as a basis for this study. Bryant 
" ildescribes his instrument as follows: 
' !i The Discussion Interaction Record Form has been de-
:i veloped in an attempt to provide a relatively simple 
'i method by which the amount and type of interaction 
l,i 
. ; occurring in a group discussion may be recorded by 
1 
'I I 1:1 
!,.j H.H. Anderson and H.M. Brewer, Studies of Teacher's Classroom , 
Personalities, "Dominative and Socially Integrative Behavior of •1 
:I Kindergarten Teachers," Applied Psychology Monographs, No. 6, 
'' 1945; II, "Effects of reacher's Domination and Integration 
Contacts on Children's Classroom Behavior," Applied Psychology 
Monographs, No. 6, 1945; II, "Effects of Teacher's Domination 
and Integration Contacts on Children's Classroom Behavior," 
Applied Psychology Monographs, No. 8, 1946; III, "Follow-up 
Studies of the Effects of Dominative and Integrative Contacts 
on Children's Behavior," Applied Psychology Monographs, No. 11, 
;j 1946, California, Stanford University Press. 
I 
'jJ_
2N. F. Cantor, Dynamics of Learning, Buffalo, Foster and Stewart 
1 
Publishing Co. , 1946. 
i/ 
,, 
!I 
~ I 
'I q 
ij 
!i 
====#-Jt==== 
II 
an observer. The Form itself consists of nine cate-
gories ~hich, the writer believes, provide a basis for 
classifying nearly all of the participations typically 
occurring in a group discussion. These categories 
have been divided into three groups. The basis for 
this division is the breakdown of functions given be-
low. 
1. Task Functions - those participations whose prima-
ry purpose is that of furthering the task with 
which the group is confronted. 
2. Group Functions - those participations which are 
primarily concerned with the functioning of the 
group as a group and whose primary purpose is that 
of facilitating effective group action. 
3. Individual Functions - those participations which 
are primarily concerned with satisfying individual 
needs or attaining individual goals and which are 
relevant neither to the group functions nor to the 
task functions as they are defined above.l 
1
1 For purposes of this study Bryant 1 s Discussion Interaction 
irecord Form served as the basic instrument in attempting to 
" !!measure change in the discussion groups. This was accomplished 
"lby classifying the group comments into Bryant 1 s nine categories 
:j 
I land by noting the changes of comments from one type function to 
!another. A further discussion of this instrument is taken up 
~~nder "Procedure" in Chapter III of this study. 
Another study, valuable in organizing the various groups, 
the work of Lippitt and Wnite2 in which they experimented on 
,, 
'!the effects of three experimental types of leadership ("Demo-
" i!cratic " "Autocratic," "Laissez-faire") on group and individual jl ' 
.I 
,, 
1
;
1Arthur L. Bryant, The Development and Evaluation of an Instru-
,: ment for Measuring Discussion, EdM Thesis, Boston University, 
;I 1949. 
,, 
jj2R. Lippitt and R.K. White, "An Experimental Study of Group 
1 Life," In T.N. Newcomb and E.L. Hartley, Readings in Social 
/ Psychology, New York, Henry Holt, 1947, p. 315-330. 
I 
if 
'I 
I 
' 
r/15. 
,, 
i~ehavior in children's clubs. Their study shows some of the 
i !!interdependencies of the leadership role, group composition, 
'ii 
]group history, and personality structure of members. 
I' I 
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CHAPTER III 
II PROCEDURE 
!I 
I 
ij Composition of the Groups. The six groups used in this 
li 
lrtudy were composed of students in the freshmen class at Boston 
Dniversity School of Education. 
ii 
'l"ne groups were created on a 
[!sociometric basis as described earlier in this study under ,
1 
I :1 
'(Scope of the Problem." There were four heterogeneous groups 'I 
'1 II 
lfand two homogeneous groups Of the six groups, five were choice !I 
lbroups and one of the homo~eneous groups was constructed on a ;: 
~~on-choice basis. The tyue of leadership, the number of students 
'[[in each group and a description of the group makeup is shown in 
:~able I on page 7. 
:, 
' n In order to facilitate the reader in identifying the differ-r !i 
!I 
:~nt groups, Table No. I also identifies each group by a number. 
I. ,, 
~~hese numbers, one through six, are intended only to more 'I easily ' 
li i ~~~dentify the group in the reader's mind and are not significant 
l~f any difference in the groups other than those stated. 
Discussion Procedure. 
II 
li Although attendance of the ·groups 
'd 
II lras mandatory for all students, the group atmosphere differed 
~~ccording to the type of leadership ena.cted by the group leader. 
'I IIN'ith different types of leadership, the general procedure also 
~~iffered to a degree that a discussion of sroup procedure must 
I ~.bfe broken down into a discussion of the procedures used in 
, ndi vidual groups . 
I 
I 
II 
:I 
I 
li 
:[ 
i 
'I 
'I 
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Group I. As described in the "Scope of the Problem," the 
I' groups met for sixteen fifty-minute sessions over a period of 
!'eight months. Group I was a choice-heterozeneous :;roup con-
sisting of sixteen members under an autocre.tic tyre of leeder-
ship. 'The leader assumed the traditional Dosition at the front 
of the room with the members of the group seated before hi'!'. 
After the class had been called to order by the leader, mime-
ographed discussion sheets were passed out to all mem~Jers of thl 
i group. The leader would instruct the ;rou:p to reed the 'Jroblem$ 
through and be ready to discuss them. Also on the discussion 
sheet (See ADnendix B) were several questions :pertainin[ to the 
particular problem listed. The leader in G-roup I would allow 
time for the students to complete readin::: the shest e .. nd ,,;ould 
then call upon someone to begin the discussion. 
Groups l.L IV, Y., VI. As described in u--.e "Scone of the 
Problem," these groups mst for sixteen fifty-minute sessions 
over a period of eight months. 
Group II was a choice-heterogeneous group consistinG of 
, fourteen members under a student-centered type of leedership. 
Group IV was a non-choice homogeneous ;r_roup consistins of 
thirteen members under a stud.ent-centered type of lee.dership. 
Group V we,s e. choice-homogeneous group consisting of four-
teen members under a student-centered type of leadership. 
Group VI wa.s e. choice-heteroseneous group consistin::; of 
twelve '!lembers under a. student-centered type of leadership. 
I' ~ ~ ·.'!' !I ~~ In tho" group' tho "udonto =d loado<·a ordinarily '" in tg, 
i[a circle. After the group was assembled, the leader distributed :11 
lithe mimeographed discussion sheets and suggested that they be 
'I 
!read and evaluated. The leader's role was to encourage group 
iJ ifiiscussion and decision. 
li 
His participation was kept at a mini-
!Fum and consisted of summarizing and reflectins the srou:p feel-
:1 !'ling. 
I 
:[ 
,, 
il 
ij i· jl 
II 
:i 
Group III. This group, as did the others, met once a week 'I 
[~or a fifty-minute session over a period of eight months. 
!I 
['froup III vras a Laissez-faire choice-homogeneous group consist-
~~ng of fifteen members. The leader permitted complete freedom 
\ror :;roup or individual decision and made no effort to partici-
lbate. The mimeographed discussion sheets were left at the front ,, 
i! 
'bf the room and the use to be made of them was left to the dis-
',j 
.cretion of the group. 
il Role of the Obse~ Durins Discussion. 'The observer for 
~ ach of the six groups sat in the back of the room B.t a ve.nta.ge oint that permitted a view of each student and yet not at such I ill. point that the students became distracted by his presence. 
I' 
'I lfhe observer used two instruments during the discussion. The 
i,kirst instrument, the Observer Rec:·ort, consisted of several 
'I 
lbheets of nlain white paper divided into halves. (See Appendix 
\j -
II [[A2) The left half of the report was designated for the actual 
:li 
liremarks made by the students and the leader. Each student vms 
n 
.i 
~nown to the observer by a number. After becoming fully ac-
uainted with the procedure, the observer was able to note which 
'I ;I 
•I 
,I 
:I 
:'student 
' 
Then if a was speaking and what his comment was. 
il 
:r 
'I 
[120. 
il ~ I 
/gesture or action was committed by an individual student, or by ·I 
il II 'lthe whole group which seemed to add significantly to the dis-
lr 
ljcussion, the observer would note it on the right half of the i h 
II Observer Renort with ,, an interpretive comment as to the observer's;i 
/reeling. In no case did the observer's presence seem to affect 
/1the action of the group. 
I The other instrument was composed by the observers from 
I 
~background reading and was called the Leader Chart. 
ilpendix Al) The purpose of this chart '1-Jas to record 
I 
(See Ap-
the number 
and type of comments made by the leader. The types of remarks 
I 
:I 
I 
'I 
were categorized under thirteen headings. At the bottom of the \\ 
IILeader Chart a check on the consistency of the type of leader-
!i 
liship was recorded. Every five minutes the type of leadership 
1: 
I./during that period was plotted by the observer. 
·Treatment of the Observation Data. As soon as possible 
ljafter observing a class, each observer checked his stenographic 
/[recordings for possible omissions and for clarification of the 
'· 
ilinterpreti ve comments. 
'I 
I 
:I 
,I 
I 
! 
'I 
I 
1,; 
,, 
,, 
The type and quantity of comments made during the discussicni 
1
1were ·then determined by classifying ee.ch comment under one of 
n 
i 
lithe nine ce.tegories on Bryant's Discussion Interaction Record 
'· 
1iForm (See Appendix A3) and by making a total of the comments 
!!tallied under each heading. 
II 
The classifica.tion of the various comments was subject to 
error, but the observers were all quite familiar with Bryant's 
II 
1/ 
II 
I' 
I! 
[breakdown of the nine categories. (See Appendix A4) In addition: 
1/to a knowledge of the nine categories, each observer charted 
" ' 
//.approximately twelve groups not included in this study and com-
l~ared their ch~1rts. 
iii 
vmen it was not possible for the observers 
J!to sit in on the same group, the comments were read aloud and 
I 
!/each observer practiced charting the type of comment that had 
ii 1/been recorded in the stenographic record. After the first few 
!/practice sessions, the consistency of e.greement in categorizing 
1lcomments was found to be high. 
il 
:: Re-Use of :D:Iimeographed Discussion Sheets. After all the 
i[orientation groups had an OIJ!JOrtunity to read and 1iscuss the 
ljmimeographed material described under Discussion Sheets in 
I· jChapter I, several of the mimeographed materie.ls vlhich had 
:caused considerable debate in the various groups were selected 
I 
I 
:[ 
IJanP, presented to the groups for a second time. (See Appendix B3, 'I 
~~· 6) The purpose in re-using the discussion sheets was to see ![ 
:lwhether or not there would be any significant change in opinions r: 
!land type of comments which might indicate student growth. ·,/' 
II 
•r The Opinionnaire Survey. The Opinionnaire Survey was based 11 
!.on topics which had been under consideration on the discussion 
lj 
II 
\lsheets. A mimeographed sheet containing twenty-two questions 
i 
rwas passed out at the sixteenth session to all the groups. 
I )Eleven questions, numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 12, 14, and 
'I ::_21, were based on material taken from the Discussion Sheets. 
Jrhe remaining eleven questions, numbers 6, 10, 11, 13, 15, 16, 
I 
' 
I 
'I 
I 
I 
'I 
I II 
il 
II 
II 
' ,I 
!I 
II 
~~ 7, 18, 19, 20, and 22 dealt ~1i th the type of les.dership and the !I 
fiscussion group itself. (See Appendix A5) 11 
,, 
lj The Opinionnaire was taken anonymously. Each student, how- ~~· 
I I ,I 
!lver, was asked to indicate his group, sex, major field of study 'I 
l"nd e.ge. The students were allO\ved a maximum of fifteen 
' I' ~~o complete the form. At the end of fifteen minutes the 
minutes •i 
I, 
'I Ouinion-;1 
it 
'I 
;paires were collected and the leader led a discussion of the 
i• ~~arious questions. This was a departure in procedure only in 
i~he case of the laissez-faire group which had heretofore been 
,I 
'!ill owed to choose its own course of action. Stenographic re-
pordings were te.ken as usual. 
i! 
:j 
if Using a system of a plus sign for "yes" response and a 
~~inus sign for "no" response, and a zero sign for a question 
j..tnanswered, it was possible to chart the replies made in each 
]I 
1troup For the Purposes of this study an analysis of the "yes" i . " 
i nd "no" responses was all that was deemed necessary. Students 
~~ho omitted their sex and age were not included in this tally, 
il 
ror were any qualified answers. 
·I 
II 
lr 
!I 
:I 
I !i 
i 
I 
' I 
!I 
'I II 
il 
I 
i'l 
:I ,, 
:I 
!I 
I 
!I 
·I 
The constant observation of the sroups, the interpretation ;j 
:1 
" jPf the Observer Reuort, the plotting of the Leader Chart, the 
I 
Ire-use of selected Discussion Sheets, and the administration and 
'I 
!rnalysis of the Ouinionnaire Survey constitute the procedures 
;19mployed for this experimental study. 
! 
" I' 
li 
I! 
I 
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CHAPTER. IV 
AUTOCRATIC-CHOICE-HETEBOGENEOUS 
GROUP I 
:I 
:.I 
'I 
il 
lj 
II 
Jj Meeting I 
II il The observer's attention during this meeting we.s focused 
ikccurately plotting the Discussion Interaction Record Form and 
jl 
lfhe Leader Chart. After meeting number one, the Discussion 
'I !Interaction Record Form was plotted from the stenographic re-
I ordings. 
:; 
I 
There was no planned topic for this discussion; it was 
!explained to the group that this hour could be used for dis-
1 
ifcussion of school problems. 
Ji ~~as made by the group than by the leader. 
il 
A greater proportion of comments 
After a few preliminary remarks by the leader, the dis-
ii 
I on i 
jjcussion centered itself on the "unforgivable" method employed , 
j~y an English Professor to teach freshman composition. It was 'I 
!lthe opinion of this group that people work better when they are ·I 
ljstimulated. The professor was disliked because he was too vague,l 
i,·~. is critical comments were incomprehensible, and because he gave il 
'I llexceedingly low grades. ' 
II : 
i! The instructor departed from his autocratic role and 
ii 
haunched into a student-centered approach in which he merely 
I 
I 
•reflected the feeling the group held for his colleague. Toward 
I 
:jthe end of the session the leader assumed a partial autocratic 
!!role once more and listed the professor's merits one by one and 
,, 
'I !,suggested ,, 
I' 
111Drofessor 
that the students discuss their "gripes" with the 
himself. 
1- Interpretation. The group seemed to enjoy the opportunity 
to lash out at a superior. Every member participated in some 
I' 
I 
===~==' !j 
~~ay during 
,, 
j! 
'!Particular 
the session. All of the members who were in this 
Professor's class seemed to be exceedingly disturbed 
his practices. 
Meeting II , 
The basis for discussion during the second meeting was the ·1 
,I [~imeographed discussion sheet entitled "Freshman Orientation." 
ii 
!\(See Appendix Bl) 
II 
The leader maintained the autocratic role 
!jthroughout the session, and contributed the greater proportion 
I, 
liof comments. 
11 Example number one, Bob Davis, was the only example dis-
!lcussed. In essence, the session was· merely a question and i 
!,!,answer period. One member of the group exclaimed, "If I was ,, 
'I 
j]Bob Davis, I'd tell him that this can't keep up and that I would l.ll, 
ljput a stop to it." 
j: 
il ,, There was some confusion about the word "boor" in line two. 
ii dOne member volunteered to explain its origin and meaning. The 
lladvice of the majority of the group was tl1at where words will 
,, 
lrot help, action will. Various members cited similar situations 
[land related what had been done to rectify matters. One member 
~Faid that when he was in the Navy a "stinko guy" poured liquor 
i!in his eyes He showed him who was boss by tipping him out of ~~ed during ~he night. 
il Another member provided cause for laughter by stating thst 
f he were in Bob Davis' position he would join his roommate in 
is fun-making activities. Some felt that they could not commen~ 
I 
I 
I 
n the situation since they had never lived in a dormitory. !I 
:I 
:I 
llhis roommate. Several felt that the situation was unrealistic. :1 
'I 'I 
:I [I After many other examples and opinions had been offered, 'I 
i
1
'1
1
the leader briefly summed up what had been said and told the ,j 
'·,I 
' :rgroup that people did not always react to brute force, so that !1 
1
1 
1
1 
;
1
,j'the best plan of attack would be a compromise between force and il 
~~ .. I llgivine:, in to the objectionable roommate. I' 
II 
:
1 
Interpretation. The members became quite annoyed and rest- 'i 
',!I' less at the leader's insistance on exploring number one thor-
1
i 
I' 'I 
:,1
1
oughly. The group appeared to feel that the entire discussion ' 
:I ]Jwas a waste of time. !I 
1' :1 
!i 
1
1! 
Meeting III 
li 
1: 
The discussion sheet, "Freshman Orientation," was the basis, 
'1lfor discussion. (See Appendix Bl) The leader kept his role 
i 
!throughout the session; he made the greater prooortion of com-
' lments. 
I 
The group had exhausted example one at the last meeting; 
itherefore, the discussion began with number two after the leader 
I [read it aloud. ·The consensus of opinion was that Sus 1m Bush 
ilexpected too much and the.t most people are friendly. Several 
lrembers cited examples of friendship and interest shown toward 
![them by upper classmen. 
II 
I ,, 
II 
The leader posed the question, "Is it the isolate's re-
,, 
isponsibility to 
I 
[directly. Such 
:I 
get into a group?" No-one answered the question II 
replies as "no," "not true," and "try another il 
[group" were made. 
I 
II 
~ I II 
:I II :I 
I I ti 
,j 
'il 
I II 
1127. 
le~de~ !j' 
I. 
The discussion was again centered on Susan Bush. The 
!Faid 
li 
that Susan had two choices: to be content with the group to 
rrhich she had belonged, or to volunteer for various groups in 
!prder to get into working situations with neople. The leader 
~~ent on to explain the cohesive concept of a group, stating that 
it ~~f all people were let in there would be no group, but only the 
iitotal mass. 
·I I! 
One member suggested that Susan probe.bly needed 
!~idance since she might not be well-groomed. 
'I 
I[ ·The leader replied, "So you feel the purpose of guidance is 
!~o be told what is wrong with you!" Several cnembers volunteered : 
I· . 
II 
II 
!
"no's" but the leader, considering the matter closed, went on to li 
lrxample three, Jerry Mason. fl 
:• One member felt it was ethical for a person to get a po- :
1
]
1 
'I 
IFition if he had an "in" but that otherwise a job should go to .~ 
(\ 
lfhe most capable candidate. He concluded that the latter method: 
'I jpf job placement was the ideal way, but was seldom found in 
~~ractice. 
,! Another member asked why freshman were being used on the 
j: 
lrootball tearu e.nd was bombarded with ans\.ers. The :-!W.i:J idea 
irehind the comments was that experience is essenth~l L1 collese 
!Football and that by the time the freshmen beca:ne juniors they 
' 
ii 
rwould be potential football stars. 'I 
1! 
1
1 
j
1
1l Next the leader posed the following questions: "v,'hat about 11 
i 
11the cub reporter that writes better than the editor?" "What 'I 
,I 
I 
about freshman senators as opposed to senior senators?" :1 
I 
i 
i 
No-one could think of anything to say, 
ilinto his swnrnary stating that in times of great stress the 
ijleaders pick the best man. 
'I 
1: The session ended with a discussion of Johnny Andrews and 
I 
lithe idea that perha-os college graduates do not always make a 
' rlgreat deal of money. 
I[ Interuretation. 
!i 
By the time the discussion had continued 
'I 
!Ito Dick Piet'ce the group was exceedingly restless and bored, 
!!registering a sincere dislike for the leader's method of hand-
II 
:I 
I ~ I 
! 
'28. 
a ~ling the topics. 
!I ,, 
II 
Several times during the session the leader tried to arouse:[ 
lithe group by making several snide remarks about fraternity and 
lisoroity discrimination, but was unsuccessful in evoking eny 
!!significant discussion. 
I 
'I 
I 
I 
I! Meeting IV ![ 
il A new leader substituted for the original leader during thi~ 
,,session. There were no mimeographed sheets end the discussion ;j 
\)was focused by the leader on the new core curriculum at the ' 
I ,[ 
i!school of Education. The leader was autocratic throughout the ,I 
i 
'!session, e.lthough he was extremely amusing on three occasions. 
1l:rhe leader ignored several raised hands, but apparently gave 
" 
.:satisfactory answers when he did accept a question. 
l!pause was about thirty seconds. 
The longest [ 
·T11e longest expository comment 
I! 
II 
;r 
'I 
I Hby the leader was six minutes, during which time he listed many I 
'reasons for not doing "things," including many of his net 
"ninety-four" reasons for not playing tennis. The leader also I i! ,, 
I 
'2 
il ,, 
ilgave a convincing analysis of the value and opportunities to be 
II 
l,ifound in elementary education. 
ii 
' 
Interpretation. The greatest proportion of comments was 
" 1: 
:lmade by the leader; however, the group seemed extremely inter- ;I 
II ! 
:
1ested in what the leader had to say. The restlessness e.nd '[ 
'I ,, i antagonism that had prevailed in session three was not apparent. il 
hhis would suggest tha.t a leader's personality e.nd method of :1 
I: ! !:~conducting the discussion under autocratic rule varies from iJ !!individual to individual and is the result of personality dif- r 
Jiferences among leaders. I 
:i 
' 
Meeting V 
ii 
d 
il 
This discussion was focused on the discussion sheet on re-
,, 
!jligious tolerance. (See Appendix 
!I 
B3) The original leader re-
I 
[[turned and maintained an autocratic role for this session. He 
!! jlread the mimeographed material to the group. A question and 
flanswer period followed for ten minutes. At the end of ten mi- :; 
:,!, ' i 
!ijnutes every pass ible religious belief had been "insulted" by the ,j 
[
1
leader and the group lashed out at him with gusto. ij 
li 
:[ 'The group remained eight minutes after class and seemed ,[ 
';(willing to stay on and fight the "thing" through, but the leader':\ 
'I I 
'I walked out . ,I 
!, The leader had started the discussion by asking, "Are ~~ 
' :, 
:there 
i 
!,hands 
1
1
1 there 
any people in this group that are Catholic?" About six 
were raised, whereupon the leader asked one member, "Is 
a right and wrong in your religion?" 
II 
I! 
II 
!r 
il ,, 
II Vlithout allowing the member to reply, the leader said, "You 
iilmo•r you are right; that makes any other faith wrong." ij 
!/ Someone shouted out, "We feel that we are right and we are 
!:unless we see a fallacy." 
il 
jl The leader replied, "Do you see a lack of a fallacy in 1my 
,I 
I 
llother faith?" The answer was nesative and the leader continued, 
II !i"So automatically all other religions are wrong; therefore, you i 
il i! licannot tolerate another religion." 
II ,, 
1
'1 Several hands were 
lwho now supposed he was a Jew who felt "this business about 
.I 
'I 
'! 
:[ 
:! 
il 
raised but were ignored by the leader 
.I ifhrist being divine is a lot of hoopla." 
11 The discussion advanced to the question of converts and 
,I 
the 1 1. 
lj 
Jidegree of ardency they would have in embracing a new faith. A 
' 
" 
ir'lmember stated the.t if a convert sees "it" he will 'oe more con-
! inced than someone born into a religion. "It is like college," 
said this member, "when you first come you know it all; but, 
then you study and you are not so sure that you do know it 
' 
' .I lj Other problems and questions brought to the attention 
all." ,j 
of 1 
1
·.
1
1
1
1
the group were : 
Do Churches teach to1er2nce? 
Do we tolerate heathens? 
Does toleration of another faith indicate that we 
are weakening our own? 
Hypocrisy. 
Soapbox preaching. 
wny Catholics eat fish on Friday. 
II 
II The leader aroused the group by saying, "Do you know how 
li 
[~he custom of eating fish on Friday was started? This may not 
II 
During the e8.rly Christian ~~e true but it is what I heard. 
'I 
reriod, there was no interpretation of Christ's teachings. One 
'I 
!religious group believed that anything that was the :oroduct of 
~~exual intercourse was unholy. They believed the.t fish were 
lrexless and, therefore, not the product of intercourse. Fish 
Jras eaten as a pure or holy food. The Catholics later adopted 
If his CUB tom • 11 
it Some of the comments which followed were: 
il "I don't accept that." 
'
1
1 "The Church must have a logical explanation." 
"We're not doubting Thomases." 
;j 
lj 
,I 
:i 
'I 
II 
I 
.i 
I 
:i 
'I 
II 
'I 
i 
:I 
'I 
I 
i li 
,! 
il 
li 
'I 
'I 
"Catholics can eat meat on Friday if they are visiting and i'[ 
f~ t is served." :I 
:1 After the confusion had subsided, the leader asked why the ·I ~~ractices of the Catholics vary in manifestations from one area ~~ 
~~~f the Earth to another. Various members who had been abroad :1 
ibaid that it was possible to understand a mass anywhere, since 
,, 
'I !fhe fundamentals do not change. 
i! II 
:1 'The leader brought out the fact that architecturally ') 
':~hurches vary. The discussion digressed for a few minutes to a ij 
IFonsideration of church architecture, \-!hereupon the leader an- 1( 
II jpounced that the main issue was whether or not we can tolerate ,I 
li lr person with an opnosite point of view. 
I nee is a fluctuation from beliefs. 
He stated that toler-
!i 
'I 
At this point the discussion stopped abruptly for tne 
~~eader had tilted his chair a bit too much and was now sitting 
II 
' lion the floor. 
i1s truck down by the Holy Ghost. 
'I j: 
il 
I, jjthe discussion of other topics which included Korean Buddhists, 
One member remarked that he probably had been 
After order had been restored, the leader led the group in 
:I 
j~he function of the Pope, Chinese and Indian religions, and the 
,, 
'I 
I 
:! 
II 
'i 
:: 
'I 
~~ifference between a heathen and a pagan. 
li One member described a sum~er camp where he had worked. He ii ,, 
'I II 
ijsaid that the campers represented various religions. There was 
' !fuite an amount of ill feeling amcng the groups. The priest, 
11f'abbi, and minister were conscious of this and presented copies 
:: 
,;of their sermons for all to see. The camp leaders held dis-
If 
1
jcussions with the youngsters, and by the end of the summer, the 
1[ 
ilyoungsters learned to have more respect for another's religion. 
l.fA greater feeling of comradeship was evident in their games and 
II 
i'camo activities. i! -
':I The discuss ion then advanced to the "Jewish :;Jroblem" and 
[lhether or not the attitude of a gentile tovrards one particular 
[iJew differs from his attitude tovrard the entire ,Tewish race. 
!I 
!fook 
'I 
' !; 
ii 
place was that Luther was too lazy to say two masses a day. 
One member suggested that it would be a good idea to read 
l~ooks on various religions. The leader said that since the 
1,: 
II 
I 
llmember.was a Ca.tholic it would. not be possible, because he 
i' !/only read recommended books. 
'I 
'I 
li At this point the session came to an abrupt end. The 
:jleader left the room while the members remained to discuss the 
1/subject. 
'I 
/f Internretation. This discussion has been reported at some 
hength to acquaint the reader with the procedures employed by 
!!the leader to evoke responses in this autocratic group session. 
/[This is the only time during the observations tl1.at an attempt to i
1 I I i'larouse hostility was made. ·There was an equal proportion of ,
11 
ifcomments made by both the leader and the group. Every member 
ii 
!!participated. 
"d !I ence. 
:I 
1,·1 
Intense hostility toward the leader was in evi-
Meeting VI 
•I II 
I 
During this session the mimeogra;=hed material on 
!was again the basis for discussion. (See Apnendix B3) 
religion ,! 
II 
'I 
" I The usual !I 
;!autocratic procedure was followed. The proportions of comments 
!bY the leader was somewhat less than those m<,de by the group. 
I] 
i' 
" !i 
II 
'I I,
II 
The topics discussed included: 
A definition of tolerance 
The concept of tolerance as understanding 
Open-mindedness 
The relationship between employer and employee 
Inter-racial marriage 
One member explained the meaning of tolerance in this 
ashion: 
'I 
., 
:, 
II 
I 
I 
"I'm a Yankee fan and you're probably for the Red 
Sox. Everyone kno>m that the Yankees he"ve the 
best team; it's been proved. Nevertheless, I'd 
like to see Pesky play second base for the Yanks. 
See? You knm,; what I mean; tolerance is seeing 
the good points." 
Many comments were made in which the parents were blamed 
breeding intolerance. 
Other topics briefly discussed were: 
Sending Mark Clark as an ambassador to the Vatican 
wby all our presidents have been Protestant 
The two-party system 
v·ihy most Catholics are De11ocrats 
Interpretation. The session was not an enlightening one. 
lfhe group was restless and made contributions to the discussion 
j[nerely because the leader insisted upon it. A dislike for the 
I' i.~eader was still evident, although he ma"de no attempt to an-
~~agonize the group. The leader's questions were excellent, but 
I . 
khe replies were neither perceptive nor intelligent in most 
i 
:
1
fases. 
I J.!eeting VII 
!J A new leader took over the autocratic role for this session 
~~nd a number of the following meetings. Several members specu-
~~ated among themselves as to where the other "bird" had gone. 
ibhe new leader lapsed from his role during five of the five-
~~inute checks according to the Leader Chart. 
I! The greater proportion of comments was made by the lee.der, 
lthough all but two members participated. 
According to one member, the group had heard about this 
~iscussion sheet from groups that had previously used it. 
il ,, The door to the room was loc~ed and one member insisted 
::that a late-comer give the "password" before he would open it. 
',I 
The leader asked how many of the members had heard Presiden, 
'
11
Truman's speech. Two members had heard it. 'rihen asked what the· 
,, 
!.~resident had said, a member replied, "Same old thing, no thin' 
!t 
ifnuch." 
it, 
The conversation was centered on the mimeographed sheet for 
ii 
ifthe remainder 
ij 
of the hour. (See Appendix B4) Fifteen minutes 
il 
':Were consumed in discussing the mental prowess of star athletes. 
:i 
I· 
:,The group cited specific examples of football stars at Boston 
'i 
i~niversity who were good students. Athletic scholarships were 
1ithen discussed. One member felt that often scholarships were a-
ii ~~arded for athletic skill alone, with no consideration for aca-
ildemic ability. Another member wondered what would hapoen to a 
:lscholarshi:o if an injury prevented its owner from pa.rticipating 
liin sports. 
!: 
The leader reflected the group feeling several times. 
!i 
ilene occasion he summed up the qualities of a good coach as 
" 
,, 
\',follows: 
I 
'I 
:r 
I 
:I 
'i 
"From what has been said, I understand that the 
group feels that a good coach should know his sport, 
be a good disciplinarian, know psychology and first 
aid, have a strong liking for his job, and have the 
material to work with." 
On 
j: Interoretation. The group seemed to enjoy talking about 
,, 
,, 
'.jthe foot ball stars in an exceedingly frank manner. The leader 
I, 
!I 
I 
lras readily accepted by the group, and the members were pleased 
',I 
i1Ni th this cha.nge in leadership. Comments to this effect were 
ii f"t ipverheard by the observer. 
Meeting VIII 
;! During this session the topic for discussion was again 
,I 
iVic Petrone. (See Appendix B4) The leader did not depart from 
!I 
~is autocratic role and the session resulted in a question and 
,I ,, 
;~nswer period. The proportion of comments by the leader and 
jtnembers was approximately the same. 
I 
'I i 
'I 
' 
,!! 
,, 
' 
' il The group felt that Vic (question 1) had no right to develop! 
:i 
,I 
I his 
' 
,, 
attitude, but felt that it often was true that athletes are 
iundeservedly given passing grades. 
\ 
Several members said that they did not resent the football 
!players in their classes. 
I! 
JOf college was. "Is it to 
One member wondered 1-lhat the purpose 
get good grades or to have a good 
' 
,football team; or what?" he asked. 
,; 
i The leader stated that perhaps Vic was not told that he 
~ould be expected to work "like a dog." He said that it all 
" ;~epended on just how the scholarship had been presented to Vic. 
Several members cited the fact that .11any star at.'llet.es do 
major in physical education. 
Most of the group co~ceded. the.t it was jL~stifie.ble to give 
,1?-thletes special consideration concerning time limits on assign-
i 
,tnents. 
';I 
One member related the plight of a friend who hed been a-
arded a football scholarship to West Point 1-lhere he 1-las forced 
,, 
:I 
~ i 
i 
I 
II 
I 
I 
,J 
!I 
i) 
I 
~o practice long hours and complete assignments on trips. 
I' [~nly way for him 
il 
:137. 
"The :1 
I' 
,! 
to pass exams was to cheat and he got kicked 
'I 
lput, 11 concluded the member. 
lj 
il 
:I 
II I :l A discussion of the West Point scandal followed. The gener\I 
i. 1 opinion was that if a university makes football big 
ikhen players should be given special consideration. 
business, · 
11 
I I! One member suggested having group tutors for football 
The leader commented that this had been tried out the ~le.yers. 
rprevious year. Another member su¢gested a specic;.l grading sys-
·I 
:1~em for football players. The leader agreed that it might be a 
~~ood idea but felt that administrative officers would never 
:~olera te it. 
li The leader gave the case history of a football player who 
!i 
red been expelled from Boston University last year, a.nd the 
!r 
~~ession ended with a discussion of "snap" courses. 
I [I In~_!:'.eta:t;ion. Several members of this group apparently 
tad been bothered by the notion that athletes are able to get 
~dvance copies of examinations. l•lhile the leader did not deny 
ipr confirm this notion, he seemed to satisfy many of the ques-
~ions by citing specific cases of football players, adminis-
~rative policies toward them, and Boston University's efforts to 
rive athletes fair consideration for their services. 
II 
11 !>1any of the group members lingered after cle.ss to continue 
I' ;' 
~he discussion on their own. 
!I 
'· I
.I 
'I 
•I 
I 
" II ~ ~ ====~':'=! == jha. 
Jj Meeting IX r 
!I The discussion during this session was focused on the psy- ii 
/t' hology workbook1 which was to be completed as !'ert of the core ![ 
i curse program. The leader mede a greater proportion of comment~ 
iJ han did the group during this meeting. 
!i The pages of the workbook under considera.tion had various ~~ictures to be labeled "pleasant" or "unplee.sant." Each member 
1
1 
i: I ~~-f the group was asked why he had labeled the picture as he did. r, 
· he pictures included such things as a snake, a belt of light- '' 
1: ',1 
ihing a table of goodies, and an airplane. i 
i] 'As an example, the picture of a horse was pleasant to one 
I, 
i~ember who liked to ride but unpleasant to another member whose 
,, 
I 
!~riend had recently been injured when his horse had thrown him. 
I 
!i 
! The leader led a discussion of learned fears and elicited 
li 
lrnany examples from the group. 
il 
ii Inter:p_r_etation. Most of the members had not prepared the 
lbssignment and were pleased at an opportunity to fill in the 
ri 
I' 
1
iblanks during the discussion. 
;! 
,/ The period a:cpeared to be a stimulating experience for the 
!group, since this was the first time any help with course con-
11 
i,tent had been given them. 
" 
Meeting X 
!/ 
1 The leader maintained his autocratic role throughout this .I 
[!session. The proportion of comments by the leader and the group li 
,, 
---------·-------~ i 
1~E Tery Prothro and P. T. Teska, Fsvcholo~y A Biosocial Study 
!I of Behavior, Ginn & Co., Boston, 1950. !i 
,, 
I 
,j 
!I 
IFembers was about equal, t?.lthough the leader's comments were 
~~enerally longer. 
1
1 The session began vl'ith 2 discussion of the desirebility of 
~~cquiring as much education as nossible before being dre.fted. 
II 
-!(See Appendix B5) Most of the female members gave affirmative 
II 
II 
tj39. 
lfpinions but the ma.le oDinions varied. One mz.le member said he 1 
11~ould rather enlist and be an officer with two or three 
:1 
I 
uniforms;! 
litrnother member assumed that he 
i< 
[~ducation had been completed. 
~~auld be foolish to "jump into 
i~evel-headed thinking." Still 
!I 
would not be drafted until his 
One member commented that it 
the service without some clear, 
another member said that he did 
:rot like the army and would rather sleep in a Navy bunk than in 
!I 
il 
II ,, 
II 
il 
'I 
il ~~n army foxhole. Someone suggested that the opportunities for 
'I! 
the Navy because this servic1 
,, 
~~scorning an officer were greater in 
negeted this notion assert- :1 :Ponducted more schools. The leader 
!, 
II 
~~ng that the army had as many schools as did the Navy. 
II Other problems discussed included the enlistment period 
I 
ibrior to induction, the Army Reserve Officers' Training Corps at :, 
II 
!~aston University, and the Korean rotation plan. 
ii 
jl One member turned back the discussion by insisting that he 
II :~auld rather go into service now and finish his education after 
j~e had served his time. This led to debating whether or not he 
'I l~ould want to return to college after serving his time, Some 
~~elt he would be studying with more purnose if he returned, 
I, 
]rhile others felt that he would not wish to return. 
t!l 
!I 
I 
!j The G.I. Bill was discussed and was tagged "financial in-
I, 
iisnira.tion" rather than 
:j -· "educational inspiration," by one member. 
Several members thought that it was unfair for the brie;hter; 
!i 
lrtudents to be draft exempt, while others felt that college 
iftudents were of value to the country. Some felt exempting a 
' 1', !Select 
I 
!I few was undemocratic. Someone suge:;ested that the draft i 
:r~ tself 1tras undemocratic, but that this was no reason to take men :1 
li~nto 
' 
the army undemocratically. 
!I 
II 
Internretation. The group seemed to appreciate the oppor-
'~unity given them to discuss the draft problem, but they were 
,, 
il.mable to reach any adequate solution. 
li 
This problem was an-
,, 
iparently of deep concern to all the male members. The leader 
' 
lbffered no snecific advice. 
,, 
He did try to ~uestion the sroup 
' j~uch a way that both sides of the issue could be discussed. 
;] 
I 
;!Interest was high during the entire session. 
il 
!I Meeting XI 
The leader first read the mimeographed material to the 
ibroup and then immediately centered the discussion on the pre-
:.1, 
He defined "necking" as ~ared questions. (See Appendix B6) 
I, 
lbentered "above the waist" and "petting, below." 
'I 
:I 
II 
!! 
:; 
The leader made most of the comments during the hour. He 
'I 
'feparted from h~s autocratic role for thirty-five minutes, ac-
I, '1~ording to seven of the five-minute checks on the leader chart. 
il The questions posed by the leader caused snickering among 
II 
!the members and only a few were willing to respond to direct 
,, 
'I 
I uestioning. 
!I 
ij 
'I 
'il 
!i 
One member speculated thE:t petting was dangerous because 
)..las not always possible to stop. 
All of the girls implied that petting was bad, but refused 
discuss their reasoning. I l One female member brought up the 
jproblem of the good-night kiss, stating that it was not essentia~ 
,, 
!fln the first date. 
I 
ipf payment" theory. 
I; 
Several male members disagreed vri th her "la.ckf 
:j 
! 
II ,, 
II 
Interpretation. Since the embarrassment of the entire group 
i 
iras evident, the leader departed from his role and merely re-
I 
!I 
!fleeted group feeling. 
'I 
11 
li Once or twice a bit of humor was advanced by two bold mem-
,. 
\~ers, but no valid or inter'Creti ve comments were offered. 
Meeting XII 
,I 
A new leader took over the group at this session and 
I ,, 
contin:l 
': 
1~ed as such for the remainder of the meetings. 
!1 
it' The leader departed from his autocratic role on three oc-
i 
l asions according to the Leader Chart. The prooortion of com-
~. ents between the leader and the e;roup was q··r'roxim~etely equal. 
There was some confusion in the group about tv10 Hiss Jone-
ii 
I 
iises. (See Aopendix B7) 
,[ 
The leader explained that it was a typo-'i 
j~raphical error and asked the members to change the first 
ii 
t!to "Smith." 
"""::ones r, 
i 
il 
!I After some discussion, the general opinion was that the 
li 
,! 
11teacher was right but that no teacher should talk in such a 
I! 
~~anner. 
I 
" 
I 
I 
One member said thet he had no respect for teachers who 
lbould not maintain discipline in 
!I 
a classroom. 
ii 
:I 
Another member asked, "Isn't it better to keep a child 
II 
il 
~~2. 
~appy?" 
IJ The leader 
ji 
~appy. 
replied, "You can't run schools to keep people II 
I 
Look a.t a.ll the difficulty you would run into if you 'I let j! 
'! I. l~veryone change courses." 
II 
· Someone suggested that the student could only compla"in if 
~:ere a subject matter course. 
1 
The analysis vras then read silently and the leader ques-
j, 
litioned individual members. 
!I 
One !llember felt that if 1t1hat the 
~~irst teacher had said was true, then the other teacher should 
JFe changed. The leader took this opportunity to explain "tenure; 
!bf office" which is given to teachers after three years of I 
II ~~ervice in a school. He discussed its evil as far as quality of !, 
ljinstruction is concerned. Several members cited examples of in- :I 
~~ffective teachers under whom they had studied. ij 
'ir :1 
! The leader asked several members for recommendations. One ·
1
 
1
1 
'I 1lnember suggested that the students take matters into their own I, 
!I :,j 
ihsnds. The leader repudiated this suge;estion saying, "Sunpose ' 
" 
had a run-in with the senior class president. Can't you see • 
I 
trouble you would run into? 
lead them." 
Children will follow anyone 
who :j 
:I 
I One member said that it was the resuonsibility of the stu- I 
to get the studying done, while another member commented 
the teacher was under no obligation to cater to the pupil. 
,I 
i! 
!I The likes and dislikes of teachers and pupils were then dis...i 
~~us sed. 
The leader concluded the session 'dth the remark, "I don't 
who dislikes me in here, but I ~now the ones I don't 
InterDretation. 
'i 
During this session several members 
like." J; 
seemed :I 
!an c-ered. I 0 
II 
One member was heard whispering to his companion, 
i
1
)You want to play twenty Questions?" 
,, 
"no !I 
!i 
,, 
I 
The leader's concluding remark had a jolting effect on the 
~~ntire group. 
' 
Astonished faces watched him make a dramatic exiti 
I 
'I 
il ,, 
!I 
il 
Neeting XIII 
The basis for discussion during this session was the mime-
il 
:r 
lpgraphed material on normal behavior. (See Appendix B8) 
·I 
I The I 
I ~~eader contributed the greater proportion of comments. The usua.,1 
~~uestion and answer period followei a silent reading of the dis- I 
II 
i' .1'~ussion sheets. The leader departed from his autocratic role onlj 
' " 
litwo occasions. ' 
li 
I I 
'' The leader posed the question, "Just what is normal be- \j 
1: l~avior?" 'I 
,' One member said, "According to the books it is doing what i,, 
iiacceptable to society." :j 
i! ,: 
!' The group then discussed why a person hed to act the way 'i 
l,:soc iety decreed. Such examples as "dress pants" and "work boots·~ 
I; 
,, 
:["ere deemed abnormal. One member said thet there was no room 
ilfor individuality if a person accepted society. 
Various types of clothing were discussed. Several types 
I' 
II I, 
' '•Shirts, the leader pointed out, were being worn by the members 
of 'I 
il 
·I 
II 
!bf the group. ,, He said that all were accePtable, though varied. 
i,~t was essential, he concluded, that in some situations such as 
I! 
lithe group meeting it was required that a man wear some type of 
~~hirt. 
~4. 
!I 
:I 
:ii 
'I 
a il I 
'li :I 
One member asked why some acts, thougl1 permissible at home, ij 
'I 
considered abnormal when committed in public. The leader 
!.~peculated, "Maybe you are not c.bnormal if you do it alone." 
i! 
'I Another member quipped, "Then you 1 re abnormal, but nobody 
i.lk. nows it . " · 
I >I 
1: "Then you 1 re being a hypocrite," another member remarked. !/ 
rl 
Interpretation. The dividing line between normal and ab-
,, 
!,pormal behavior •ras conceded to be a fine distinction. The 
!I 
~~eneral group attitude was one of passive submission; however, 
j:several members showed a keen interest in the topic. 
I II 
I! 
Meeting XIV 
focused on the mimeographed material This discussion was 
,, 
I' ~~ealing with a college education. (See Appendix B9) The leader 
!~eparted from his role 
1! -
on six occasions according to the Leader 
jlchart. The greater proportion of comments was made by the groupi 
' !I 
,, 
! The leader sat on the desk during this session. He startedi 
lithe session by asking the group what it thought of number 1. 
! 
1jthey 
~ I 
I 
Various members thought that the case was not so; hO\·rever, 
admitted that some students do need guidance. 
The leader asked, "How ma.ny of you have asked q_uestions 
ilsuch as how long is a term paper?" 
I 
! 
I' 
'I 
II 
II 
,I 
1: 
:r I, 
I' 
11 This question evoked such cocnments as, "If the professor ij 
how many pages he wanted, it would be up to us to find I ~~old us 
~ ! 
i!a tonic 
r: " 
ii Later in the session, the leader explained thEtt some vro-
that we could develop properly in that number of pages." I 
1' 
!lfessors were intentionally vague since they vJanted their student~':, 
Hto develop independence. 
II 
[i, Several members disagreed with Dr. Black's defense of :j 
II ,l,j 
f
1
['college students today. 
rl One member states, "I don't ae;ree v1ith his comment. Many ij 
li I 
![students have worked before they come to college. Also, the I 
il 
Jjmajority of us have had very little, since we were brought up 
!; 
lfduring a denression." 
il 
, The leader said that children always had the best that a 
,I 
!!family could afford, even during a depression. He said that to-
ll 
liday we are living in a period of "high incomes." 
'I 
il Other topics discussed included: preparatory school making, 
!i 
I' !jone independent; working one's way through 
[[of values brought on by World 'liar II; and, 
I ];rent affairs. 
colle~e; the false set ~ !I 
keeping up with cur- ,I 
'I i,l i1 
'I II The leader advised the group, "If you get nothing else out 
ijof college, learn to keen up with the news. You are unfortuna.te: 
,, 
I' 1jto live in Boston, since the quality of the paners is poor ex-
1 
jlcept for the Christian Science Ivlonitor. I lmov: you lack time 
" 11read everything; so I would suggest that each week you read 
li 
I either 
Sunday 
Time or Nev1sweek, or "News of the Week in Review" in the 
New York Times." 
--
,, 
': 
I 
The session ended with a discussion of the difference be-
!, 
::tween a college education 
il 
today and that of fifty years ago. 
I 
!! Internretation. 
:i 
,I 
:perning 
1\ 
in many cases. 
The comments made by the group were dis-
The leader offered many excellent ex-
I 
'~6. 
' 
lrmples in reply 
,rwas exceedine;ly 
to questions from individual members. I The leade~ 
I 
I 
i 
I 
biased on several occasions and misinterpreted 
i! 
','
1
two comments offered by one member. Though every :nember par-
" 
'ticipated, four members were res.,-,onsible for the greater amount 
i 
;or comments. 
:t.<Ieet ing X:V 
Several discussion sheets were selected for redistribution 
The sheets were lpuring this session. (See Appendix B3, 4, 6) 
i 
of comments evoked .at their original presen4. ichosen for the types 
' i ,, 
fjtation. The content of the mimeographed rna terial \vas pet t inc;, j 
·, ij 
]]tolerance and athletic scholarships. 
:1 
!i The nurpose in nresenting this material again was to see 
.I 
,I 
id 
·i !!there might be any significant cha.nge in ~roun nerticipation or ·, 
11 'I 
:lin attitudes. , 
I! This grO'-lP showed little change in attitude a.nd 01)inion e.s .1 
',1 :\ i,far as the Reli-zion and Vic Petrone sheets were concerned; hov1- , 
!I I 
1
,ever, there ;ms a significant chanse in the :l.iscc.;ssion of Betty 
,! 
I'Shawcross. 
il During the discussion, the sroup me.de a greater amount of 
i!corr.ments than did the leader. 3:ver~'one seemed willing to dis-
!i 
i! 
llcuss this problem now, whereas they had been shy and reticent 
~~hen it was first nresented to them. Every member contributed 
II 1~o the discussion. 
II 
The leader maintained strict autocratic 
1ru1e. 
The following is a shortened record of some of the comments ii 
irade by the group members. The reader should have little diffi- :1 
1·cul ty in following the trend of thought. The lea::ler' s comments il 
~~re not included. ,[ 
;• :1 
"It is natural. Things change and Betty hai;J not 
adapted herself." 
"Things differ between high school and college." 
"She had a strict upbringing." 
"College is a faster world.'' 
"Have you read the Kinsey report?" 
"My comments are based on personal observations." 
"Thsre's a difference between living at home and in 
a dormitory." 
"You have a free will, but you have to compromise and 
agree at times." 
"Home-town kids are younger than collee;e ld::ls." 
"In high school she knew peo!Jle and had dates." 
"In college, kids know enough to keep their mouths shut." 
"I won't discuss my affairs with the kids around here as 
long as the girls keep quiet." 
"Boys talk about girls in the high school locker rooms, 
but that isn't true in college." 
"I overheard a fellow talking about a party this o110rning 
and the reputation of a girl was not honorably discussed." 
"It's no-one's business what you do on a date." 
"People talk in high school and in college because human 
nature iR the same." 
,I 
!j 
j' 
'I I 
I 
' 
ll 
I 
'I 
il 
I I, 
ii 
II 
'I I, 
,, 
I 
1! 
j: 
!I 
:I 
I' I II ,, 
,, 
II 
1: 
I' 
11 
I' I 
:I 
,, 
il 
"A girl who goes with e. group of :nen is bound to be 
discussed." 
"Outside grouos 1dll criticize you if your actions are 
told from one mouth to another." 
"It's very easy to lose your reputation." 
"Yes, it's not always intentional, but it's due to the 
way neople talk.'' 
"Imagine Betty at e. high school pa.rty. If she wouldn't 
indulge in kissing games, she'd be off on the wrong foot." 
"One tires of going out with the same girl." 
"I went out four times in the last two weeks, and was 
invited by the 5irl on each occasion." 
"Girls are older in college and are looking for husbands." 
"I disagree; they only want a good time." 
"Girls like a good time." 
"I went to a fraternity party. 
their house. The whole affair 
bv a fine bunch of neople." 
~ -
They had no liquor in 
was very well organized 
"I've heard that they drink in other fraternities." 
"These girls at frat parties are not expressly looking 
for husbands. People should go into the world and be-
come mature before thinking of mar·riage." 
"Would you want to be fifty-five and have children fif-
teen years old?" 
"I want to be married at twenty-two and grow up with mv 
children." 
"Both :ny oarents e.re educated but their life has slowed 
up." 
"Up to a point parents grow with their children, but 
later they seem old-fashioned." 
"A kid wants to join a frat. His father wants to knov 
why, although he had belonged to one once. This indicates 
that his father has lost intarest for youthful ideas." 
,, 
~ I 
i ,, 
I 
' !I 
ji 
11 
il 
,, 
"Students want to join frats for the social life." 
"Parents are opposed because they are older." 
"The youngest of eleven children has the a.dvantage be-
cause he can influence his parent's ideas. Betl'reen 
forty and fifty there is a difference in a narent's 
attitude toward his children." -
"At twenty-two a man whose wife is pre;:;nant can escane 
the draft. This is an advantage." 
"Boys should wait 'til they are twenty-six or twenty-
seven before they get married." 
"People can save money when they are single." 
"A man in the service should trust his wife." 
"It's harder for a soldier to be faithful than it is for 
his wife, since she's in her home town and has to be 
careful." 
"Betty would not go to a party and kiss all the boys." 
"I want more than a handshake when I go out with a girl." 
"Betty is narrow-minded." 
"No, it is a matter of opinion." 
"Even when people are alone they exnerience the sexual 
urge. Petting only leads to greater intimacies." 
"You lose your respect for a girl l'Ihen you go beyond 
petting." 
"Intimacy may mean more affection. You can go with a 
girl and he.ve an understanding." 
"This is not a 'yes' or 'no' question; it depends on the 
individual." 
"Petting leads to love and marriage." 
"Some boys are mora aggressive; howevsr, it still depends 
on the girl." 
i! Internretat ion. It is the opinion of the observer that the I 
II ~hange from shyness to almost boldness in dealing with this 
" 
' 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
il 
'I 
!I ~~.1 /'ltopic indicates a definite change in attitude. 
jl50. 
il i! 
II! The cause of this transition cannot be attributed to any r 
\,specific factor. It is safe to assume, howev9r, th~t the ij' 
!I 
!!previous discussion of this toc:>ic had stimuleted thought and had :1 
!shown the group that educated people were expected to discuss a '1. 
'
I 
ltopic of this nature as intelligently as they might discuss a j 
~~topic of a more academic nature. In this, then, the purnose of .I 
1
1 1.1· l:the sheet had been fulfilled, for it motivated the e;roup to il 
~~articipate freely in such a discussion. rhe participation, in ~~ 
'llllany instances, was not indicative of mature thinking; neverthe- 'I 
' 
lless, the snickering and complete avoidance of the topic had 
1[been eliminated. Among the determininG factors could be in-
,. 
jl 
deluded "experience," reading, observation, and discussion. 
'I 
I 
,r. 
:I 
H 
Heeting XVI 
The Opinionnaire Survey, described in Chapter III, was 
i! 
!fdministered during this session. (See Appendix A5) The group 
l~as allowed fifteen minutes to complete it. 1!/hen time 1-ras 
i! 
i' j'falled, the leader collected the Cpinionnaire Surveys and 
ippened a discussion of it with, "I say 'no' is the answer to 
!! 
'i'ithe first one; does r;myone disagree?" 
II 
:1 One member replied, "I think there are cases when a c:>erson II 'i~ho feels strongly on a subject can be tolerant of someone with 
I, 
~~ different viewpoint.'' 
!I Another member replied, 11 It depends on your definition of 
~~olerance. 11 
!I 
I 
:r 
Several members agreed that anyone could give a "hearing" 
I o an opposite point of view. 
! 
ii li Someone volunteered, "As much as you try to be tolerant, 
jfactors in your background influence you so that 1t is im:oossibl~~ 
,I 'I il;.o be completely so." !, 
II , i ij The leader continued, 1 At present the teachers in ProvidencE11 
l_fre on strike and I don 1 t believe teachers have a right to strike~ 
~~he ref ore, it is hard for me to be tolerant. But, am I really 
'I 
iJbeing intolerant?" 
II No-one seemed willing to offer a reply to the leader 1 s II 
jp.uestion, and the discussion progressed to item two. !j 
I I 
•; The leader asked who thought star athletes should be given :! 
'i 1 
lsuecial consideration. A member commented, "I feel scholarships 'i ~ i ~ i 
ljhould be given because those boys give a lot of their time and !I 
1
1
,jtheir service.s help improve the school spirit. \\'here the con- ' 
I :I ~~ idera tion stops is the is sue." 1 
II This part of the discussion encompassed both number two ·I 
11 ~~ 
]fnd three. Many comments were made concerning scholarships give1 
various institutes. 
Many felt the.t a good football team was a valuable source 
income to any university. The leader questioned this idea 
commented that the income from football games did not even 
il 
'I 
I 
I 
I ii 
ipay for the athletic program. As an example, he sai:i that foot- .1 II 
II iball 
II 
'I 
costs Boston University $100,000 every year. 
Various members rejected his opinion and mentioned such I~ 
I niversities as the University of Fennsylvania, University of 
B0c,t0n UnN~r:-:.t~ 
School of EducaUOI'I 
Library --- __ . _,. 
'I 
., 
I 
H 
:I 
I ,, 
! 
jNorth Carolina, Notre Dame, ani the University of Kentucky as 
lfb.aving large incomes as a result of their football }"rograms. 
!I 
liThe leader commented, "Notre Dame may. 
:1 
I think these are ex-
[lceptions; they're football factories. 
'I 
I don't think football 
I, 
,iwill ever pay at Boston University." 
li Someone mentioned. that Holy Cross had. shown a :orofit for 
" 
!lthe first time last year, whereupon a discussion of 
I 
:lsta:l.ium ani the "poor" team at Holy Cross followed.. 
'I 
the small 
The con-
:is ens us of opinion was that Holy Cross would. never show a :orofi t 
i' 
!!again. 
!j 
! Another member suggested that a football team :l.raws stu-
li 
!i 
1
1
ldents to a school. The lea:l.er replied that the lack of a foot-
:lball team never hurt H. I. T. 
,, 
I' 
f! Most members felt that it was only fair to give a star 
r[athlete an educstion in return for his services on the football 
,, 
I• 
'I 11field. Th~ leader said that this may be so but, "today you had 
[to give a Cadillac, tuition, and spending money." 
One member challenged this last statement by asking the 
[leader if he could cite a specific example. The leader did not 
'ireply but he permitted the group to discuss the question. One 
I 
:member mentioned e University of North Ca.rolina athlete "who 
! 
I " 1was given the use of a ~20,000 home as a wedding oresent among 
! jother expensive gifts for the return of his 'services.' 
I 
The discussion continued to item three. One member felt 
ithst athletes at Boston University were definitely fevored if 
they were given scholarships. Another member suggested that 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
. \ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
' \ 
·, 
\ 
\ 
~==~-=-====~=-~=~~= 
I, 
i~thletes were not being favored if they were required to turn 
,, 
:Jin the same amount of work as other students. The leader agreed 
,, 
11 
itwith this and mentioned the fact that not many of Boston Uni-
!1 ~~ersity's athletes came from the department of physical edu-
ilcation. Several hockey players were cited. After members cited, 
!! 
![players on the first line of the football team, the topic seemed 
!I ,, 
j~xhausted and the leader turned the attention of the group to 
:! 
!litem four. 
lj 
,, 
II 
li 
Petting, the leader commented, did spoil one's taste for 
lithe finer relationships experienced by some couples. This re-
lbark was taken light-heartedly by the group and laughter ensued 
I' 
if 
IFhen one member, pointing to an unmarried member, said, "He said '1 
I :res; I'd like to hear his idea." 
,, 
:1 The 
I 
:I 
;I 
:I 
leader turned the attention ofthe group to item six. 
:1 
The group laughed at this and many ,j tfe asked who had said "no." 
' 
,, 
j~ands were raised to signify affirmative responses. 
!; 
ii 
' 
Item seven motivated the leader to relate personal 
if 
i; 
I 
I 
experi- :
1 ,, 
,:ence when one member commented that t\"O neople who feel strongly 11 
I I 
!:about different religions do not marry. The leader pointed to 
his brother and to himself as being parties in mixed marriages. 
I 
' Someone asked the leader if he thought his marriage was 
I ]doomed to divorce. 
i 
The leader said that it would be if he and his wife felt 
! 
~trongly about different religions. He directed his next query 
I 
I 
t any member who had answered negatively. "Doesn't anyone 
gree with the poet who said 'love conquers all.'" 
No further comments were offered and the discussion went 
.~nto a consideration of item eight. Most everyone felt that 
,, 
',ithey would cheat in an examination if the onnortuni ty nresented 
~ ! 
I' I! [;itself and everyone else was doing so. They felt thHt they wouldJ 
~~ake advantage of the nossi bili ty of obtaining answers to an ex- ,] 
:amination ':lefore it 1vould be given. 
!! 
' 
:I 
II 
i! 
:I Two members rejected these idees and were congratulated by j 
I j~he leader. One said, "I'm here to learn and I should know ;r 
jpnough to pass. If I don't know enough, then I don't deserve ·i to II II 
1pass. 
' 
It is a matter of personal honor to :ne • n 
i! 
The leader commented, "You've got the ri;;;ht attitude, but !. 
:I 
1ho matter what people say, marks do assume a certain importance. 
II 
that would you do if it were a me.tter of passing or failing a 
,, 
!,course?" 
The member replied, ''I agree that it would be a matter of 
'i ihin and tuck then." i! .._ 
I 
'I 
' 
II 
!I The leader continued, "You could make known your feeling of 1 
,, 
,:l~isannroval." r --
,. 
Ji 
'I II 
;~ut 
,:I'd 
1: 
1·'1 
lj 
Another member injected, "Last semester I could have cheatedj 
,I 
didn't, and the result was ths lowest grade I received. Now 1 
I 
I 
think twice before I thought I could get by on my knowledge. 'lj 
Someone said, "You could always complain afterwards." 
The leader said he thought it would be legiti'llE:te to do so. 
exple ined that the "gangster ethics" tlla.t T)revail today were 
'Wrong and that we have greater duties to our fellow man than to 
li ~-
=========·~=-===== 
'! 
,, 
[';cover up his mis-doings. "I think dishonestcr should be re-
:!ported," he concluded, "the keystone of every honor code is re-
I 
'!porting yourself or others who have broken with the code." 
:I 
' The leader cited the example of a university th8t had con- 11 I 
th.e students desired :1 i1ducted a 
,, 
survey to determine whether or not 
' II 
!the honor code. I He stated that seventy per cent of the students 1 
II 
i:wanted it, but that only thirty per cent were willing to enforce •I 
i:it. 
II 
!1 The leader discussed the lack of ethics involved in the use 
:'of the library. 
,,, 
He termed the situation "horrible," and said 
,, 
i!that he was forced to drive to Providence to read an article in 
I 
(
1
1a particular magazine which was "missing" from the Boston Uni-
'' ;r,rers i ty, Harvard, and Boston Public libraries. 
Some of the comments made by the group when the draft issue 
item nine was considered were: 
"I'd rather enlist in the Air Corps than wait for the 
draft." 
"Sure, definitely." 
"It's better to wait until you get drafted. Draftees get 
i1all the consideration in the world while enlistees get a 'You 
:! 
,[asked for it' attitude." 
,, 
' 
.1\ 
·' 
The leader summed UD this part of the discussion saying, 
!i"For 
'• 
most of us, the longer you are out the better it is. The 
il,point of picking a branch such as the Air Corps sounds de-
., 
' 
'!lightful, but only one out of sixty ever see a plane. In 
I 
,!general, all the services are about the same. Perhaps the Navy 
!i 
:! 
a little cleane~r~.==~'Nh~o~,c~a~n~~s~a~y~?='~'~====~==~====== 
'I wnen item ten was considered, four members felt that their 
! 
I 
I 
ij56. 
'I 
l:ooinions end attitudes had been definitely changed by the weekly:! il - I 
![discussions. :11 
ii Item ten was passed over briefly and the leader went into :1 
;i 
[litem eleven with the challenging query, "H0\1 did you answer this !I 
'I 
'I 
:I 
l:ione? ,I Go ahead and tell me. I dare you." 
The e;roup laughed but offered no comments. 
The general consensus of opinion on item twelve that 
,, 
II 
:t i; jl 
ilfreshmen must adjust themselves to the responsibility of actin::; :i 
;jfor themselves. 
Item th :l.rteen vms ov2rloolwd ,,;J:-_er_ the l·9a:'ler carr:l.ed the 
!i 
!!discussion to it9"' fourteen 1:i th the ::J.Uesticn, "Do you find thc.t 
::you diSC'.lSS things in a 'bull session' that you uouldn't discuss 
'i 
ijhere?" 
One reply was, "The only time I would d:l.scuss religion is 
:twi th a group of the same faith and I would only do that when 
' 
'!someone who knew what he was talking about was leading the dis-
ii 
!icussion. 11 !I 
!1 
:I 
I' ,,
Another member agreed with this but stipulated that the 
:ileader should be fe.miliar with "all fields." 
'I ! One member stimulated further discussion with the comment, 
'"If your religion isn't strons enough to argue about then it 
I 
·ishouldn' t be strong enough to take any discussion. How can you 
1
,believe if you don 1 t know?" 
'I Four members took a.n oc:pos i te 90int of vieY, s te ting the t 
lfaith did not hinge entirely on reason or understandine;. 
I! T 
il 
'I 
1: 
II 
One member decls.red that apologetics should be left to 
''missionaries. 
Time running short, the leader brought the attention of 
;: 
rthe group to item eighteen with the question, "On 1-1hat basis do 
i' 
,!you consider these discussions a waste of time?" 
The question seemed to amuse the group. One member stated 
:itha t he did not "gain anything." 
i 
I' The leader then explained the :cur~>ose of the discussions. 
:I They 
,, 
1ibers 
' 
were intended to help in two ways: namely, to give the mem-j 
an opportunity to discuss topics that 1-IOUld not ordinarily 
II 
' 
,!be discussed in a classroom 
I 
and secondly, to e;ive the members 
f!,practice in formulating and express ins ideas intellie;ently. The 
lr 
1;1eader concluded, "Perhaps some of you he.ve lost some of your 
!iinhibi tions 
;lany rate, I 
:I 
through classroom discussion of these topics. At 
hope all of you leave with the imnression that an 
'.!educated person is exnected to discuss a variety of topics in-
i!telli:;ently. 
'I One member said that he failed to gein anything from the 
II 
11discussions, reasoning that he was tvmnty-five vears old, mE>r-
!! ~ " 
i'l'ried, and uerha.ps too old to be affected by the discussions. 
' The leader inquired whether or not the other members felt 
;j 
'!likewise, but there were no responses. 
No significant comments were me.de on items nineteen and 
'; 
itwenty. Vihen item hrenty-one was anproached, one member said 
:! 
iithat he was completely toler&nt towards religious groups other 
'! 
j than his mm. 
I 
" ;I 
II The leader commented that he thought he was a co'!lpletely 
i~olerant "nothingarian" once, but that he was nm>~ not too sure. 
I, ,, 
~e said that he h8d nothing a3ainst the Catholics but that he 
I; 
ilfelt "awful" that his brother's son was going to be reared in 
!, 
~~he Catholic faith. He continued, "I am intolerant. I won:ier 
il j!if ·you can be completely tolerant. 
" 
My wife is a Christie.n 
I 
IFcientist and at times I go completely '!lad!" 
,, 
I' The session ende:i as one member suggested, "It all depends 
'I 11on what you mean by tolerance." 
'I I Interpretation. The leader nermitted the members to give 
!their opinions of the various items; however, he concluded the 
I 
!discussion of each item with his ib view was the correct one. m-m opinion and implie:i that !i I 'I I 
'I II 
I' 
ilbeen 
In general, the attitudes an:i opinions of the group had not 11 
al tere:i during the series of meetings. The only observable il 
I' 
ilsrowth was an increa.se in the facility 
il 
lnresent them clearly to the group. 
to ore;anize ideas and to 
Many members felt that the Oninionna.ire Survey was foolish; 
evertheless, interest was moderately high when the items were 
I ;;discussed. 
:I 
ii Internretation of the Tally Sheet. All responses to the 
il jiOpinionnaire Survey are shov.n on the following tally sheet. 
fiQ.ualified answers are left blank. A "-" sign indicates a "no" 
llresponse, while a "+" sign indicates a "yes" response. A "O" 
'I 
i!sign indicates that neither a. "no," "yes, 11 nor qualified re-
jlsponse was me.de. 
" i! 
il 
,' 
!, 'I 
]j Thirteen members were 9resent; however, one member of the il 
lsroup did not indicate his sex, age, or mejor field of study and,!' 
il 
j~herefore, his answers are not included in the total "yes" end 
:i 
ll'no" resronses. His resronses ere shown on the te.lly sheet unde~ 
lkhe column headed by a "?" sisn. 
11 
d 
II The total "yes" and "no" resDonses for this srour ere re-
lborded on a copy of the Opinionnaire .§.':lrvey and are included 
ii ~~mmedie.tely after the tally sheet. A discussion of the Oninion- 1 
!paire Survey follows the tally sheet. This nrocedure is used 
~~hroughout the study. 
!I 
j: 
;I 
ii 
li 
TABLE II 
Male Fema;Le 
t ..J_ + + + + + I 1. 
·--------
2. + + + + + + + 
--------
0 + + 
-+-- ------- --------------1----- ----------ii ___ 3 __ . __ + H 
!i 4. + + + + ! ii -------+--- ------- ------1'---------- ------,1 
111 
5
. + il 
ii ~: + ~ + + ______ -t ___ -t __ -t__ -t_:i 
''-------+------------+_+ __ t _____ -t___ __-t ____ ,j 
II 1 i 
8. + + + + + + + I 
i ___ 9_. ______ :_--~~-----~~~----~---------+--_-+--___ -~--~~-__ 0 __ + ----~i[ 
~--~o_. ---------+-+ ___ + _____________ +_+--- __ +__ + + 1,1 
! !i 
li ~~: -+--+----+---~---+-; --~--~- + + + : --~-: -,1 
,, _________ - --------------------1---------·----i 
+ + + ',1 13.. + + + + ' 
------+------------·-------------- II 
14. + - + + - - - - - - ,, 
--------+----------------------------------'1 
ii lj 15. + + + 0 + 
~~--------------------------------- -------------------
1~--~~: -----~--~ ----:---- -:--~-+---------~- _____ + ____ ,, 
!'---------+-----------------
18. ++++++ ++ --------~-------
19. + + + ++ ++ + + + + + + 
----·-·---- +---------- --- ----------- --- --·- ----·----------
20. + + + 0 + + + + 
--------+----_____________ __j -- --------------------
21. + + + + 0 + + + + 
---------+--------------- -------------
22. + + + + + + + + 
----------1-------------------- ------------
Oninionnaire Survex, Yes - No Bes~OnfleS 
II 
=====!!==· 
Total Resoonses of Grouu I 
1. Can one who feels strongly on a subject really 
be tolarant of one who holds an opposite view? 
2. Do you think that star athletes should be given 
special consideration because of their unique 
YES 
_l_ 
NO 
___5_ 
contribution to the school? ___ 7_ ___5_ 
3. Do you feel that the athletes in Boston Uni-
versity are favored? 
4. Does petting spoil one's taste for the finer 
rels.tionships experienced by some couples? 
5. Is petting an acceptable method for testing 
love? 
6. The instructors for this section were too o-
pinionated and tried to force their views on 
the class. 
7. Nixed relisions generally lead to divorce vihen 
both parties feel stronsly that their O>ll-: re-
2 
4 8 
1 11 
<= 
---=-'-
ligion is the true one. 6 6 
8. If you· felt that everyone in a class "Jere 
cheating in an examination an:i you knevl you 
could obtain the answers prior to the exa.m, 
woul:i you also cheat? 
9. Woul:i you prefer "waiting it out" if you were 
eligible for the draft rather than leaving 
school an:i enlisting? 
: 10. Have any of your opinions or attitudes been 
altered whatsoever by these weekly :iiscussion 
meetings? 
I' 
li J 
11. The instructor for this section was too vague 
to be of any help. 
12. Is there an actual period of adjustment tho.t 
fresh~en go through when they first enter 
Boston University? 
13. Did these weekly group meetings help at all in 
adjusting to college life? 
_5_ 6 
_5 _l_ 
11 
12 
_7_ 
I 
14. 'tiould you Drefer not to discuss religion in a 
group meeting? 
15. Would you have liked the instructor to have 
taken part more in the discussions? 
16. Was the instructor too dominant in these dis-
cussions? 
17. Were you given too little direction in these 
discussions? 
18. Were these discussions pretty much a waste of 
time? 
19. Do you feel that you are capable of accepting 
responsibility and making valuable use of your 
time? 
:! 20 il • Have the discussions helped you in any way? 
li 
1: 21. 
I! 
i! ,, 
22. 
Are you completely tolerant of those of a 
different religion? 
Do you feel that a group of college freshmen 
are capable of doing satisfactory work without 
close supervision and direction? 8 4 
Discussion of the Opinionnaire Survey I I 
The items on the Opinionnaire Survey wsre considered in t•ro :/ 
,categories: i terns dealing with attitudes and opinions toward 
1
group session, and items dealing with attitudss and oninions 
itm,Iard toDics presented in the discussion shests. 
the,/ 
Attitude toward Tonics. The 0Pinionnaire Survev totals 
'I 
II !I 
I 
,I 
i 1reveal the t the group felt: 
I I 1. That it was tolerant of those who hold a different point 
of view, ( 1) ( 21) but was eq_ually divided on the i tern 
which stetes that mixed religions generally lead to 
divorce when each party feels that his religion is the 
true one . ( 7) 
2. That star athletes are definitely not favored at Boston 
University, (3) but should be given special consideration 
because of their unique contribution to the schools. (2) 
The group felt that there was a period of adjustment 
that freshmen go through at Boston Univers~ty. (12) 
3. That petting does not spoil one's taste for the finer 
relationship experiencedby some couples, (4) but that it 
definitely is not an acceptable method for testing 
love. ( 5) 
4. That it would rather enlist than stay in school. (9) 
5. That it would cheat in an examination if everyone else 
were cheating, (8) but, nevertheless, felt that it was 
definitely capable of accepting rssponsibility. (19) 
< 
i! 
<' 
'I Att*tude toward Jvleetings. 
!! 
The 0Dinion~aire Survey totals 
:!reveal that the group felt: 
I 
l. That the instructors were not too dominant, ( 16) i opinion1 
a ted, (6) or vague; (ll) that the instructor should not 
take more part in the discussions, (15) but indicated 
that the leader had given sufficient instruction. (17) 
2. That no opinions or attitudes had been altered, (10) but 
that the group meetings had helped in adjusting to 
college life. (13) That it was all right to discuss 
religion in a group meeting. (14) 
3. That the discussions were a waste of time, (18) but that 
they had helped in some way. ( 20) The.t ct grou]J of 
college freshmen are able to do satisfactory work with-
out close supervision and direction. (22) 
The nreceding analysis of the Oninionnaire Survey reveals 
t~everal interesting factors about the attitude of the group to-
., 
~~lard the topics and the meetings. These factors are: 
II 
1. While the group felt that one who feels strongly on a 
subject could really be tolerant, it was divided on the 
issue of whether or not mixed religions generally lead 
to divorce when both parties feel strongly about differ-
ent faiths. 
2. Since Boston University athletes are not favored, they 
should be given special consideration for their unique 
contribution to the school. 
I 
;I 
' 
" 
., 
I[ 
·' 
il 
II 
!! 
!! 
3. Although petting does not spoil one's taste for the 
finer relationships experienced by some couples, it is 
not a method for testing love. 
4. Three male members ureferred to remain in school, while 
four male members preferred to leave school 10md enlist. 
5. The grouo felt that the leader was neither too dominant 
or opinionated. Since the leader's role wa.s autocratic, 
the group attitude seems to indicate a desire for strict 
leadership. The majority of the group felt, however, 
that college freshmen can do satisfactory work without 
close supervision and direction. 
6. The discussions were a waste of time; nevertheless, they 
had helued the group in adjusting to college life. 
I> ':> 
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TABLE III 
Meeting 1 2 3 4 5 ~ 7 8 9 10 ll 12 13 14 15 16 b 
' 
l. Organizes Thinking 19 /" 5 " 6 811 5 it 3 1 ll 20 10 8 8 0 .-' 
2. Elaborates h9 22 38 8 35 119 311 31 22 28 10 32 35 l1l 44 18 
3. Requests Clarification 29 10 27 
' 
22 22 24 15 32 29 19 20 31 28 16 20 8 
4. Evaluates Content 20 14 18 9 28 35 18 12 10 25 4 27 15 28 35 21 
5. Group Crit:ic 4 2 4 8 2 4 12 6 8 6 
6. Increases Group Solidarity 7 5 2 3 2 ll 3 4 
7. Good Group Member 8 2 1 7 4 5 4 1 6 4 7 3 : 
8. Seeks Personal Gain 3 2 i 
9. Diverts Discussion l 1 3 I 5 5 5 2 l it 1 
---- - - ----- ---
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0> 
Interpretation of Autocratic-Choice-Heterogeneous Series 
An observation of the Discussion Interaction Record Form 
\I 
!reveals 
I, 
no surprising increase in the number of comments made in I 
I 
' !any ce.tegory throughout the series of 
p 
meetings. The fluctuations'! 
'ithat do occur are the result of the interest I shown by the group 1 
'toward the various topics. The only unusual fluctuation in any 
!of the categories is the complete absence of a.ny "Group Critic" 1 
ibomments during the eighth through the eleventh meetings, and the! · 
ii :i 
;jlbsence of any "Increases Group Solidarity" comments during the 1 
I 
i; 
ii 
rourth through the eleventh meetings. 
I It can be noted in the diary of grouP discussions that a new' I 
' 'I jperson assumed leadership of the group during the meetings eight ,1 
~~hrough eleven. With this information it is possible to postu-
' 
'!tate that the leader's personality affected the group in such a 
i 
f\olay that no "Group Critic" or "Increases Group Solidarity" com-
' I ~ents were offered while he enacted the role of leader. 
'The group attitudes and the topics under consideration dur-
II, 
~~ng meetings four (core curriculum ... acceptance of substitute 
,, 
;leader), five (religion ... extreme antagonism toward original 
'1', 
!leader), and six (religion continued ... genere.l disapproval of 
' ' 
!original leader), were of such a nature that it is safe to assume[ 
! 
iithe "Increases Group Solidarity" comments could not be expected, 
lpince the group had a unanimous attitude toward the leader on 
it,hese occasions. (See Anpendix A4 for explanation of these ce.te-
1, 
lgories). 
II 
I' -- - - -
I 
Meeting eleven hed a lower "Proportion of comments in all 
•i 
:,categories. The reticence of the group has been explained in 
' !' 
!the diary under meeting eleven and has been attributed to the 
•; 
:]topic. 
In order to facilitate the reader's understanding of the 
ifinal interpretation of the groups, an ebbrevia ted evaluation 
,, 
,, 
I 
of:', 
I 
~~he meetings one through fourteen follbws. 
:! 
Meeting I. Greater proportion of comments by group ... 
ii 
,leader departed from role ... discussion of English Professor's 
1rnethod ... session enj eyed by group. 
i! 
Meeting II. Greater proportion of comments by group the.n 
1by leader .... leader maintained role ... discussion of Freshman 
I· 
iprientation material. .• group felt discussion a waste of time. 
Meeting III. Greater proportion of comments by leader than 
by group ... leader ma.intained role ... continued discuss ion of 
1Freshman Orientation material. •• group bored and restless. 
Meeting IV. New leader substituted ..• greater proportion of 
.comments by leader than by group ••. leader maintained role •.• core 
' 
' 
,burriculum ... group accepted leader ..• interest high. 
li 
Meeting V. Original leader returned ... equal proportion of 
pomments by leader and group •.. leader maintained role ..• dis-
1cussion of religion ... hostility toward leader. 
Meeting VI. Greater proportion of comments by group than 
iby leader ... leader maintained role ... discussion of religion con-
11 
,
1
:tinued •.• registered dislike for leader. 
I ,, 
II 
!I I. 
,, 
I 
Meeting VII. New leader introduced ... leader departed from 
., 
:rrole •.. greater proportion of comments by leader than by group ... 
,, 
1discussion of Vic Petrone ..• leader a.ccepted by group. 
'· 
Meeting VIII. Proportion of comments same for leader and 
·~roup ... leader maintained role ... Vic Petrone m&terial continued. 
'I 
·: .. interest high. 
I 
Meeting IX. Greater proportion of comments by leader than 
1
py group •.. leader maintained role ... discussion of psychology 
I' 
!.workbook .•. stimula.ting experience for group. 
i1 
Meeting X. Proportion of comments by leader and group 
,, 
isame ... leader maintained role ... discussion of Value of College 
rEduca tion ..• interest high. 
Meeting XI. Leader contributed most of comments ... leader 
]departed from role ... discussion of Betty Shawcross ..• group shy 
!i 
'.~nd reticent. 
Meeting XII. A new leader introduced ... proportion of 
[l-eader and group equal. .. leader departed from role ... discussion 
ii 
' 
'Of Study of a Leader ... majority of group restless. 
Meeting XIII. A greater proportion of com'llents was made by 
'the leader than by the group ..• leader departed from role ... dis-
,I 
i: 
rcussion of Normal Behavior ... passive submission by the ma.j ority 
" :: 
lpf the group. 
Meeting XIV. A greater prop•ortion of comments by the group 
'than by the leader ... leader departed from role ... discussion of 
i ~odern 
!i 
College Education •.• group interested ... discerning comments! 
I 
if 
' il 
The preceding summary reveals that the leadershin was not 
' 
'70. 
' liconstant 
I! 
throughout the series of meetings. Hovrever, a check of .1 
·I 
'I I• ~the Leader Charts for these sessions indicates thet the total 
li 
.!number of departures woulci be equivalent in time to about one 
i',group meeting, and is, therefore, not felt to heve any signifi-
:r 
I 
i i:cance on the total picture of groun interaction. ~ ! 
'The diary also reveals thet the group was interested 
i' 
during I 
i 
:~eetings 1, 4, 7, 8, 
\ 
9, 10, and 14, while it was hostile or rest4 
'I 
!:less during meetine;s 2, 3, 5, 6, 11, 12, and 13. The interest 
'i I i1or hostility aroused in any session can be attributed to the 
1 leader' s method. It is true that not all topics wer·e the same 
,, 
)n interest value for the e;roup; ho•rever, the Discussion Inter-
' ' 
11
action Record Form reveals that interest had little significe.nce ,j 
':on type and amount of interaction. 'I 
' I An internretation of the Re-use of the Discussion Sheets ,I 
1
pas been ma.de at the conclusion of meeting fifteen. It was 
' 
':shown that there had been a definite change in attitude and 
I> 
(opinion in so far as the material on petting was concerned. 
' 
_chan3e was attributed to growth a.nd experi-ential factors, and 
I 
The 
a.re expla.ined more fully under the Interoretation of Meeting XV. i 
The summary indica.tes that the leader made a greater pro-
:portion of the comments than did the group d.uring the entire 
iseries of meetings. 
" :I II 
'·· 
LAISSEZ-FAIRE-CHOICE-HETE:ROGENEOUS 
GROUP III 
:71. 
" 
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Meeting I 
In this first meetin6 the members were concerned mostly 
:iwith finding out what this period ~ms for. 
' 
The leader re;Jlied to several quastions of the '!lembers to 
,,the effect the.t this was a discussion period, "bull session," or· 
'"talkfest." After these initial questions, the sroup became 
I 
:,silent for some moments. 
Finally, one member asked the leader if he had been in 
, San Quentin or had only worked there. A short o_ues tion and an-
swer period followed with the leader's answers siven simply as 
:facts, not conversation. 
One group member asked whether or not the leader was sympa-' 
'thetic to criminals. He expressed his oninion &nd then asked 
'!the group when in life will po\ver is achieved - two years old, 
"six years, later? In reply, one member took over the conver-
1 
sation describing his observation of child behavior. 
Discussion soon waned and the remainder of the period was 
spent in silence except for occasional snickering, whispering. 
!rhe only questions and information volunteered were by two 
,,msles. All others said no thine;. 
~nternretation. When no subject matter was presented to 
ithem in the conventional academic manner, the group became rest- ' 
! 
'less. Embarrassment at the silence could be sensed, e.lthough the,l 
I 1leader remained an impersonal, unresnonsive "object" exce1=t for 
one occasion. 'tihen asked whether or not he was sympathetic to 
·
1
erirninals, he expressed his own feeling and then asked the group! 
-=t 
~ 73. 
,, 
i,~ question. Some members obviously groped for topics to discuss, 
ii 
~~owever, idleness was conducive to "horseplay" so that attempts 
!ito establish discussion were thwarted by attempts at humor. 
Meeting II 
It became obvious in this session that certain members in-
:'tended to use the meetings for study periods, Darticipating in 
i' 
;the group only when a discussion particularly interested them. 
I 
The session began with a question about the vitalistic 
theory of biological phenomena from a member who was studying 
'for a biology test. He was ansv:ered by another member as well 
:as by the leader. 
I 
The group lapsed into silence for several minutes after 
!this question was answered until a member began talking about a 
imagazine article on correction delinquency in boys. Considerable 
time was spent then in discussion of the effectiveness of talk-
'ing and spanking as punishment. Several members volunteered 
;personal childhood experiences as illustrations of their Doints. ,, 
,The leader suggested tha.t it might be better to balance spanking 
land talking. ,, 
1: Again the conversation lapsed until a member made an obvi-
l,ous attempt to start it going again by asking if anyone had seen 
i 
!:the "Tales of Hoffmann." He went on to tell about the picture, 
i! 
;:the music, the scenes he thought would be more effective on 
,screen than on stage. Other members picked up the conversation 
'and discussed other pictures. Interest turned to ballet and for 
II 
'the first time there was animated discussion with all except two, 
,, 
H 
" 
II 
ii 
I, 
!members participating. 
i 
i 
Several talked simultaneously until the 
:group broke down into small groups and finally to silence. Vlhen 
I 
!the bell rang, the group remained seated until the leader picked 
I, 
' 
'74. 
I' ,,
:tm his folder. At this gesture, the group rose as by signal and, 
li -
~~eft. 
Interpretation. Once again the group apueared to be trying 
itiesperately to establish a discussion. Attempted questions 
1aeemed to have the weight of a lead balloon. ~nen a subject of 
]common interest was brought up, several members bounced on it 
I 
ifeverishly. It seemed that the silence became such a strain 
rthat any topic became a heart interest of certain members. With 
raeveral members talking at once, no central discussion could be 
,, 
;i 
ies tablished. 
1-!eeting III 
At the beginning of this session the leader placed a pile 
:of mimeographed discussion sheets on a central table and sug-
lgested that the members might like to look them over. The sug-
'1 
li 
:gested topics pertained to freshman orientation. (See Appendix 
i, 
! 
!n) 
Three or four of the members read straight down the sheet, 
:decided on answers and dismissed the problems as solved. One 
,member made several attempts to hold the discussion for further 
,consideration but was outnumbered. 
! 
The remainder of the time was spent in boisterous small 
group discussions. 
I 
:I 
,, 
il 
I 
Interpretation. It vras obvious that those members vrho read!' 
lithe discussion sheet vrere merely performing duty. Definite 
liansvrers w.ere decided upon. Opposite vievrpoints vrere not given 
ti l~ny consideration. Small cliques of two's and three's conversed 
,, 
ij 
''loudly for the most part. ,, 
li 
Meeting IV 
An attempt was made to encourage discussion of the core 
ii 
'icurriculum in this meeting. Several members voiced the opinion 
I' 
;!that the meetings were a waste of time, that they got nothing 
iiout of them and that they could find other things to do with the, 
No discussion was attempted. Several small groups dis-
i' 
!;cussed periodically, usually in half whispers, so that silence 
i !finally prevailed until the end of the period. 
InterPretation. The core curriculum did nothing to create 
i 
lgroup spirit and unity because of dissatisfaction with the dis-
::cussion groups. 
,, 
In spite of the statement that other things could be done 
jwith this hour, no attempt was made to use the time for any con-
,structive purposes. 
Meeting V 
Discussion sheets were distributed in this meeting. (See 
i! 
!!Appendix B3) After reading the topics, one member asked dis-
1'gustedly vrho wrote these sheets, anyway. Another declared he 
·' i:didn' t like to talk religion and the others chorused in with 
r 
! 
The q_ues tion ·was asked, "Do you think we 're here for a pur-. 
pose, for one job?" 
The answer was, "No, the bum in the street isn't here for a' 
purpose. 11 This answer was not challenged but '·ms evidently 
accepted as sa.tisfe.ctory to the group. 
One member expressed that he believed religious ideas corr.e 
1,' from home, from parents' opinions. After this remark, it was 
il I! suggested that the discuss ion turn to something else. Football 
1
1
beca.me the topic discussed by several at once. General con-
rusion descr~bes the group until the end of the hour. 
, InterDretation. Members immedi~e.tely toolc a negetive atti-
i' !'tude tovrards the topic of the day, religion. The su:::;zested 
topics were not considered. 
In this session total disregard of the leader was first ob-~ 
served. 
1-ieeting VI 
No discussion sheets were made available in this meeting. 
i 
Having decided in the previous meeting that religion should not 
,·be discussed, the members had nothing to discuss in this meet-
ing. One member, hm,ever, tried to Doint out to the srouD that 
'religion could be discussed, not argued; but he ha.d little sue-
I cess. 
Several used the time for study. Small groups of two's and 
three's talked a.mong themselves. No attempt to have a central 
discussion was made. 
'I /, 
:' 
Interuretation. There was no central group discussion be-
~~ause the members dogmatically repeated that reli~ion shouldn't 
,I 
ire discussed. Generally, the group appeared bored and restless 
li 
;except when some chance remarks had personal interest for indi-
' !!vidual members. Private wise-cracking among the males greatly 
i~indered any 
,, 
possibility of group discussion. The leader was 
i: 
if:!. is regarded. 
I Meeting VII 
I A typographical error on the discussion sheet caused the 
' 
i!rirst comment in this meeting. (See A!>:rendix B4) Several mem-
lrers were amused at the descriution of Vic Petrone as "goo-
!!looking. 11 
" 
One of the athletes in the group was asked if he felt like 
:i 
liVic Petrone, but he was studying for another course and paid no 
liattention. 
11 A girl made the statement, "Some guys who don't get to be 
;icoaches have to teach.'' Several remarks followed this such as: 
:I 
,'"That's in small schools, 11 and "All our coaches had to teach. 11 
::One member said, "This guy will get through college." The re-
!'tort 11as, "They flunked Zampini out of here. 11 The answer to 
ithis >vas, "If you're a real good player, you'll get through." 
A short lull came after this banter which was broken by a 
j'question, "Is Vic's attitude all his fault?" The ansv1er 11as 
·unanimous, -"No, the high school's." It was felt that if 
!·someone in high school had flunked Vic, he might heve had a 
!:different attitude. 
ii 
'i 
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Another lull came while the group appeared to be looking at ' 
l,the discussion sheets. "Do you think athletes are given special 1' 
d 
,consideration?" started the ball rolling again. One member 
~~xpressed that teachers are sfraid of being accused of leniency 
II 
:and, therefore, tend to be harder on athletes. ·The reply was 
n 
i 
!,that some teachers don't like athletes. 
Again the group became silent until a member volunteered, 
I!"You 've got to give a guy credit when he's both an athlete and a 
,: 
ilscholar, though. In some places like the Mid-West the emphasis 
I 
Iris all on football and they don't give a rap vlhat kind of grades 
lia guy gets." The response to this was, "If they're on scholar-
! 
,,,.ship, they're foolish not to take advantage." 
In answer to question number five on the discussion sheet, 
l 
j1the group was of one accord in answering that Vic would have the 
:r 
jsame attitude no matter what school he were in. 
I 
The question was posed, "Why do colleges place so much 
;,emphasis on football?" One ansvmr was given, "It pays for other, 
L " !is ports. 
II At the mention of financial sup])ort, a student council mem-, 
ber said, "Here's another ])roblem: the council wants to plan 
'things for kids and then the kids won't buy tickets." This 
:brought a rumble from the e;roup. One said that no-one had any 
:money; another remarked that you can't have school spirit in a 
![big college. 
' li 
I' With the introduction of this new issue, central group dis-
icussion ceased. For the remainder of the term, several were 
,, 
iralking at once and the typical two and three member groups were 
jprevalent. 
ii 
i! 
,, 
Interpretation. This vms the first time since the initial 
}1ewness of the situation in the first two meetings the.t 
:li 
central 
:group discussion progressed for longer than about ten minutes 
ii 
lind with !my amount of spontaneous interest shovm by the members. 
rfhe interest did not last the whole period and for two members 
~~ t didn't start at all. 
II wnen the student council topic was introduced, central 
!I Discussion became a series of ~~nteres t vms completely lost. 
lrise and negative remarks which, of course, ended with the bell. 
t 
1'.t:he leader was completely disregarded. 
Meeting VIII 
No discussion sheets were made available for this meeting 
because the group hed completed the topics on the scheduled sheet 
~t the previous meeting . 
.' 
No unified discussion was attempted. The leader was asked 
1-..,hether or not it was necessary to stay. The leader did not 
,ilook up from a book he was reading when he replied that he 
thought attendance was expected. General grumbling and dissat-
'~sfaction were obvious through the hour. 
Internretation. The group showed obvious disgust with the 
,meeting. The leader's monotone answer created some frustration 
!evidenced by shrugging of shoulders and severe remarks of dis-
i! 
,gust. Boisterous "horsing" fililed the hour. Three me:nbers 
i. 
,, 
~~tudied. 
I' ! 
I 
n 
r 
Meeting IX 
The psychology '"orkbooks ( l) were brought to the meeting by :r 
ithe members according to previous instruction. 
ii 
"Who wants to discuss this?" was the Ol)ening comment. 
An hour of bedlam ensued. 
Interpretation. Disinterest and disgust dominated this 
'meeting. These two factors characterized the meetings more ~md 
r!more. Some few members resigned themselves to a study period 
I, 
!While others griped the whole hour. 
II 
Meeting X 
Discussion sheets were made available for this meeting. 
::(see Appendix B5) One member took it upon herself to pass them ,, 
::out. 
, The group read the sheet. 
' 
After finishing the readin0 , 
I 
,!member said, "What a lot of junk. These are faked stories. 
,, 
/!There aren 1 t any people like this." 
!I One attempt was made to oppose this view:c>oint, "IYiaybe 
~'they 1 re not supposed to be real cases; they 1 re just symbols." 
The group chose to agree with the vie-.rpoint of the first 
''speaker, and confusion reigned for the meetine;. 
one: 
! 
Interpretation. After reading the discussion sheet, the 
'group showed complete contempt for the subject :natter. One 
jspokesman created mob spirit enough to defeat any rational at-
:tempt to provoke discussion. The leader vms ignored. 
II 
lr 
I 
II 
,, 
I, 
I 
' ! 
Meeting XI 
Discussion sheets were again made available. (See A:9:9endix 
! 
!)36) One member distributed them. 
Several members made no attempt to read the sheets. Two or 
:'three members apueared to read them. They made an attempt to 
jt 
:discuss them but soon lapsed into personE.l discussions. At no 
L 
I' 
:'time was group discussion established. 
Interuretation. It was thought that a controversial sub-
:: 
!: 
;,ject like petting would drew the group out. However, since some 
I 
ildid not so much as attempt to read the sheet, they were obvi-
i,ously unconcerned. 
!· 
Most of the members ce.me to the meeting all 
:,decided that there would be nothing worth their attention on the 
lj 
'.discussion sheet. The leader was unnoticed. Boisterous dis-
j!integration characterized the meeting. 
I 
t· 
I! 
Meeting XII 
Once again discussion sheets were made available. (See 
., 
i! 
i'Appendix B7) One member distributed them and it was suge;ested 
!that o.ne person read aloud to the class. This suzgestion wes 
.carried through. The reader also read the question. The group 
I 
" 
'answered mostly by "yes" and "no." 
"There are a lot of people like thst," was volunteered. 
,,Another member susgested, "She'd have to do lots of chenging 
.before she'd be a good teacher." "Once an old maid, always an 
'old maid," was the response. 
!, 
,, 
H 
ii 
ii 
'I 
I 
Discussion lapsed at this point, and several minutes of 
!: 
;j8l. 
/i 
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. I 
,, 
'silence followed until the question to the leader, "Do these dis-' 
i 
::cussion periods go on all year?" 
He answered, "No." 
"Do we get graded on them?" 
"N 0. II 
"Is it included in the vrhole core sradine;?" 
"I don't know, but I'll find out." 
i: ii The group became relatively quiet in study of other courses 
I' ~~fter this "discussion." 
l1 Interuretation. Answers to the questions on the sheet were 
lbecided with no spoken disagreement and, consequently, no dis-
i' 
lcussion. The group appeared interested only in getting the 
,, 
!'sheets out of the way to supposedly fulfill their obligation. 
,The questions were answered with no conviction. However, at the 
I 
:previous meeting, obligation was no concern of the members. Any 
liattempt to read and discuss the suggested to_oics was more than 
,, 
~was done in the last meeting. The period after discussion was 
' !quiet for study in comparison with the raucous bedlam of the 
I 
I 
,previous session. 
Meeting XIII 
Discussion sheets were placed on a table at the front of the 
:room. (See Appendix B9) wnen one member started to distribute 
' ;them, she was told to leave them there because everyone wanted 
1to study for a test. She followed instructions. 
The hour was used very quietly for a study period. 
,. 
Interpretation. 'The pressure of a test la.ter in the same 
' 
day made the discussion sheets very un:popular. The members 
;studied quite diligently and inde:pendently for the hour. The 
:leader was ignored. 
1: I, 
Meeting XIV 
i ;I Discussion sheets were not me.de obvious. When they were 
~~is sed, one member asked if there were some for the day. 
!I Ruestion they were distributed and read. (See Apnendix BS) 
', 
At this 
I 
' 
"What is normal behavior?" This question opened the dis-
:! 
l.bussion. 
I; 
The answer was that the book says it's what you think 
Jis normal behavior. 
II 1was the response. 
"Some crazy people think they're normal," 
The suggestion was made that what's norma.l is the U.S. 
•wouldn' t be normal in Africa. 
"Well, what is it?" The question was asked again. 
"I think it's what each one thinks is normal for himself." 
"Yeah, but you have to conform to society. Americans 
'measure all other countries by the United States." 
At this point the discussion turned to England's hate for 
1the United States because of her riches. It was stated that the 
United States has to make friends with money. This was felt un-, 
satisfactory, that the more you give people, the less they like 
you. 
"vlar isn't normal behavior," was the next comment. 
"Naw, you're under too much stress." 
Discussion waned after these comments. It was mentioned 
that you couldn't come to much conclusion. The group became 
I; 
,, 
jlrelati vely quiet exce!Jt for occasional unrelated comments within , 
I 
1sme 11 groups. 
Inten>retation. 'The leader had previously planned to con-
i !ceal the discussion sheets in order to see if the group would 
lmiss them. Asking for unseen sheets wa,s quite a contrast to i. 
h [!ignoring them as they he.d in the past. 
I ,, 
This was the first evidence of real, sponta,neous interest 
" 
l:for any extended period of time. An attempt to get back on the 
l:discussion of the day or to relate illustrations to it was no-j! 
~iced for the first time. 
The leader was ignored after questioning him for discussion· 
iisheets. 
I' Meeting XV 
II A leader did not attend this meeting. 
l: 
The discussion 
I' jlsheets were placed on a central table by the observer. (See Ap-
;'pendix B3) A group member distributed them and the group seemed 
[to read them carefully. It took; only a glance at the sheets for 
.'the members to discover they had had the sheet once before. 
The discussion began much in the same manner as the first 
'one on religion with the statement that you shouldn't discuss 
:religion. However, one member challenged the statement this 
:time, asking, "Why?" The answer was that you always end up 
I 
!,where you started. 
i: 
The one challenging member persisted, "You don't need to 
!get personal about it • " 
"Yeah, but everyone thinks his religion is it." 
I· 
' I "But you can discuss without arguing." 
"No, there's too much at stake personally to permit it. 
! 
;·Parents, intermarriage, etc. , are all involved." 
·rhe discussion turned here to the question of religious 
I 
!:differences in marriage. Some members believed various factors 
' 
., 
<as race and religion should be cons ide red. 
One member was bothered by inconsistencies within various 
il 
r:religious groups. His statement of this called forth several 
I. 
;:illustrations from the experiences of the group members. In-
[consistencies in the lives of certain church officials were 
'.ste.ted. 
Towards the end of the hour, the member who had challenged 
.the impossibility of discussing religion asked, "This hasn't 
ibeen so bad, has it?" 
i 
The member who at first wanted no part of such a discussion 
answered, "No, I must say this has been pretty good." 
Another member said, "We didn't come to any conclusion, 
,though." 
The ans•rer was, "No, but didn't we have fun? We can't 
l·prove anything but we can learn." 
This discussion took the whole hour. 
Interpretation. Although the members realized they had had 
' :this discussion sheet before, they did not reject it. In fact, 
i. 
II 
II 
" 
,, 
J! 
i: ~-this became the most vital discussion of all their meetings. 
!Everyone participated for the first time and the discussion re-
/fained constant the 
The absence of 
I 
whole hour. 
a leader may have been significant. How-
,.86. 
;'ever, the total dis concern for the leader's presence in previous ' 
I' -
j:meetings would make this significance dubious. 
Meeting XVI 
j; The leader distributed the Opinionnaire Surveys and re-
lbuested that each member fill one out very thoughtfully. The 
~~group responded to the leader's request. When everyone had 
/!finished, the leader collected the Oninionnaire Survevs and then 
::passed back blank ones for discussion purooses. The leader then 
' 
,commenced to read a book. 
One member suggested that somebody rea.d some of the "good 
.questions." From here on, several members read questions which 
1
particularly interested them. The discussion started with, "Do 
you think athletes are favored?" The answer was, "No, teachers 
!·are rougher on them." This re-ply was from an athlete. However, 
'it was commended by another member who said tha.t was a. good argu~ 
:ment. One member took a vote from the group and found the vote 
!! 
,a unanimous "no." 
"Don't you think we should have a leader in here?" was the 
.next question. 
;'time. 
i 
I' 
I 
"No, I like it this wa.y," was the reply. 
LDother member voiced the opinion that this was a waste of 
!: 
"You don't like the whole program?" he was questioned. 
He answered, "I didn't say that; I mean this group." 
No-one made any further comment on this question. 
"How about number three, would you cheat?" 
"No." 
"If all the answers were given you beforehand, you wouldn't, 
~~ake them'( II 
li "No. I had a chance to get the answers for a government 
'I 
l
[nake-up exam and didn't take them." 
i 
:: The cheating question was dropped after this illustration 
I' 
:and a few minutes of silence followed as the members studied the 
I 
I 
iOpinionnaire Survey. 
The next question was, "Have these meetings helped you to 
[~djust?" 
I 
One response was, "No." 
Another member contributed, "I think they took away the 
'alone' feeling. Sitting around hashing helps you get ac-
·quainted." 
The discussion turned here to supposed unfriendliness at 
I iC .L.A. A short argument ensued between two members. One said 
:,the.t the School of Education students were autome.tically dovmed 
ia grade at C.L.A. The other said that was "silly." She got a 
I' 
'i"c" over there and would have gotten "F" in the School of Edu-
' ipation. 
I, 
A third member interrunted here and suggested thet the groul? 
i6onsider number four. 
I: 
li 
! 
f87. 
'I II 
I 
li 
I 
"What's the definition of petting?" was asked. 
"It's the more advanced stages of whBt you shouldn't be 
;doing," was suggested. 
"Is it right? Does it hurt?" 
"No." 
This answer was challenged by, "I don't approve unless a 
I 
;couple is engaged or serious." 
"What difference does engagement make?" 
"The girl's name is at stake." 
A male member's query, 11\'ihBt do girls actually think about 
l,it?" brought about a brief discussion concerning petting from 
• !: 
i.the female viewpoint. The girls generally agreed the- t their 
[actions on a date were greatly affected by their knowledge of 
' 
ithe 
I 
fact that fellows talk about what happens on a date. 
Many comments were contributed at once at this point. How-
j,ever, the time was nearly over; so centra.l discussion was not 
I !,established again. The leader was ignored durins discussion. 
Interpretation. Distribution of the Ouinionnaire Surveys 
1
by the leader and his request to fill them was contrary to his 
:usual role. However, during the discussion, he fell back into 
1his Laissez-faire role. 
The group voiced no objection to filling out the OPinion~ 
,naire Surveys. In fact, they launched into the discussion 
I 
rather enthusiastically. 
Attitudes toward the group meetings are especially note-
!worthy. One member expressed himself negatively toward them, 
1'1 
I 
.. 88. 
:I 
/! 
,, 
,, 
I 
" i' 
,but it was generally agreed that the meetings ha.d definite value 
I 
:for getting acquainted and for giving one a "group membership" 
I 1tf'eeling. 
,. 
Honest attempts to determine the viewpoints of others were 
inoted in this meeting as evidenced by the male inquiry concern-
I' 
,,Jng the female attitude toward petting. 
This was a unified discussion period. 
,,89. 
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~ionnaire Survey, Yes - ~Jo Res,-;onses 
-~ 
I: 
I 
Tota~ Responses of GrouP III 
1. Can one who feels strongly on a subject really 
be tolerant of one who holds an opposite viev1? 
2. Do you think that star athletes should be given 
special consideration because of their unique 
contribution to the school? 
3. Do you feel that the athletes in Boston Uni-
versity are favored? 
4. Does petting spoil one's taste for the finer 
relationships experienced by some couples? 
5. Is petting an acceptable method for testing 
love? 
6. The instructors for this section were too o-
pinionated and tried to force their views on 
the class. 
YES 
ll 
_5_ 8 
_5 ___ 7_ 
_3_ 10 
2 ll 
7. Mixed religions generally lead to divorce when 
both parties feel strongly that their own re-
ligion is the true one. ___ 9_ 4 
8. If you felt that everyone in a class were 
cheating in an examination and you knew you 
could obtain the answers prior to the exam, 
would you also cheat? 6 __ 7_ 
9. Would you prefer "waiting it out" if you were 
eligible for the draft rather than leaving 
school and enlisting? 8 4 
10. Have any of your opinions or attitudes been 
altered whatsoever by these weekly discussion 
meetings? 2 11 
11. The instructor for this section was too vague 
to be of any helP. ___ 7_ 6 
12. Is there an actual neriod of adjustment that 
freshmen go through when they first enter 
Boston University? 12 1 
13. Did these weekly groun meetings help at all in 
adjusting to college life? 6 6 
II 
I 
l. 
I 
I 
I 
i 
!I 
====±~ 
1i 
i! 14. Would you 9refer not to discuss religion in a 
group meeting? 
',f 
!i 15. vlould. you have liked the instructor to heve 
1! taken part more in the discussions? 
)j 
' 
:I 
16. Was the instructor too dominant in these dis-
cussions? 
\1 17. Were you given too little direction in these 
ii discussions? 
I 
'' 18. Were these discussions pretty much a wa.ste of 
time? 
19. Do you feel that you e.re capable of accepting 
responsibility and making valuable use of your 
YES 
_-'2_ 
10 
_8 _ 
10 
ti'lle? _12_ 
I I 20. He.ve the discussions helped you in any way? 
I, 
!i 
,I 
II 
'·! 
il 
I 
i 
!i 
II 
I 
' j; 
I 
·I 
I 
21. Are you completely tolerant of those of e. 
different religion? 
22. Do you feel tnat a group of collez= fresh'llen 
ere ce.:Jable of doing satisfactory ~,;ork 'di thout 
close supervision and direction? 
4 
10 
il92. 
NO i 
_7_ ,I 
_3_ 
__12_ 
_-'2_ 
_3_ 
2 
J 
I 
il 
ir 
il 
![ 
I 
ii 
Discussion of the Oninionnaire Survey 
The i terns on the Ooinionnaire Survev "Yiere considered in t'tlO 
[pategories: items dealing with attitudes and O!)inions tov:ard the 
,, 
!group sessions, and items dealing with attitudes and oninions 
I, I 
:~oward tonics nresented in the discussion sheets. II -
ij Attitude Toward Tooics. 
>i 
teveal that the 
,I 
,: 
c;roup felt: 
The Ooinionnaire Surv~ totals 
!I 
,I 
I 
,I 
,I 
I' 
1/ 
!il 
1. That it was tolerant of those 'tlho hold a different noint 1 
II 
il 
II 
'I II ,, 
I' !I 
' 
.I 
·I 
I I, 
ij 
II 
- I 
of view, (1), (7), (21) I 
',' 
2. Tha.t star athletes should not be given special consider- :1 
ation, (2) that they are not favored at 3oston Universit~ 
(3) and that there is an actual period of adjustment tha~ 
il 
freshmen go through when they first enter Boston Uni-
versity. (12) 
3. That pettine; does not spoil one's taste for the finer 
relationships experienced by some couples, (4) but that 
it is definitely not an acceptable method for testing 
love. ( 5) 
4. Tho.t it would prefer "waiting it out" if it were eli-
gible for the draft rather than leaving school. (9) 
5. That it vms divided on whether or not it would cheat on 
an examination, (8) but that it definitely v:as canable 
of accepting responsibility. (19) 
Attitude Toward MeetinQs: 
1. That the instructors for this section were not too o-
pinionated or dominating, (6}, (16) but it v:as divided 
,I 
J 
i 4. 
i 
' the item concerning the vegueness of the leadership, ( n)r 
that the instructor should have taken :nore 1Jart in the 
discussion, (15) and that too little direction was 
given in these discussions. (17) 
2. That no opinions or attitudes heve been altered by the 
discussion meetings, (10) but was divided on the item 
concerning the help these meetings were in adjusting to 
college life. (13) The groU1J did not mind discussing 
religion. (14) 
3. That the discussions ':rere a 'traste of time, (18) but 
'I 
il 
I 
they had helped in some way, (20) The e;roup felt that a I 
group of college freshmen are capable of doing satis-
factory work without close supervision and direction. 
(22) 
The preceding analysis of the Opinionnaire Survey shows 
several interesting factors about the e;roups attitudes toward 
the topics and the meetings. These factors are: 
I 
Ill 
I, 
., 
rl 
I 
1. 
II 
' 
j 
!I 
[, 1. While the group felt 
I] 
flcould 
I. 
one who feels strone;ly on a subject,/ 
be really tolerant of one who holds an or"osite view, it 
!]also 
! 
felt that mixed religions generally lead to divorce when 
1/both parties feel strongly that their ovm religion is the true 
II 
:
1
one. 
il 
J! 2. Although petting does not spoil one's taste for the 
jjriner relationships experienced by some cou:ples, it is not an 
I 
laccentable method for testing love. 
I 
'I 
:r 
I 
I 
I 
===+=====================~=~==~==== 
I 
\ 
li 
3. It can be seen on the tally sheet that six males nre-
'I 
i'ferred "1-raiting it out" if eligible for the draft and two pre-
:: 
ilferred to leave school and enlist. ~~~ 
', 
i/95. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
,I I' I 
il 
4. The Laissez-faire groun felt that the instructor was not ,I 
,I 
1too opinionated nor dominant and that they 1.rould hiWe liked the 
I 
ilinstructor to take more part in the meetings; but they were di-
!1 
ided as to whether or not he was too vague to be of any help. 
5. The group felt that the discussions had not helped in 
any way and yet it was divided concerning whether or not t!le 
eetings helped in adjusting to college life. 
6. Although the group felt that a group of college freshmen:j 
I, I 
\lare capable of doing satisfactory work without close supervision 'I 
ljand direction, it also felt that too little direction was given 'I ') 
lin these discussions. 
I 
I 
~ 
-----"="'-=~==--==:-:-..=-::_:..:.=-=--:...=.::_co~- o;:..._ 
TABLE V 
Meeting 1 2 3 4 5 6 '{ 8 
1. Organizes Thinking 
2. Elaborates 30 54 12 7 22 20 48 3 
3. Reg_uests Clarification '40 46 5 5 18 20 26 4 
4. Evaluates Content 1 
5. Group Critic 3 2 
. 
6. Increases Group Solidarity 
7. Good Group Member 
3. Seeks Personal Gain 7 3 28 8 34 18 23 16 
9. Diverts Discussion 15 8 32 10 19 27 12 5 
9 10 11 12 13 
5 3 5 lC 2 
3 8 
3 
2 
3 
29 34 39 14 4 
rr 22 13 8 
~ 
=-=--:-==--::~== :::·-:.;--:·:_- :-.::-cc.:=--=.:tL ___ -==-= 
14 15 16 
'{ 9 4 
39 58 55 
28 49 40 
7 8 9 
5 9 10 
2 14 17 
3 611 
2 3 1 
3 2 1 
-
I 
I 
I 
-
li 
,, 
1: 
Type of Interact: on li":Ci•o• During j;h~ Sixteen !'!_eetin;B~ £.f 9-!.<J.E:E III 
I[ 
I, 
II 
II 
I 
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• 
II 
Interpretation of Laissez-Faire Series 
I• 
11 The first meeting of the Laissez-faire group was possibly 
/rn unfair indicator of what the group v.~ould be within the next 
I ew meetings. The newness of the college freshman status, pre-
onceived ideas about classroom procedures, and the presence of ,, 
'I 
~ faculty leader all served to create an artificial setting for 'I 
I he first meeting of a Laissez-faire group. It is believed that ,1 
I 
hese factors influenced the rate and type of discussion in the li 
il 
irst meeting. 
In the second meeting there was still an attempt to ac-
omplish "something," but this attemut was he,lted by obvious 
isinterest on the part of several members. 
As the meetings progressed, there was much evidence that th 
I 
embers became dissatisfied 1ofi th their ovm leek of effie iency an 
of solid accomplishment. They wanted to accomplish things, e,nd 
1 
I 
they wanted the satisfaction of accomplishing them cooperatively! 
i 
as a harmonious working group. The high frequency of proposals 
I lfor united action bear this out, proposals which usually were 
i ot consummated because of incapacity to cooperate in carrying 
I I them out. 
I! 
il Clarity of structure was continually sought by the members. 
I 
iiThere was marked tendency to be dissatisfied by chaos, confusion 
il j:and uncertainty. 
I ii Idleness, which resulted from the absence of any organized 
II. 
jjconstructive group activity, and tension, which resulted from 
II 
II 
I 
frustration, were apParently conducive to a le.rge anount of good~ 
!natured bic;mring and CO'llpeti ti ve horseplay. !Viembers •rho sin- 11 
cerely atte'llpted to start constructive discussion were usually ~~ 
11 
'I 
I! 
li ,, 
I! 
!frustrated by this friendly aggression. Thus, mutual i!lter-
1 
lference proved to be hie;hly disruptive. 
! I'.'lere was a marked slump in united discussion during the 
I 
middle meetings, as can be noted in Bryant's Discussion Inter-
action Record Form. However, towards the end of the time of the 
II 
experiment, there was a decided increase in groun participation 11 
" 
II 
1, 
II 
l"ossi- !I 
I' 
bly this was partly due to the total college experience of the ~ 
and unity. Remarks swerved from the "Individual Functions" as 
suggested by Bryant to the ''Group'' and ''Task'' functions. 
1members, but it should be noted that one group member became a 
jl 
,, 
II 
I, democratic tyee leader in the final meetings. He constantly 
~robed the other members, made suggestions in a non-aggressive 
i' 
II 
,I 
' 
manner, and generally very subtly led the discussions. li 
II 
The re-use of the religion discussion sheet is significant 11 
II 
I' 
of attitude che.nges. The first time religion was presented, the ii 
I 
'I group flatly rejected it, decle.ring thc>.t it should not be dis-
!cussed. At the time of re-use this saJJe opinion was expressed, 
I, 
'!: 
li 
but the JJember leader challenged the state'!lent until it was 
revealed that the entire groun shared his belief thet religion 
could be discussed, not argued. 
Discussion of the Opinionnaire Surv~ disclosed very rosi-
attitudes from various members concerning the group meet-
ings. It is believed that had the Opinionnaire Survey been 
II 
ll 
II 
I' ;I 
!I 
I' 
I' I! 
il I 
li 
[: 
'! 
I 
98. 
II l~dministered in the middle period of the meetings, a negative 
i' !rttitude would have characterized the group's use of it. 
;: It is observed that 'Tiarked improvement in group cohesion 
I! lras made. 
,, 
li 
'I 
II 
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il 
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ljlOl. 
Meeting I 
The discussion opened after two or three minutes of com-
:: 
i!Plete silence. The group seemed doubtful about the value of a 
i! 
l~iscussion period. The leader explained that there was to be a 
,, 
irweekly session during which any problem might be brought up by a 
ii 
i:\nember of the group for consideration and discussion. Several 
[jmembers of the group felt that some plan should be drawn un or a 
:I 
::list submitted at the following meeting of different topics that 
!I 
::might be bothering freshmen in the first few weeks of college. 
ii 
II 
!IThis was rejected, however, by the group. It was submitted that 
ilsince new problems were constantly arising, the group should 
![handle each problem as it is brought up for discussion. 
I! 
' One member injected, "Well, right here and now I've got a I !i 
!iproblem that I'd like to have discussed. \rihat does this group 
:: 
:reel about the relationship of money to religion?" 
Several group members raised questions and requested clari-
jjfication ofthe problem with such remarks as, "Viha t do you mean 
'[by 'relationship'?" "vihat do you mean by religion? Do you mean 
!i 
i:a particular church or whet?" The leader sug6ested that perhaps 
i'it would be better if the member submitting the proble:n would 
,: 
:,elaborate on it a bit more and clear up a few points for the 
I 
!' 
ibenefit of the rest of the group. There followed a few mi·~utes 
jl 
:,!
1
of elaboration on the part of the first speaker. Then the group',i, 
ij 
!ibegan asking questions of the leader such as, "Do you really 
li 
i:think organized churches and religion are out for money?" The 
b· '~."on umversn:y 
Scnool of Educauon 
library -
II 
:I 
!!leader attempted to reflect the group feelino: and to ,c;et a con-~1 0 -
ifsensus of opinion from the other members of the group. 
!i 
ii The 
'i 
group discussed the values of religion and the worth of,[ 
I' 
,!building huge churches, temples and cathedrals. 
,, 
li 
Members of the 'I 
,I 'I 
:!group commented on how they felt in churches and ,, the satisfaction 
I' 
!!they 
'I 
il 
·i 
I ,I 
derived from visiting impressive monuments to religion. 
The group member who had originally submitted the problem 
jlof the relationship of money to religion, became very dominant 
,j 
lland began to question each member of the group as to why he went 
lito church; why they dressed up to go to church; why churches 
llcharge admission. The group then began a question and answer 
1:1Jeriod for the rest of the session. The actual leader became a 
li 
l'member and the dominant group member became the leader for the 
'rest of the session. 
Interuretation. Although the group began the discussion 
1
with the leader enacting the 
:i 
role of student-centered leadershipJ 
,, 
,, 
! I, ,ithe groun almost immediately found itself challenged by one of 
I 
I 
I 
iii ts own members who sought to become the sroup leader in the verJ! 
llfirst session. The suggested problem of the relationship of :I I! 'I 
II i]money to religion which was thrown out as the topic of dis-
,, 
' 
I, 
1
:cussion was never actually solved inasmuch as 
:I 
no actual relation-! 
i 
iishin was established, 
:I 
!!for these reasons. 
but the group had a worth-while session 
1. The group almost immediately was challenged and reacted 
lito the challenge. At first they sought help from the ordained 
,, 
I 
! 
:I 
I 
,i 
I 
I 
i 1102. 
II [, 
II 
~~eader but were not given the security they desired and so they 
,I 
" '~ere forced into pooling their corr~ents, their ideas, and their 
ii 
i1Fuggestions to defeat the member who was attempting to become 
j! 
:'the leader. 
II 
il 
I! 
il 
2. The member who attempted to become group leader did in 
I' ~~he last few minutes actually replace the student-centered 
!jleader and established a student-autocratic type of leadership 
,I ,, 
I 
:r 
I 
I ,, 
II 
jjin which he, 
~~e given the 
" 
I 
as the new leader, could ask all the questions and 1 
answers as in the traditional teacher-punil re-
ilia t ionship. 
II 
I' Meeting II 
\
1 
The discussion began somewhat facetiously a,s the leader had !I 
/rot entered the room when the bell rang for classes to begin. 'I 
1,/0ne member, the same student who had attempted to become e;roup :[ 
rl 
lilleader at the first session, seated himself in vihat mi:>;ht be 'I 
jjcalled the leader's chair. rhere were a few humorous remarks 
·
1
'1Lassed among the group concerning whet type nroblem they would 'I 
I'"' 'I 
lfiscuss durins this session. The leader entered after the group 11 
~~ad been seO".ted for an')roxi,ne.tely five .nin'.J.tes an:l took a seat 
I' 
rrmong the ::;roup but not apart from them as is characteristic of 
~~he traditional tee.cher-pu 'Jil situation. 
I[ 
Conies of the Freshman 
~~rientation, (See Annendix Bl & 2) a three-paged mimeosranhed 
[lleaflet, conteining problems of freshman at collese were dis-
!,~ributed to the group. It was suggested by the leader that the 
i! 
lfaterial be completely read through once and then eac.h case be 
I 1 iscussed by the 3roup. 
II 
'I 
li 
' ii 
The group readily complied with this sue;gestion and the 
ii 
'rna terial 
'i was read throu:::h silently by each :nember of the e:roup. .! ;I 
i]one of the proble'!ls includeC: i:":! the ! . Freshrr.&n Crient,at"i on sheGts 
I ,, 
' I 
' 
,I 
t + + 0 jj a '"'emp .... :.n~ [,concerned discrimination of s ,, 
',' 
'ito join in on some University [Ctivity. As one of the ILembers 
il 
'I 
:I 
J:in the group was a Negro girl, the ;roup seemed at first 
,, 
i/wha.t embarrassed and became silent for a period of three 
" il 
•!minutes, 
scme- j 
or four 'I 
I' 
ij 
lr 
,I 
The leader then susgested that it might be better to begirr 
]/with the first problem, if it \vas agreeable with the ,sroup. The 
! 
group accepted this su3gestion i:nmedia.tely and several comments 
I 
rere made concerning the case of Bob Da'!J_s, a new student having! 
i!trouble adjusting to sharing a room with a fellow student in the 
•I 
]jdormi tory. Some comments were ma.de su,_;:ges ting the.t Bob Davis 
,, 
i]change his room or secure a ne•; roommate. The discussion then 
,, 
'I 
l',centered on the probability that should Bob change his room, he 
ij 
;1would be admitting defeat in adjusting to college life. One 
·II !member suggested having a long heart-to-heart talk with the 
i' 
!!roommate and attemut to iron out the difficulties that seemed to I; -
'I 
'I 
!ibe between them. 
il 
This sugcestion was criticized on the grounds :I 
![that it would be of no av2.il to talk to someone viho was 
II 
1jly so ill-bred and inconsiderate. There was then some dis-
lcussion on the a.dvisability of B~'eakins to the roomme.te at all. 
apperentl 
At this point in the discussion, the les-Jer sussested "a II 
!j 
i~ little role-playing to see just v;ha t might happen in a heart-to- i 
:1 ! 
~~heart talk •;ith this fellow." 
/I 
1! 
" [I 
,I 
====+ 
'I [, 
:I The group liked this susgestion and e:;reed to follNJ it. 
lirwo members volunteered to play the roles of Bob Davis and his 
!! 
~nconsiderate roommate. 
,j 
At this point, one of the rare interruptions in the sessions: 
'I 
;bccurred as the Director of Undere;radue.te Studies joined the 
I 
;group. 
' 
" The role-playing, however, continued smoothly end the two 
:·"actors" came to what they considered a ree.sonable solut'con. 
~~he group then discussed the given solution that a long talk 
,, 
!ipould clear up the difficulty. One member dissented end asked 
jr Ira pla_y the 
,, 
the role of 
:~ember remainine; in the 
I! 
inconsiderate student vrith the same grou~ 
:I 
role of Bob Davis. This proved success-
jlful e.nd upon completion of the role-playing, the leader asked 
I 
I, 
'!l,the two"actors" wha.t they felt while they played the roles. The 
,, 
[member enacting the role of Bob Davis exnressed the feeling of 
!I 
1:svmnath" toward the roommate. He remarked, "I felt like he was 
'I • • J 
'i 
'!really not a bad guy but just didn 1 t t;et on the ball e.nd he 
j'needed a little help." The other :nember enacting the role of 
'!the inconsiderate roommate expressed the feelinz that he <ms 
II 
really being treated in a fair me.nner. 
, feel mad or like I 1 d just a.s soon belt 
He commented, "I didn't 
him. I thought he we.s a 
!isq_uare guy and that orobe.bly I had not taken him into consider-
'· liation and so had upset him; but he didn 1 t 'tJant me to get out or 
I 
![anything like that. He was willing to work out some sort of 
!, 
;,deal where we could live together without setting into each 
I 
i,' 
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other 1 s hair. I At first I didn 1 t think I 1 d go for his talking to, 
me, but I found he was sincerely interested in me and wanted to 
help me." 
The group then expressed approval of the role-playing and 
a few comments were made concerning the worth of role-playing irt 
expressing a problem before a group. Before the next case could 
be discussed, the bell signaled the end of the session. 
Internretction. The group was highly interested in tile 
case of Bob Davis and interested in the new inauguration of 
role-playing. There was no hesitancy about perfor'lling amon105 
11 the group, and the unexpected entrance of the Director of Under-
~~ 
graduate Studies did not seem to bother the group at all. 
The leader at times was forced to assume the weignt of 
directing the discussion, but the group was willing to follow 
any suggestion the leader submitted. No member of the group 
tried to replace the leader during this session and excent for 
the silence created by the nroblem of discrimination, the group 
was completely at ease and seemed vitally interested in the 
discussion at all times. 
Meeting III 
The third session began i'llmediately after the class bell 
had rung. l\'hile the les.der was distributing the mimeographed 
material (See Aopendix Bl & 2) for the group discussion, one of , 
the group members started the discussion immediately with the 
comment, "Oh, this Susan Bush is trying to be a wheel that 1 s all. 
No sense talking about her." This brought out several comments 
========~~======~~~=== --~-~~~-
:! 
I' 
'I 
'I 
I 
I 
I' 
l:[c one ernin" I ~ 
!I 
the difficulty of mixing in with a new social group 
~~nd acquiring nevi friends. 
'I I 
il 
!j II 
ifient might become acquainted with other students '"ere given. :'j 
:I 
!lOne member of the group suggested joining a U:1ivers1ty sponsored i/ 
jlclub and this brought on e. discussion of the vrotrious clubs and il 
!'!activities that were opened to new students. Arwther suggestion :I 
'I 
•, j, :~·ms :nade that it is ea.sier for ·ooys than for- girls to mix in a_ 
fbew situation and this was debated by the group. 
I 
!1 After the discussion had nroceeded for 
/!on the op:,_:JOrtuni ties opened to new students 
': 
about ten 
at Soston 
minutes 
University .1 
l~he 
!j 
leader attempted to channel the discussion back to the case 
I 
lief Susan Bush. jl He we.s unsuccessful in leading the group until 
fpne 
I 
:out 
1: ,, 
of the group members suse:ested that the groun was " ... way 
in left field. Let's get back to Susie.'' 
The group felt that Susan Bush was trying too hard to fit 
i[ 
I 
I 
I 
:I 
'I I! 
II 
1finto a group where perhaps she was not wanted end that she shoul~ 
/boncentrate on school for a while until she became acquainted .I 
~~i th other cle.ssma.tes and made friends through them. :I:he group 
lj 
then took up the case of Jerry Mason. 
,, 
The group agreed that 
;l 
1iJerry Mason was a lot wiser than Susan Bush and that he would 
ii 
~ndoubtedly adjust to college life more quickly. There were 
,I 
., 
I J~everal comments as to the question of the value of wor-king your 11 
un the le.dder in any form of business from the very bottom. i, 
group agreed that it does not ahre.ys metter that you can 
etter work than some of your superiors unless you also have 
" 
do ,: 
I 
had ,1 
[j 
'I II 
10 
II 
1108. 
!experience. 
!cussing the 
The last few minutes of the session were spent dis- 11 
merits of exner~ence as opposed to starting off in I! I I, 
ja new position near the top of the ladder. il 
l lr Interp£~.:t-§:.:tJgg. The group was anxious to begin the session il ut interest lagsed ss the members of the groun felt that Susan II I ., 
!Bush was not a "real-life case." For the first time in a :.;:roup 11 
lsession, one of the members actually halted the discussion which I! 
ad long since been diverted into areas unrela.ted to the case 
and was able to bring the sroun b~:wk to a discussion of the 
li 
li 
jl 
mimeograDhed material. The actual leader of the sroup could hav~ 
brought the discussion back to the case of Susan Bush but in the Jj 
role of Student-centered type leadership it wa.s not his nasi tion li 
to force the group back by autocratic methods. 1'\ore was ac-
icomplished by letting a group member bring the discussion back 
to the case of Susan Bush than would ha.ve been had the leader 
I interceded. The case of Jerry J.!ason vras not gone into very 
deeply but the group did agree that it Kas not unfair to fresh-
I, 
II li ,, 
d 
II 
II 
II ,, 
II 
II 
ii 
man if they could not have the top positions in University clubs~ 
II 
li societies and activities. 
II 
1: 
I 
Meeting IV I! 
'I 
The discussion opened im'llediately after the ,;rou}' had been jj 
/!handed the mimeographed ;naterial relatins to the case of Dick 1: 
. 1! ~~Pierce. (See Annendix Bl & 2) One member su,;o:ested that it was 'I 
1
"silly for a ~~ tvrenty-two to fool around wi:h extra-curricular!; 
I 
II 
activities if he had to work twenty-five hours a. week." Several[! 
I 'I 
comments were made by srouD members who cited examples of mixing II 
II 
I 
I 
work and school activities from their own experiences. One mem-[
1 
ber worked in a drug store after school. One :;:roup member did li 
I II 
!not mix in with after school scti vi ties because he was married. I' 
/This brousht on several humorous reme.rks such as, "You're really/, 
tied dmm now" and "You've got the old ball a.nd chain now." 1! 
I 
These remarks were taken in good humor and the ·o;roup agreed that II 
jalthough extra curricular e.ctivities were desirable and neces- II 
Il
l 
I 
sary, there were students who should not be expected to join in 
II 
,I 
social affairs if they had outside responsibilities that were 
more urgent. 
,, 
'I The group then re-read the case of Joa.n AdRrrs 'tJb..o felt she [! 
jwas being discriminated against. Bece.use of one member being I I 
II !colored and thereby also being in a minority, the group hesi-
1 'I I! [tated about discussing discrimination of minorities. After a li 
!j 
II 
I few minutes of hedging around case, one member suggested the 
the.t although discrimination was a very real situation in many II 
colleges she did not feel that Boston University we.s zuilty of 
i, 
such errors. The group seemed to be waiting for the one member I' 
li jwho might have ex:nerienced discrimination and finally this stu- , 
I ' I dent remarked that, "In the first :nlace, she shouldn't go to any 
1
[ 
I' 
newspapers about it. That's foolish. She should just work ha.rdll 
'and make friends of her own. Any fraternity or sorority that ~~ 
excludes e_ minority isn't worth joining anyway." lr 
' 
This statement immediately cleared the way for further dis- i! 
cussion. The group seemed to unite a little more closely and il 
began a discussion on what could be done to eliminate 
I 
.I 
II 
109. 
' 
is crimination in college life. There were suggestions given on/' 
~ I ow to beat nrejudice by refusing to h2.ve anythin3 to do with an ',1 I' 
/organization the.t pre.ctices it. The e;roup discussed the D.A.R. II 
and the case of refusing Marian Anderson the use of Constitution~ 
al Hall because of Niss Anderson's color. The group asreed that [[ 
lthis vras highly undemocratic and against the very principles of 
lour country. One member of the ;~:roup told of his ex-reriences in/ 
the army in a camp that he.d both colored and white troops quar- 11 
II 
tered together. The sroup was interested in hearin;z of the har- 1 
- I 
I 
onious relationships that existed among the tro01JS e.t the front i 
The discussion was ended by the close of t~e class hour. 
I jnoint 
Internretation. The group seemed to have nrosressed to a 
where the members could give and take a fevi humorous re-
i! 
There seemed to exist a feRlinal! marlcs in a good-natured manner. 
- c jl, 
of unity until the case of Joan Adams was brought up for dis- 'I 
cussion. The leader did not offer to assume control of the 11 
group and the sroup seemed insecure about progressing by them-
:: 
I 
lr 
1
: 
!selves. The one group member who might have exnerienced dis- I 
/crimination felt that the group could not discuss the problem of!, 
'minorities until she ha.d stated her ovm opinion on the matter. i'j 
After she gave her opinion of the case of Joan Adams and seemed li 
il 
to show no bitterness, then the group could nroceed along at its r
1
1
, 
! 
normal rate. The discussion was completely relevant during the II 
1
entire session and the group members were all interested in ~~·r· 
lhea.ring the different exreriences of the group members. I! 
I !I II q 
II 
ii 
1: 
II 
no. 
• 
Meeting V 
'I 
ll 
The discussion centered around the ~imeograPhed sheet con- I! 
,I 
cerning religion (See Appendix B3) that was passed out at the 
beginnin.:3 of the session by the leader. The ::;roup read the 
lme.teria.l silently and then seemed to be waiting for the leader 
I 
jto assume the responsibility of starting the discussion. After 
I 
Ia t~ro-minute period of comnlete silence, one of the ,:::roup mem-
jbers suggested that they run down through the few questions 
listed at the bottom of the sheet. The group then re-read the 
1
three questions listed below the case of Jean and Al who had 
different religious beliefs. 
One of the members of the grouP suggested that the very 
I 
'!term "tolerant" needed further explanation. There was a. short 
discussion on ~rhether the very word "tolerant" we.s tolere.nt or 
lif the word didn't really imply putting uP with something or 
!someone the.t was beneath you. Such examples c.s "If I say I 
~tolerate you, doesn't that mean I only put up with you?" were 
submitted by a few members of the group. One member suse;ested 
goin,; on to the third question but the group were not ready to 
I fleave the first question. The leader tried to set Ye.riOUS 0-
]pinions on tolerating other religious 
lmight be opposed to wh2.t one held for 
beliefs even though they 
one's o~m Personal 
but the group did not volunteer any opinions. The sroup then 
broke down into several little sub-groupinss of two e.nd three 
,, 
:! ,, 
I 
II 
ii 
I! 
II 
I !I 
I! 
members and the discussion was channeled off into several areas 11 
,, 
jl 
I! 
" ! 
r 
I 
I 
lnot relating to the specific case of Jean and Al in any way. 
I 
IThe leader tried several times to set the grouu back to the 
i 
[discussion 
I 
of Religion without becomine; a.utocratic but the 
/session 
i 
ended before he had brought the group back to the sub-
lject of religious tolerance. 
I
' Interpretation. This ~1as a very poor session almost from 
,the beginning. The group did not want to discuss this case of 
II 
I; 
i' 112. 
ij 
,, 
il 
[i 
11 
I' 
rl 
,j 
I 
'religious tolerance 
ii 
!I 
and the implications that there might be forll 
teachers. 'llhen the e;roup could not get the assurance they il 
sought from the leader, they disbanded their e;roup and refused [i 
to go on VIith the discussion. The leader rema.ined in his r·ole II 
1: 
1
of student-centered type leadership constantly, evsn though he ,I 
could not get the group to return to the discussion the.t hed [I 
been centered e.round the suggested topic of religion. A fe.r 11 
COIT'ments such as "I wonder .rho writes these" and "This one's not I\ 
' 
I 
II i' so hot" showed that the group did not vrant to venture into the ,, 
II When they found they v1ere not go- !/ 
ing to be forced into discussing religion, they refused to '' 
area of religion whatsoever. 
choose the topic for discussion voluntarily. 
li 
I 
This >·ms the first:[ 
:I 
time in five sessions that the group went to :oieces completely. j! 
l-Ieeting VI 
The leader, upon entering the class, ~assed out the mime-
ographed sheet (See Appendix B3) that the groun had been given 
,, 
:, 
!I 
" 
,, 
i! 
i• 
the previous session and ha.d rejected. 'rhe group made several 
comments i~nmediately that they hed discussed this sheet the weekji 
previous and that they were finished with it. i' l'he leader sus- rl 
I' 
!I 
II 
II 
1 
ested th~t he thought they mie;ht just run down through the 
hree questions briefly before going on to •mother tonic. One 
f the sroup members bega.n the discussion immediately Hith the 
omment, "viell, I'm a Ca.tholic and I think my religion is com-
'Dletely right, but I respect other reli5ions just the same." 
his brought out several remarks in the same vein thet it was 
ossible for a person to be devout in one's own reli,gion c:.nd 
II 
I' 
II 
jl ,, 
I 
I' 
II 
I, 
I' 
'I 
[I 
II II 
I 
j: 
~till be tolerant of other religions. ~~ 
As in the previous ssssion, the ~rou'• objected to the word ./ 
olerant and one member su.":gested the term "and still accent 
other religions" rather than "tolerating'' them. The discussion 
then continued on e.n intellectual level of ho''' it is basic to 
democracy to accept other beliefs and other ide~s. It vras sue-
gested tha.t although it was hard nerh2.ns for this groun to ac-
cept the idea of not saluting the flag that exists in some parts 
of the country 1-rhere the people's relio:;ious preference is for a 
denomination that forbids pled;:;ing allegiance to an}"thing but 
/i 
II 
II 
l.i 
II 
I 
I 
God, the idee. of not saluting the flag is quite accentable. 
·The ,j 
il discussion then continued vlith different examnles and elabora-
tions on various beliefs that are hard to understand but which 
must be acceptable if democracy is to fulfill everJthing it is 
sunposed to promise. 
II 
I II II 
il 
i! 
Interpretation. As in the previous session, ii the ;:rou1J •·ms 1 I, 
hostile tc the subject of relic;ion and h?ndled it completely in-~~ 
tellectually i:'l order to keep their own emotions end feelin:c;s I 
113. 
I 
" '114. 
~ut of it. The 3roup see~ed to ~eva united at least in t~is one~ 
t '· esnect: they vJere determine::l. for the De.st tvJO seBsions tha.t the If H eader Kould not ·7.et them to discuss reli,ion unless he used II. 
I ~ ~ II 
~orce. 11 
I Meeting VII II 
I I I The discussion be:;an i=edie.tely after the srou1) received ii 
fhe mimeoe;ranhed sheet on Vic Petrone (See A:'C1endix 34) and had ~~ 
~::h 8e:::u:::::e:v:: ::::e t:: :r::e b::::u::~d ~~e t::s~r::: :::_ II 
l I 
1oers. There were several comments mc"de vrhile ree.din.'~ t~e case il 
!such as "Now, this is rie;ht up our alley" and "He 1 s got the ri.;;h~ 
!idea." llr 
t 
After the groun he.d re2.d the case, one member began the [i 
iscussion with the comment that "This is really a ty:;:>ical case.~~.': 
. he group felt that a lot of football l"layers more than any othe~ 
!athletes ''ere forced into this way of thinkin:; by the school and II 
I ,, 
~he system throushout the country. The c;roup felt that Vic :! 
jFetrone vras just the victim of circumste.nce and that if ':':le could l,i 
!"coast" alone; then he should b;' all means take advantP<:;e of the jj 
I ~ 
!Position he has achieved. There were comme:::tts to the effect !I 
I. I! ~~hat at Boston University there v1ere, in all -prob~e.bility, cases 
II 
l
.s imilar to Vic Petrone" s. Cne member ins is ted the.t " ... resar:i- II 
il less of what :nE.rks (name deleted) gets, if the coach 1-:ants him · 
II 
IL o stay here at B. U., don 1 t think he won 1 t be ke-rt c1ere. They '' f Ji 
know a good thing when they see one." There were several other li 
co'll!llents of havin; known of l)revious cases where star nlayers II 
11 
'i 
lr 
II 
II such as Vic Petrone \'lere bribed and excused and overlooked vrhen I' 
II 
they failed in academic work. The rest of the session •,ms so:oent lj 
debating the question of whether each of the male members of the !1 
groun 
i 
'After 
would not coast along if he were given the opportunity. 
many humorous remarks and good-natured teasing, the group 
found that all of the male members of the group admitted thet 
they would coast along if they were given the chance. 
It was apparent during this session that 
I• 
ti 
lit/' 
il 
!I 
:j 
!I 
I 
I the ;:;roun h=td at last come to the noint where the leader was 1 
accepted as a group member rather thEm as a teacher. This w
0
ef.sthll! 
proven by the readily given edmissions bv the male members 
group that they would coast alon5 if they \·;ere allowed to by 
virtue of the fact they were star athletes. As a e:roun, re-
gardless of 
[evident for 
the actual stateJlents made b:r the members, it was 
the first time that the group had com~letely ac-
cepted the leader and this in turn proved ti1at the leader had 
not stenned out of his role as a Student-centered leader. 
Meeting VIII 
The leader passed out the sheet containing the case of 
[I 
,I 
I' 
! 
I 
I: 
I ,I 
jl 
I 
It 
li 
ii 
~ I 
'I 
1: il 
Vic Petrone (See An. nendix B4) and su<7.zested that the <7irls of ,; 
. -- - II 
1
the group had not mede any contribution in the preYious session.J! 
ti 
II One of the female members of the group remarked that they had 
I 
not been given a chance a.t the previous meeting. She 11ade the i: 
!comment that ''No matter if all of the fellows here do say they'djj 
,, 
coast along and not do anything if they could, it's still wrong IJ 
basically. Vic Petrone is wrong even if it wasn't his fault at /I 
j! 
I' 
II 
·r 
f1 
I 
~irst. He's still wrong.'' The male members of the ~roup dis-
\nuted this e"nd the grou]) split into tv1o fe"ctors. The male fac-
, 
/tor seemed to have as a spokesman a member who vras himself an 
I' j[athlete, and the feme"le factor had as a leader the sirl 1-rho h1:.d 
lopened the session. The argument centered around the rroblem 
lor whether or not it was basically right or wrone; to take what 
I 
!'I you could for nothing. 
.: 
The discussion continued for t:1e period 
llvri th these results. ~~ The entire ;;roup agreed that Vic Fetrone was the victim of 
lthe ~oor system colleges used in their s0orts prozram. They 
/also agreed that it would be better to openly pay Dlayers a 
i ]salary if they were bringing in money to the University through 
I ]their O\m drawing power. They felt that by having a legitimate 
I 
/salary scale for players, the colleges would not need to lower 
•their standards and bribe their players in order to obtain a 
good team. They felt that players like Vic Petrone in the lone; 
lrun would lose out by not taking advantage of w:1at 
lversitv offered outside of che sports program. 
I • 
the Uni-
i 
I 
i 
Interuretation. The group split according to sexes for 
)this session, but in the finel moments of the discussion they 
iseemed to unite into one group again and agreed on several 
!points. rhe grouu was more serious and accomplished more in 
I 
'I I 
!116. lj----
11 
I' 
il 
,, 
I• 
I' 
way of actual discussion during this session. 
!i 
There were sever-·' 
al good critical remaril:s made and a definite imnrove,nent in 
attemnting to organize their thinking. There was far less 
II 
I I, jseeking to divert the discussion, and the .:;roup remained inter- !I 
~sted in the discussion for the entire session. 
i 
I Meeting IX 
I: The meeting opened with the arrival of the leader,who vias 
•! 
ifew minutes late. I During his absence, the group took their 
!seats and talked quietly among themselves. ::Chare v:ere no mime-
j 
lographed sheets to be uassed at this session 2.nd the zroup ex-
i 
i 11 
rressed disapuointment. The mimeograDhed sheets served a useful ,
1 
I I~ 
frJUr:r-ose it was felt. There v:era several comments as to the need/! 
lof mimeographed sheets for motivating discussion. The leader jl 
I 
~suggested the group might wish to discuss their Psychology '.Vork- li 
~ooks. The group reacted to this with many com·nents e,nd :;roans 
~la:::;ainst continuing for an hour on their \'iorkbooks. 
' 
i 
I 
The leader then suggested that they might as a group be 
able to answer soma ·::J.uestions about the •naterial in the \Wrkbool' I· ~ I hat had been of Darticular difficult:: to individuals of the 'I !I I' :o:roup. The group seemed to acceryt this swo;zestion and asked e. . v i' 
lrew questions of the leader a.s to wha.t was to be exnected and 1
1 
i i! 
rooH much work should be done. The discussion became larzely a II 
I II 
!matter of question and answering among the leader and the rest H 
of the group. Several times, meJJoers of the ::;:roun tried to di-
vert the discussion completely but, finding the lea.der continu-
! 
1/ing to further the discussion of the worl{oook, the group re-
I 
1
sisted by assuming the role of students opPosed to t:-:te tra-
il 
•I 
II 
!I 
]ditional teaching method of the leader. 
i 
il 
II 
1/ Ips. 
' I 
InterPretation. Very little was acco:nPlishe:l durinc; this H 
il i: 
session as the grou}:' reacted asainst the toe>ic. The leader· was " 
b 
I orced several times into becomine; autocretic for brief neriods. ·1 I, 
II 
'I 
1 
he group did not act in a grouP SDirit at all, a.nd the session I' 
l,s i.',ll 19- far as being Student-centered in its atmosnhere viaS a com-
1' 
flete failure. I 
I: I 
l
lli !Vleeting X 1j q 
,
1
·•
1
', The discussion began im:nedie.tely after the students had a li 
I ~
~~hance to read the mimeogravhed sheet (See A:;pendix BS) that was \i 
~istributed to them by the leader. There were several comments ii 
~rhile the reading was going on that nroved the timeliness of the !I 
l! heet, such as, "Boy, that's me all right" end, "IIIJsn, wait 'til ~~ li \· hey set you in the army." il 
II ~ : The group bee;an discussin;,; the nredicament of the student 11 
ho is going to be drafted. rhe q_uestion under discussion was 
I 
r'should 
i 
rafted 
B. college student remain in college and vmit to be 
or have some fun before he is called into the service?" 
' jl 
,, 
1: 
'I· 
,I 
il 
I' 
' 
'I 
'I There were several comments as to the advisability of wait- 1
1 
1: 
!ins to be drafted. Most of the group seemed to feel th&t it is 1; 
I ~ 
to stay in college as long as possible. 
The discussion then centered aroun:l the re'Ilarcrs of the 
imeograT)hed sheet made by Joe, "Some college students today ex- 11 
1 ,I 
~ect too much of everything. They sit in a class and axnect the 1i 
i 11 
!instructor to amuse them or :notivate them." The :;roup felt that 1!
1 ·~rhis statement we.s true in many respects. There vrere 2 fe1v re- :i 
i! 
arks made concernin5 instructors in the University vrho insisted[! 
~============= =~''========~ 
I 
I 
1: 
1~19. I 
~hat the students do their 01m thinkin":. 
i 
The srou~ felt these 
!instructors V/ere by far superior in their methods of teaching 
[than the instructors whom they na.:ned who gave all the answers to ]
1 
I II 
rhe class. ~ 
' Most of the ;roup felt thet students ca'!le to e college to 
/actually learn and not to ~ass time. One member cave a.n example~~ 
[of a friend of hers who had come to college for the simple reaso~ 
fof get tins married. This provided th·e group ''i th an opportunity il 
lror severa.l humorous remarks before one of the members broue;ht i! 
I II 
1
up the question of the fin3l question on the mimeogranhed sheet. i:
1
• 
'I [1 11,~he ,_!j' _ group felt that they could readily ad'llit that none of them 
' 11had come to college to have just a "social" life and th3.t they 
!all hoped to gain somethins out of college besides a diploma. 
Interpretation. I'he leader durin:; this session w~:.s a::;ain 
i 
la.ccePted as a group member, though at the Drevious session he 
:had been under attack by the :;roup. Durins this session the 
interest was quite high and there were severe.l signs of 
: 
!group unity and of individuals earnestly contrioutinc; their 
1
!co:nments to solidify the group nrocess. 
! 
I 
lv!eeting XI 
The leader distributed coPies of the mimeoz;ra··~hed material 
to a.ll the '!lembers of the :roup. (Sse AD~endix BE) The srou'!J 
read the material silently an:i thsn ths lea.dsr vTe.itsd until the 
last me'11ber had put dovm the shest and asked for any oninions 
from the sroup. 
The group anpeared somewhat nervous. There were several 
. members of the group who expressed an a.ctual inability to under-
stand the meaning of the word "netting." The zroup attempted to 
I 
,clarify their definitions but lacking the terminology they 
·wished to use became hopelessly muddled. A fevr of the male mem-
·. bers thought the entire subject was humorous and a.ttempted to 
:treat it lightly. There were several comments that "It was up 
:to the individual" and "That's something you have to work out 
' 
•for yourself." The leader suggested the group might make better 
progress if they would discuss the questions at the bottom of 
the mimeographed sheet. 
The group agreed i'Timediately that pettinf':, a.nd promiscuous 
kissing did lead to greater a.nd more ha.rmful intima.cies. The 
group thought that it might be natural e.nd th2t althoush TJeople 
i did it, society still ruled it vrrong and the individual was ex-
pected to live up to the dictates of society. 
The discussion then continued on an intellectua.l level un-
1 til the close of the session. 
InterDretation. The group was unsure of itself and could 
1 not handle the discussion without help from the leader; the 
group members tended to minimize the subject by treating it 
,lightly or by hedging around it until the session was over. 
1 
This eleventh session remained student-centered. 
)2_Q,_ 
=ll=-- -- ---'~-===---- -==--= 
Meetine; XII 
The discussion began immediE.tely after the mimeo.graphed 
material (See Apnendix B7) had been ree.d by all the members of 
the group. One of the group 'llembers began '1Tith the comment, 
,. 
ii 
II 
I' 
II 
li 
•I 
!1 
ii 
II 
I' 
"Well, in the first place, this teacher is a wav out of line.'' !: 
This led to several comments as to the poor training the tee cher I! 
jmust have received if she had come out with no better philosophy iJ 
/than the one "'resented in this case. The group felt that the '' 
teacher's enalysis of her actions toward the pu~il was merely 11 
,, 
rationalizing the poor conduct displayed. il 
II 
Severa.l members gave examples of havins had such experi- ;1 
" ences as pupils the'!lsel vas in hic::h school a.nd in junior hie;h. jl 
II 
,In e.ll instances, the e;roun members felt 2 little consideretion ,I 
and a lone; talk v:ith the student might heve proven extre'!lely 
1
v--orth-whi le. 
,, 
li 
!I 
felt that teachers need guidance as much as do 1: 
!I 
! One member 
' 
the pupils in high schools. The group agreed that ~n neerly allil 
!i 
cases where they could recall a good te1.wher, they were actually[] 
recalling an understending, sympathetic teacher. 
The group felt thBt the only way to avoid havins poorly 
l
iadjusted neople enter the teaching profession was to have some 
,, 
!i 
I'! 
I' I j: 
:I (sort of screenine: device. One member e.s:{ed about the feculty j! 
i i1 
!
interview that the freshmEm class had had during the first "art 
1
1 
,, 
li jof the year. "~las that a sort of screening?" The leader !I 
1
1avoided a direct ans1·1er by throwing the :J.Uesticn out to the 
group. 
I 
II 
I 
The group thought that the fecul ty intervl ew ':las 'I not reallyJ 
Edequa.te for a screening device, but it Droba.bly served its Dur- ,, 
!pose of having a few students at a time meet some of the 
1: 
faculty !t 
I 
I 
1 The group member who had in:mired about the interview at-
[itempted to divert the discussion but was cut off by the e;roup lr I' ,,
·I [: ij jwhich wanted to continue discussing what the teacher actually 
I 
I] 
;I 
!!should have said to the pupil. 
I 
1
1ous methods of handling a situation in which the pm:oil makes a 
I 
Several comments and suggestions were made as to the vari-
!derogatory remark about a fellow member of the faculty. The 
group discussed va.rious suggestions and agreed that one thing 
we.s absolutely necessary and that was to heve a Drivste talk 
!with the student. 
i 
I 
i 
The group was e;reatly interested in the 
!discussion of A Study of a Teacher and DUrsued the tonic during 
I jthe entire session. 
'I 
II 
The coroup wes completely united a.nd reacted'·! 
I 
11ae;ains t one of the group 
I 
members when there was an attempt made 
' 
Ito divert the discussion. The leader remained constant in his 
I 
;role of Student-centered type leadership. 
I 
I Meeting XIII 
I 
The :;roup read the mimeograr:hed sheet (See Ao:-r'endix BB) 
distributed by the leaJ:er and decided to take ee.ch case singu-
i ilarly for discussion. 
1 
One member began the discussion of the first case by at-
(tributing the professor's remarks to the seneral etti tude of an 
older generation. The group e.greed that an older generetion 
!always thinks a younger 
!than their fathers did. 
generation has it easier and si~plar 
The discussion centered mainly around 
II 
I! 
I' 
r; 1123. 
whether young people know the meaning of work today, or, as was 
/suggested in the sheet, "they live in a fat country." rhe groupll 
'lfe;t this was particularly untrue. They felt they hed to work lj 
I 11·.' as herd as any generation and that they live in fer more diffi-
il 
!I cult times. There was, and had been as long as they remembered, 
1
the threat of war over them. The grour felt that at no period of~~ 
I li ,our country's history had the times been more unsettled than the! 
·il 
were at the present. The ,o;roup felt they would make their own I I 
ij 
]1 
contributions to society as they grew older, and one ~nember ex- !i 
loressed the wish that "we do better than the last e;eneration." /,I 
1
- Problem nu~ber two, concerning the athlete who knew only 1; 
" 
lone snort, seemed to the group too far-fetched, and they refusedll 
I 
I 
to discuss it seriously. rhey felt it was impossible to major 
in a snort and not kno•.-r other related SDOrts. lhey cited the 
,, 
1: 
i! 
ii 
1: 
;i 
I' 
course physical education majors have to ta~e in orjer to gradu- il 
II 
ate and expressed the belief that the 
,I 
writer of the second case ·· 
1was misinformed. I' 
I 
1\ 
The third case interested the group as they felt the two I• 
I II [girls in the case were like themselves as far as wantins to knowli 
what to study but that the girls were acting immaturely if they 'I 
expected the nrofessors to do their thinking for the~. The 
group discussed how much help a college student should be given 
until the session ended. 
'I 
1: 
1 Internreta.tion. The leader remained constant in his role 
I 
I 
~f Student-centered type leadership during this session. He was 
1
accepted as a. fellow member of the group by the other members. 
~he group was interested in discussing the cases on the mime-
1 
pgra.phed sheet but, as usual, when they felt a case to be non-
1 
~ypical or unreal they refused to discuss it and dismissed it 
I 
~mmediately as in the second case of this session. rhe group 
i 
~ade several constructive remarks to~1ard increasine; e;roup soli-
tarity and no individual meJJber sttemnted to divert the dis-ussion from the selected topic. 
11
1,' Meeting XIV 
The meeting opened with the a.rri val of the instructor who 
passed out the mimeographed sheets (See Arrendix B9) as e. sug-
1 
lfested topic for the discussion session. The sroup was not 
1
, 
~nterested in discussing the first case and showed their dis- i I I 
1 li ~nterest by several humorous remarks. Cne group member suggests~ 
~hat since they would probably not ever get down to a CO!Il:r;:'lete 
I 
~greement on what vras "normal" and what was not, the group should 
I; 
l
bontinue on to the next tonic. I -
i\ The group readily agreed to this suggestion and one of the 
I' 
!~embers volunteered to re-read the second case aloud to the 
I 
group. The group agreed to this procedure and the second case 
r-- i ~as read. rhere were a few remarks to the effect that this case i! 
I 
particularly fitted this group. Such co11ments a.s "Sneaking of 
i 
getting dressed up, who donated that football sweater to you, 
I 
he team mascot?" and "Boy, that's me all right" were passed 
I 
': 
• 
between the members. The 
!suggested that they first 
member who had re-read the case aloud 
of all define frustration. One of the 
1~embers produced a dictionary and read the definition of frus-
~ration, which the group accel)ted. 
11 ·There were several more examples given by members of the 
I 
group of frustra.tion and exneriences that had been frustrating 
! 
,lin their own lives. 
I The leader suggested the group might like to discuss not 
rnly what frustrated them but why. The grou}) then made several 
!comments on why certain actions and experiences led them to feel 
I 
!frustrated. One member submitted tha.t her fe.ther constantly 
1125. 
~rustrated her because he could never be anproa.ched and his word 11. 
~~as regarded: as law. The group discussed what might be done to j' 
flleviate this situation. Several suggestions were given on 
~ossible methods of a})!'Jroaching the father with the possible !, re- j' 
i! 
in the girl. i: I 19ult of removing the feelings of frustration caused 
Fhe group continued the discussion until the session ended. 
I 
rwti va tion as in the form of mimeogra.phed material is desirable' 
Internretation. This meeting once again nroved that some 
~ut 
~he 
that the cases in the material must be readily understood by i' 
II ,, 
group if they are to discuss them. 
I 
lrot 
The group passed over the first case as they felt they coulq, 
handle it adequately. On the second case, however, a lively ·i 
~~iscussion ensued and the group was completely interested for 
khe entire session. There were many constructive remarks made 
I 
uring this discussion. The leader of the e;roup >vas accepted 
I 
~ group member and a volunteer from the group acted as leader 
I 
for the session. 
bhip, the meeting was very successful. 
Ill 
The meeting opened fifteen minutes later than scheduled as 
As a session in student-centered tyne leader-
Meeting XV 
li ,, 
,, 
r: ,. 
'I 
" I ,, 
! I! r change of rooms resulted in a conflict of classes. At quarter II 
Last the hour, the group were settled in a new room and the 1: r 11 
'bimeographed sheets (See Ap,-,endix B3 & 6) were distributed by !, 
r·- 'i' 
lthe lee.der. '' !I 
I 
for 
lit· 
I 
I !we 
' 
I 
! 
The group recognized that the sheets were being discussed 
the second time but did not question the leader concerning 
One member began the discussion with the comment, "Well, 
didn't do so hot on this last time." 
The group then discussed briefly whet had been stated the 
ii 
jl 
,, 
I! 
I! 
ii I! 
II 
I! 
i! 
•i ii 
r: 
jtime previous and what conclusions they had arrived at. Finallyi! 
I jone membe. r suggested each member make a 
fhe groun agreed to this su,o:gestion and 
'I 
comment on each question;·, 
I ,, 
I' a member volunteered to 1! 
" 
regin the comments. 
j The following comments were taken from the stenogranhic 
!record: 
II "Well, I remember that last time we kind of started on this r: 
IJand then skipped over it, so I think we should honestly give et 
jlleast an opinion on what we think of the situation this girl is 
lin. " 
! 
! "vlell, then you give your opinion." 
" 
,, 
"I'm going to. I think Betty is just like a lot of other 
[girls 
I 
around here. I think s~e wants to get along and she's 
lfound out that the college boys go too far. I think she should ,1 
' i' 
tell everyone of them off until the right guy comes along. I !, 
ron't believe in Detting or anything like it. I'he whole thing II 
lis basically wrong. I'm against it and I don't mind saying it." II: 
"Look, instead of giving just an opinion on this, I'd like j! 
,I 
o tell you about a girl at the dorm that's having an awful hard 1; 
! 
ime and it's very much like this case of Betty Shawcross." 
The group then agreed that it would be worth-while to hear 
an actual case. 
"Well, there's a girl a:t the dorm who he,s Betty's problem. 
reason is that she has all the wrong ideas from her mother. 
" I' feels if she kisses the boy who has been taking her out that 1 1 
is cheapen~ng herself. So she doesn't get out very much 
ecause, well, just because. And we told her that she shouldn't ij 
! 
ave to oay the guy but that it wouldn't hurt to kiss him good-
right if she wanted to. That way she'd probably get more dates, 
(too. She wants to but then when she's out she doesn't." 
!I 
I "You mean then she likes to but she doesn't think she 
~hould, is that it?" 
I 
I 
~nd 
' 
"That's right." 
"V'Iell, you know yourself that if you have a class to go to 
you're hungry, you don't go to the class if you feel hungry 
~nough." 
!, 
"I don't agree. She comes back from a da~te and she's un-
rar:py just because she has this conflict." 
I "You think if she gave in and would kiss more boys she j[ 
rouldn 't have the conflict?" II 
"I don't kn0\·1. It seems to me that her mother hr?.s filled ,, 
er with these ideas and they are in conflict with her own feel-~~ 
li 
ngs. I don't think you should always follow your own feelings, 
f course, but on some things it is better if you make up your 
ind to do as you yourself want to. In a case like this, I 
hink she wouldn't feel cheap if she understood the situation. 
f a fellow takes her out a couple of times and on the way home 
r at home kisses her to show his affection, and she understood 
his to be the reason, then she really wouldn't mind." 
I 
I 
II 
"Wait a minute, let's get this straight if we can." 
II 
II 
II 
il 
II 
II 
I knov1 I'm terrible at explaining things but I'll il 
She's unhappy beca.use she's not doing lil{e the other li lry .:::~~· ~orm girls, but on the other hand, if she did, she'd be more un-
~appy because she feels it's wrong and it creates a conflict in 
her after every date.'' 
I "I'm a fellow, and from the fellow's viewpoint I'd say I'd 
ike her a lot better if she were a little discriminating. I'm 
ired or girls that you spend five bucks on and then they act 
ike if they raise their little heads and kiss you good night 
!; 
I, 
li 
,, 
I' 
II 
I, 
I] 
li 
' li 
I' 
,: 
il 
~hey've paid you off with interest. I think a girl that just is :' 
I 
a good 
I 
sport and fun to be with has repaid you more than some il 
=4~= acant blonde who thinks one kiss is worth five bucks." 
II 
II 
II 
I. 
"Now wait a minute. I'm blonde." 
I 
"All right, then you give us your views. Y:ou haven 1 t sa.id 
I 
rnyt':lins today. 
l~cid in the dorm?" 
You so out a lot. \rlhat do you think of this 
I 
"As far as I'm concerned, if she's been brought up that 
ay, she's a lot better off. Maybe she has some strange ideas 1. 
'I I in her head, but at least her head isn 1 t empty. I run into this 11 
li 
hing all the time. And yet it's not the fellow's fault com- 1: 
II 
let ely. You go out for a beer with someone in a dark booth and ji 
,, 
,: 
he tries to kiss you--well, you asked for it. The way I 1
1 
II 
I :1 is this, make your ovm limi te.tions either from v1ha t you ve li 
taught at home or school or just from your own ideas. Make 1, 1 
1 II 
IYour limitations on what you will do ~md what you won't do. The1 
lis tick to them. If a fellow thinks they e.re too severe and the t r: 
i :1 
tyou 're a poor snort, so what? Get rid of him. If the gentleman II 
I :! 
~oesn 1 t like your limitations, he's no e:.entleman." 
I 
1 "Oh, (name omitted) you're kidding. You act like everyone 
I 
~f your dates is out to be fresh. I certainly think a girl can 
II 
ikiss a fellow often and not anything worse he:rl'>en." 
I! 
II "I'm sorry, but I can't agree. As I said before, drinking 
' 
rnd going off for long rides in the country isn't good. A girl 
~hat goes in for heavy kissing is not only lowering her powers 
I: 
IFf resistance but she's heading certainly for trouble and she is 
I 
bertainly lowering herself. Ask anyone how a girl gets a repu-
i 
~ation in college. She gets it from lo;;ering her standards just;! 
ii II kmce and that one time is spread all over the school. A.Y!d by 
i 
' 
II 
II 
I' 
lbo. 
I 
f..Ihom--the very fellow who talked her into it. NO, 
I 
I'm sorry but 11 II stick to my expression, if he don't like it, he can git!" :! II 
1: I 
I she's beint; II 
I! 
"'ilell, then it looks like it's a question of 
ight or wrong. I mean it looks like if she :;:oes in for kissing:' 
!I 
1,1 lot, she's right she 1 11 get dates but she's wrong in doinr:". it . 
._., !I 
II ight?" I! 
!I 
II 
'I I 
"Come again?" 
"O.K. Put it this way. How many feel she's wrong if she II 
hanges her moral code to fit the popular conception of being a 11 
II ,, port? Ho'lv many feel she should indulze a little more? O.K. 
I' 
ovr how many feel that well it's up to the individual like (name :/ 
II 
II 
mitted) said?" 
11 
'I I, 
"I win." 
The group then took up the second discussion sheet 't~hich 
I! 
:: as on religion. The followins comments were tal{en from the 
" I 'I ~teno:o:ranhic record: j: 
l -· 11 "In a case like this, if they are not too young to be reall~j ii mme.ture, then they should be ellc;:ed to v:or:{ i"c. out t'1e;JsalV•38. 1, ~n some cases there's nothin~ wrong to ~erry like thDt. I'm ~~ 
~rotestant, e.nd in my church you can marry anyone you like. If 1: 
II :narried a ;;irl from a :iifferent church, I'd al terne.te. 3-o to 
ber church one week and mine the next week." 
I 
I 11 '1/het about the children? Do they ;row up one week going 
~o one church and hearing one side and the next week getting an 
I 
ntirely different side from the other church?" 
!: :: 
'I I, j: 
I 
"Sure, why not? They'd hear both sU.es and could figure it! 
il 
!OUt for themselves." li 
I 
"Have you ever heard of it working out as ea.sily as that?" jj 
i 
"Well, in this case there's a difference. Both of these 
i 
~ids have positive ideas about religion. 
jthat frown on it. Look at it this way. 
I 
I s:;ree 1,-1i th churches 
I'm married m1d I'm 
!happy. 
•' 
We both feel the same Wa)r about thine;s. If we felt 
differently about a thins as big as religion, we wouldn't be as, 
" ii 
i1 
I, 
I I, 
II 
li 
well as close or something.'' 
"I agree. I'm Jewish and so I date 
I 
!cause I know I'll have to marry a Jewish 
lasted 
I 
'I 
only Jevrish boys be- II 
fellm'l so Hhy get inter1 
li 
I 
now in someone else." 
I 
"No kidding. Gosh, I'm Jewish too, but I :ion't go out with 
IJust Jewish boys. I'd stagne.te. I go out for a good time and 
to have fun. You sound like every date is a TJOtential husband." 
"Naybe I put my foot in it that time, but loolc at it this 
i 
!'my. Actually, this year I met a sv1ell felloH. I like him 
I 
remendously and then one day he said he had to have tuna fish 
nd I said something about the chicken was better and then he 'I 
I• 
li 
aid he had to eat fish because he couldn't eat meat on Fridays "II 
k.ras my face red? The whole thine; just went flooey. 1.'ihat chance 1' I" ,, 
I I 
tould we he.ve if we had got to be really serious? ·wny complicat~~ 'I is life ,,hen his church is as strict as my ovm? I thought it 1, 
w-as only fair not to date him anymore. As a matter of fact, I 
hink he got a senior girl and is doin5 all right for himself." 
li 
li 
i' II 
II 
I! 
,I 
II ,, 
li 
I 
I 
I 
l l. 
The group then made several co'llments on the wisdom of the 
I 
II 
I' II I 
1132. 
/sroup member's decision. The discussion continued on religion 
li 
!I 
i! 
1\ 
I! 
I' ,, 
;I 
I ]With several comments being 'llade as to the resnect individuals 
should heve for religions that differed from their O'rm just be- :1 
I. 
II 
II 
,I 
cause they are all religions. The session ended before any 
actual solutions 1'1ere ziven for the case under discussion, but 
the consensus of opinion vlas that the couple should not marry. 
Internretation. As a direct contrast to the previous ses-
sions that dealt vrith this topic, this session was a complete 
success. There vmre many worthwhile serious comments made by 
I I, 
II 
II ,, 
I! 
the group. rhe two tonics \'lhich h~:d been nreviously treated in , 
much less serious discussion •rere treated intelligently and with ll 
;I 
purpose during this session. Once again the leader remained con~ 
i! 
II 
stant in his role of student-centered type leadershiP. He was lj 
I
'll ]again accented with ease by the group as a fellovi group member. 
Ill iAs an example of student-centered type group discussion, this il 
I !: 
1session was superior. il 
I Meeting XVI II I 
l
i The leader opened the session by su::;gestinz the sroup give ~~ 
/opinions of the weekly meetings in order to facilitate the mak- 11 
Jing of an orientation progra·n for the follov;ing yee.r. The group!/ 
! I• 
!accented the leader's suggestion and conies of the Oninionnaire 
1 - 1·i 
I 
]1 Survey (See Appendix A5) were distributed to the members. The ii 
II Oninionnaire Survey was read silently by the e;roup e,nd then ;
1 
d 
filled out and handed back to the leader. 1: 
I' 
1] 
!! 
I The leader then suggested that the e;roup might have furtherji 
li 1comments in addition to the Ooinionnaire Survev. One member ,j 
l ~
suggested the group discuss each question on the 0Pinionnaire 'i 
Survey sheet and this was accepted by the group. Blank copies 
of the 0Pinionnaire Survey vrere again distributed to the group 
for discussion. 
The group then began a general discussion on random ques-
II 
I! 
li 
" lj II 
II 
!i 
'i tions. It was suggested that in any future orientation program li 
there be similar mimeographed sheets with topics Pertinent to 
freshman problems. The groun agreed on the need for mime-
il 
li 
II 
ographed material but disagreed on the relevance of the 9roblems fj 
I, 
,theY ha.d I • discussed at preceding meetings. One member felt that it 
!a discussion of religion had no place in a freshman orientation [j 
li 
program as there is no possible way of coming to an agreement. 
Another member suggested that the group needed to discuss re-
,ligion because it served as a means of informing the group of 
I lthe different beliefs and traditions of various denominations. 
1It was also suggested that the weekly meeting oe held over a 
I' 
I ,, 
'I I 
' 
!i 
il 
I 
I 
,I 
I! 
il 
I period of one semester instead of the whole year, with the sec-
1
1 
,I 
ond semester devoted to some other Phase of ~~·The e;roup disagreed on this suggest~on with 
! 
freshmen curriculum. : 
I 
the majority of the I 
I 
!members feeling the meetings should be held for 
,, 
the entire firstil 
I 
jyear of college life. !I 
I Interpretation. The group seemed anxious to "'iV"' their I 
opinions on the weekly sessions and welcomed the o;po:tunity to li 
fill out the Oninionna.ire Survey. Several good critical remarks i 
(I 
I 
' 
'1134. 
/were made concerning the improvement of the Freshman 
i 
Orientetion il 
!urogram for the following year. The sroul) ~~as quite interested 
in discussing the sessions and accepted the leader as a member 
of the groul). The results of the Ouinionnaire Survey ere fur-
ther discussed on pctge 138 of this study under Discussion of 
Ouinionnaire Survey. 
,, 
!I 
I' 
·I ,, 
,, 
II 
II 
ij 
[i 
II 
II 
'I 
:r I, 
,I 
' ji 
,' 
' 
il 
li 
lj 
II 
II 
!I 
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Oninionnaire Survey, Yes - No Resnonses 
II I, ,, 
I 
I 
I 
Total ResDonses of GrouD y 
l. Can one who feels strongly on a subject really 
be tolerant of one who holds an opposite view? 
2. Do you think that star athletes should be given 
specie.l consideration because of their unique 
contribution to the school? 
3. Do you feel that the athletes in Boston Uni-
versity are favored? 
4. Does petting spoil one's taste for the finer 
relationships experienced by some couples? 
5. Is petting an acceptable method for testing 
love? 
6. The instructors for this section were too o-
pinionated and tried to force their views on 
the class. 
7. 1-Iixed religions generally lead to divorce 1·rhen 
both parties feel strongly that their o•m re-
ligion is the true one. 
8. If you felt that everyone in a class were 
cheating in an examination and you kneH you 
could obtain the answers :arior to the exam, 
Hould you also chea.t? 
9. Viould you prefer "waiting it out" if you were 
eligible for the dra.ft rather than leaving 
school and enlisting? 
10. Have any of your opinions or e.t ti tudes been 
s.ltered Hhatsoever by these weekly discussion 
meetings? 
11. The instructor for this section Has too vague 
to be of any help 
12. Is there an a.ctual period of adjustment thB.t 
freshmen go through when they first enter 
_ 2_ 
_l_ 
8 
_8_ 
_5_ 
_3 _ 
l 
Boston University? 10 
13. Did these weekly e;roup rneetin;s help at all in 
adjusting to college life? 8 
NO 
_l_ 
_8 _ 
_4_ 
2 
2 
4 
_ 7_ 
_9_ 
2 
14. 'ifould you prefer not to discuss religion in a YES 
group meeting? __2_ 
15. 1tlould you he.ve liked the instructor to have 
taken part more in the discussions? ___ 2_ 
16. Was the instructor too dominant in these dis-
cussions? 
17. Were you given too little direction in these 
discussions? ___ l_ 
18. i'/ere these discussions pretty much a ~Taste of 
time? __2_ 
19. Do you feel that you are capable of accepting 
responsibility and !Tiaking valueble use of your 
time? _7_ 
20. Have the discussions helped you in any way? __2_ 
21. Are you completely tolerant of those of a 
different religion? ___ 8_ 
22. Do you feel that a group of college freshmen 
are capable of d.oing satisfactory vrork without 
close supervision and direction? ___ 8_ 
NO 
____1__ 
_ 8_ 
_l_ 
2 
2 
II 
li 
Discussion of the Opinionnaire Survey 
The items of the Ouinionne.ire Survey were considered to be 
in two categories: items dealing with attitudes and opinions 
toward the sroup sessions, and items dealing with attitudes e.nd li 
opinions toward the tonics nresented in the discussion sheets. '!I 
II 
1-Of the twenty-two o_uestions on the Ouinionnaire Survev, 
:1 
questions 6, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, <cn':l 22 dealt I' 
with attitudes tovmrd group meetin;:cs and questions 1, 2, 3, 4, 
5, 7, 8, 9, 12, 19 and 21 dealt with attitudes toward the dis-
cussion topics. II 
'I 
Attitude Toward l!JeetinJJ:S. The Opinionne ire Survey totals ]I 
,, 
reveal the.t the group felt: 
:! 
" :I 
i; 
~- =-=-=Jr= 
1. The instructor was neither too orinionsted, (6) nor too l,'l' 
dominant, (16) to\,:ard the grom1 during the vreekly ses-
,, 
sions. II 1-
2. The instructor took sufficient pe,rt in the discussion, 
!l li 
'I 
(15) of the group. ii 
3. The instructor for this section vias not considered by 
the sroup to he.ve been too vague to be of any help, ( 11) 
to the group or to heve given insufficient directions in 
handling the discussion. (17) 
4. The discussions were not considered by the s-roUJJ to heve ,j 
been a waste of time, (18) and hEd definitely helned in 
s orne way. ( 20) 
5. That although the opinions or a.ttitudes had not been 
tered by the group members, (10) the group felt that 
'! 
I 
al-I 
the 11 II 
I 
weekly meetings h~j been a definite help in adjusting 
college life. (13) 
6. The 'll~jority of the groun did not mind discussins re-
ligion. ( 14) 
Attitude Tov;~rd Tonics. The Opinionnaire Survey tote.ls 
eveal th~t the group felt: 
II ]1139. 
!I 
to'' 
,I il 
'I I, 
ll ,, 
II 
II 
li I 
li 
1. Th~t it was toler~nt of those hold in,- different views, il 
(1) ~nd different religious beliefs, (21) but t~~t in li 
I. 
il ce.ses of mixed me.rrie.ges where both nerties feel their [, 
li 
own religion is the true one, the mixed 'ne.rriese gener- Ill 
ally ends in divorce. (7) il 
,, 
II 
2. That star athletes should not be ziven e.ny s:r:'eci~l con- !i 
i'l sideration, (2) and that at Boston University athletes 
are f~vored. ( 3) 
3. That petting does suoil one's t~ste for the finer re-
l~tionshins experienced by some couples, (4) ~nd that 
it is definitely not an acce~table method for testing 
love. (5) 
4. That it should vrefer "we.itins it out" if it v:ere eli-
gible for the draft rather than leave school to enlist. 
(9) 
'I ,, 
'I 
II 
I[ 
:I 
II 
,, 
II 
II 
!I 
i:, 
I I! 
II 
lj 
1. 
5. That the members of this grcu~ would cheat in ~m exam if lj 
II 
they felt e-veryone slse cheated, ( f,) rY'1_·~ ·r~t :::·.rr:: capa1:;le :1 
of e.cce~-:·t:lne; r>8s~-~onsibili ty and of I!~c.kinz. valua.ble use i! 
of their ti~e. (19) 
!I I; 
'I II 
I 
I 
il 
II 
II 
6 .. That there is definitely e._ ~?riod cf t.djustrrent th£t 
freshmen so through when they enter .Boston University. 
(12) 
Discussion of Attitudes T01'.'ard l,leetings. The r;roup felt 
lithe leader He,s neither too dominant nor too vae;ue ~md accepted 
~him as a fellow member. They acce:c>ted his contributions a.nd 
I 
felt he had given sufficient directions without attempting to 
control the group. The sroup did not feel that they ha.d had a 
cha.nge in attitude or opinion but tl~e me.j ority of the groun 
admitted that the discussion had been of heln to them in scme 
1-my. This wes consistent •;lith the student-centered type of 
leadership employed in this ;rou1e. The leader did not e.ttem•:t 
to inflict his o• .. m opinions and attitudes on the sroun but 
attempted to make the discussions of SO'lle va.lue to the group 
1members. 
i 
Discussion of At~itudes Toward Tonics. 
sistent in their attitudes toward the different tonics with the 
questions. The zroun felt they were tolerant 
different religious views, but ae;reed thct 
I 
,, 
!I 
!! 
lj 
i! 
I 
II 
'I il j, 
li 
'I 
r: 
i ~ 
jl 
'! 
excention of t<!O 
lor those holdine; 
I 
lmixed marria;::es 
i! 
are hazardous. They felt that Dettine: is basi- i! 
II 
'lcally wrong and is not accentable as a method of testing love. 11 
:I 
I
They felt they vrould :-refer "waiting it out" re.ther then enlist- i: 
I[ 
ling if the:r were eligible for the draft. In the m2tter of cheat~ 
II 
ing in an examination, the group wes some•vhe.t in cons is tent. 
group felt they Hould cheat in ~:m exam if everyone else ,,:as 
II 
The j: 
il 
'I 
I! 
II 
c.nd yet they also felt they vrere indi vid.ually car;able cheating 
I [of accepting res nons ibili ty. They felt the0' vcere ca'-·eble of I I 
I 
" 
" ~aking us3 of their time but did not feel this' 11as discordent II 
1!, 
to their views of cheating. 
ii 
Upon further discussion, the sroup II 
!: 
xplained that they did not condone cheeting but felt tl'ley must lj 
.ccept it as e.n necessary evil imposed upon them. Eos t members lj 
of the group felt they had only cheated Hhen they h&d been force1 
into it. An example of answers to a ,:riven test be ins passed out i! 
eforehand was submitted to the e:roup. The group member ex- ii 
il 
lained that in such a case, in order to achieve 1rihe t ordl.narily ll 
ould have been his honest mark, he was forced into che<:.tinc:. 1\ 
il this examnle as a lec;i tinwte reason to cheat 11 
j! 
II 
II 
li 
'1l II 
•I I, 
I' 
,! 
H 
i' 
II 
.I il 
ii 
!I 
I! 
:: 
I I. ,, 
I 
i! 
,' 
ii 
I' 
ti 
II ,, 
II 
* 
~ 
==+II=--~~--
·r 
il 
II 
,I 
I 
I 
I 
I, 
II 
II 
II 
I 
Meeting 
r-----
l. Organizes Thinking 
----
2. Elaborates 
-- -
3. Req_uests Clarification 
4. Evaluates Content 
5. Grou:p Critic 
6. Increases Group Solidarity 
7. Good Group Member 
8. Seeks Personal Gain 
9. Diverts Discussion 
-
TABLE VII 
l 2 3 If 5 
" 
3 
14 13 ~ l5 
-
18 15 7 10 
1 2 
1 3 
3 
3 20 
! 
4 6 1 
ll 12 10 7 10 
8 13 18 8 20 
' 7 8 9 10 ll l2 13 14 0
3 6 5 4 10 15 14 
10 10 9 10 9 5 6 
10 8 6 10 10 10 6 
4 10 12 ll 7 6 8 
1 5 8 1 5 3 2 
5 10 9 2 10 8 15 
3 10 18 9 2 9 12 18 
7 4 2 12 4 5 1 1 
20 cr 2 10 4 5 1 I! 
I 
.I 
II 
Type of Interaction Made During The Sixteen Meetings of Group '!_ 
II 
·' 
) 
15 16 I 
10 9 
5 7 
4 6 
9 15 
4 
20 12 
ll 
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1\) 
rhe first meetin"' of the Student-Centered ::rroun wss an 
!unusually 
!mediately 
I 
I 
good first session. An attempt vi&S ·nade al:nost im-
by one of the grouu members to replace the student-
jcentered tyne leader-shin with a student-autocratic type leader-
~~ship. l'he groun found that by unitin8 it could hold to a 
,student-centered ty:oe atmosuhere, but unless the me'llbers united 
! !the discussion would be dominated by one particular member. 
I The second meeting introduced to the ;;roun mimeo:srached 
leases and the first attempt the group made at role-nlaying. 
I 
' lthough there were many more com1ents classified in Brj'2_nt's 
l 
1
1
Discussion Interaction Hecord Form under "Diverts Discussion," 
!the interest ran high throughout the entire session and the 
/role-playing was very successful for a first attemnt. 
' 
:143. 
! The third meeting as shown on Brysnt 's ::Jiscussion Inter- ij 
:i 
reveals an overwhelming!! 
., 
1action Hecord Form on the ureceding pa.se 
., 
amount of "Diverts Discussion" comments. For the first time in 1: 
the sessions, the discussion was turned back. to the mimeoc;raphed i' 
i: 
topics by a student member of the sroup. 
The fourth meeting picked uu momentum after one of the 
group members assumed the role of leader. The ::::roun ,_,elco·r:ed 
the directions given by the student-leader ani the instructor. 
i' !: 
The leader, who was attemuting to remain student-centered in his It 
leadership, vms for the first time accented readily as a member 
of the group rather than a leader. 
" 
,, 
The fifth meetins wa,s a fe.ilure a.s far as student-centered 
kype group behavior is concerned. Hm-1ever, as an exa.mnle of 
' ~Jhat a e;roun will do when they do not ~Jish to discuss a topic, 
i 
[this session was excellent. There 1-rere no attemnts me de by mem- i' 
!i ~ers within the group to curb the "Diverts Discussion" comments.'' 
~he groun disbanded and formed little sub-groups in vrhich any 
~epic but the one originally scheduled for discussion "as al-
Qowed. It seemed at this time that the student-centered group 
i 
l~·muld not allmv relie;ion to be discussed vdthout the leader 
I' !assuming complete control of the group. 
During the sixth meeting, the student-centered leader 
i 
again I 
I 
1
iat temnted to submit the tonic of religion for discuss ion, and 
! 
~again the group dis be.nded. Ace ording to Brrent' s Discuss icn 
IInterection Record Form, the sixth meetin0o: was a failu;-·e as the I' ----
i!e:roup felt it could not handle a discussion on religion. 
" 
,, 
I! rhe seventh meeting once again sho1;ed that the sroup had 
!!accepted the leader B.s B fellow member. The nroportion of com-
~~ents made sho•r that on three occasions individual e;rou:o members 
,, 
llattempted to orgenize the thinkine; of the group and that on ten 
'I 
!!occasions the me:nbers of the e;roul) sought cle.rification from 
II 
liwithin the group, but not always from the leader. 
I' 
r 
I' 
I; 
The eighth session nrogressed in the makin5 of "3-ood 3-roup 
1
'
11 !!' b " t T"' d d t 1 1 t · d lil•Jem er commen s. ue e:roun respon e o a~- su;ges lOns an 
!!interest vms very hi[.h during the discussion. 
i: ,, 
!i 
I 
The ninth session 'Jroduced the first sizns of hostility 
'toward the leader when the grou1e felt the leader vras attempting 
--~~t~o~mL'lo1n_:J:,a11l_~the tradii:Jol1~1 teacher-2untl Y'_E31§;tJ,onshiy.__~~~-
i 
,I 
il 
!l 
r: i! 
II 
I! 
I, 
11145. 
ii I, 
The tenth session, according to Bryent' s Di[;CU.il._Sion Inter- !j 
I u jaction Record Form, asain reverted to a comrlete student-centere<1J. 
!' jtype :;roup session. The interest of the c;rouco Has hish 2nd the 
I 
inroportion of comments mede to the leader shov/8 the_t the ;roup ( -
'],accepted the leader once again as e fellow member. 
' The eleventh session showed prosress in the kind of co:nment~ 
According to Bryant's Discussion 
q 
Interaction li 
il 
!'Record Form, more insight en:i evaluation of comments occurred. 
liThe leader asain was accepted as a group member. 
li The twelfth session showe:i rrogress inas:nuch as there \-Tere 
]:fewer "Diver-ts Discussion" com:nents made than e,t eny previous 
I' j'session. There we,s a ':ligher frequency of "Cre;anizes Thinking" 
]:comments and an increase in "Group Solidarity" comments. 
I: The thirteenth session was successful in contjnuing to or-
llsaniz,e the ;roup thinking at more frequent intervels than nrevi-
!ously. The group ha,d by this meetins comnletely acce't'ted the 
ileader as a sroup member. 
I, The fourteenth meeting continued the student-centere:i type 
i! 
!;leadership and V/8-S highly successful es an exa:m:le of student-
icentered type e,tTosphere. 
! 
The fifteenth meetins was a re-run of 1)ertinent topics 
~~hich hed been encountered nreviously by the :::;roup. The diffi-
,, 
icul t topic of religion was again introduced and the zroup had t:i 
~ie;hly successful and rewarding discussion on the different 
I 
!Points of vie>< held by the verious denominations. 
I 
,, 
ii 
]I 
1146. 
~he sixteenth meetine; was devoted to filling out the 
i 10pinionnaire Survey. A short discussion followed, continuing 
! 
~the proe:;ress the group had been makins for the past several 
1
weeks. From Brya~nt's Discussion Interaction Record Forrn,it is 
:evident that in the last eight meetinss more change had occurred I 
jthan in the previous meetings. This change of comments con-
' ijsisted of e. change from the kind or reme.rk tJ:u;t Bryant ca.te-
1 
,lgorizes as "Individue.l Functions," such as "Diverts Discussion" 
ii 
11and "Seeks Personal Gain" to "Group Functions" 
lbroup Solidarity" Bnd "Task Functions" such as 
such as "Increase~ 
il 
"Organizes Think- I' 
'i 
l,ing." This is consistent v:ith the Student-Centered tyne of 
1
jleadership used during all the group sessions. 
II 
li 
I! 
I 
li 
I! 
,, 
I' 
tl 
II 
I 
! 
Student-Centered-Choice-Heterogeneous 
Group II 
TABLE VIII 
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Op~nionnaire Sur~ey, Yes'- No Resnonses 
1otal Resoonses of Group II 
l. Can one who feels strongly on a subject really 
be tolerant of one who holds an opposite view? 
2. Do you think that star athletes should be given 
special consideration because of their unique 
YES NO 
_6 ___ 2_ 
contribution to the school? __3_ ___s_ 
3. Do you feel that the athletes in Boston Uni-
versity are favored? 
4. Does netting spoil one's taste for the finer 
relationships experienced by some couples? 
5. Is petting an acceptable method for testing 
love? 
6. The instructors for this section were too o-
pinionated and tried to force their views on 
the cless. 
7. Mixed religions generally lea.d to divorce when 
both parties feel strongly that their ovm re-
_4 _ ___}__ 
_4 _ _2_ 
_8_ 
ligion is the true one. ___ 6 ____ 2_ 
8. If you felt the.t everyone in a class were 
cheating in an examination and you knevl you 
could. obtain the answers prior to the exa.m, 
would you also cheat? 
9. Would you nrefer "waiting it out" if you were 
eligible for the draft rather than leaving 
school a.nd enlisting? 
10. Have any of your opinions or attitudes been 
altered whatsoever by these weekly discussion 
meetings? 
11. The instructor for this section was too va5ue 
_6_ 
_2 ___ 6_ 
to be of any help. ___ 1_ _J_ 
12. Is there an actual period of adjustment that 
freshmen go through when they first enter 
Boston University? ___ 6_ _ __ 1_ 
13. Did these weekly group meetings help at all in 
adjusting to college life? _____±__ ____L 
'I 
I' ,, 
11 149. 
l 
'I ,, 
il 
I 
ll 
I 
t 
I
I 14. Would you nrefer not to dis cuss relie;ion in a 
group meeting? 
1l 
I! 15. 1riould you heve liked the instructor to heve 
11 taken part more in the discussions? 
j: 
I I ~ 16. Was the instructor too dominant in these dis-
' cussions? 
I, 
II 17. Were you given too little direction in these 
discussions? 
18. Were these discussions pretty much a waste of 
time? 
19. Do you feel that you arecapable of 
responsibility and making valuable 
time? 
accentin&r 
' ~ 
use of your 
20. Ha.ve the discussions helped you in any way? 
21. Are you completely tolerant of those of a 
different religion? 
22. Do you feel that a group of college freshmen 
are capable of doing satisfactory work without 
close supervision and direction? 
- ==---===--==--::===----=::::c:..;:. .;; 
I 
YES 
-~-
_4_ 
_l_ 
4 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1150. 
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l ,, 
__ ;I 
I 
I 
Discussion of the Oninionnaire Survey 
The items on the Opinionnaire Survey were considered in 
II 
II 
'I ::151. 
il 
·' II 
,: 
two 11 
I' 
:categories: i terns dealing with attitudes and opinions toward I ·~ the I! 
iigroup session, e.nd items dealing v:ith attitudes and oninions 
F 
,I 
![ 
'itoward topics presented in the discussion sheets. 
Attii;.ude toward Topics. The Oni;oionnaire Survey totals 
I !revee.l that the group fe 1 t: 
I I 
1. That it was tolerant of those who hold a different noint II 
!I 
of view, (1) (21) but felt that mixed religions generall~ 
lead to divorce when each party feels that his religion II 
is the true one. (7) II 
.I 
2. That star athletes are favored at Boston University, (3) !i 
I! 
and should not be given this considera.tion. (2) The 
group felt that there was a period. of adjustment that 
freshmen go through at Boston University. (12) 
3. That petting does snoil one's taste for the finer re-
lationships exnerienced by some couples, (4) e.nd that 
definitely is not a method for testing love. (5) 
II 
I' ,, 
!! 
!i 
i! 
i 
.I 
! 
,, 
'I 
" 
" 4. That it would prefer to stay in school as long as DOSSi- !i 
- :1 
ble rather than to enlist. (9) 'I 1, 
I! 
!I 
:I 
5. That it would cheat in an examination if everyone else 
were cheating, (8) but, nevertheless, felt the.t it was 
definitely canable of accenting resnonsibility. ( 19) 
Attitude toward Heetin.3.§_. The Oninionne.ire Survey totals 
II 
II 
II 
~152. 
,I 
1. That the instructors were not too dominant, (16) on inion~ 
" " ,, 
I 
ated, (6) or va;;ue, (11) the sroup felt that it had been1j 
,, 
l: given sufficient direction in the discussions, (17) but 1. 
indicateC. that it was equally divided on th8 issue of 
whether or not the instructor should heve te.ken more 
part in the discussions. (15) 
!' 
2. That no opinions or attitudes had been altered, (10) 
.I 
and was equally divided on the is sue of vrhether or not 1: 
the meetings helned to adjust to colle3e life. il That it il 
was all right to discuss relie;ion in a. sroup meeting. 
( 14) 
I 
I t, 
II ,, 
~ I 
3. That the discussions were not a. waste of time, (18) and il 
,, 
tha. t they had helped in s orne way. ( 20) ThE t a group of lj 
' !I college freshmen were able to do sa tisfa.ctory vrork wi th-,t 
out close sunervision and direction. (22) 
The preceding analysis of the Oninionna.ire Survey revea.ls 
several interesting factors B .. bout the attitude of the c:croun to-
we.rd the topics and the meetings. These fa.ctors ere: 
l. While the ;;;roup felt the.t one ':!ho feels stronsly on a 
subject could really be tolerent, it definitely felt 
that mixed religions genere.lly lead to divorce when both: 
;I 
narties feel strongly about different faiths. 
2. Sjnce Boston University athletes are favored, they 
sbould not be given specie.l consideration for their 
unique contribution to the school. 
I 
I! 
I 
I' 
3. All the male members nreferred to reme.in in school 
rather than to enlist. 
ii 
II 
" 
4. Although the group indicated the.t it he.d been given 
sufficient direction in the discussions, it vras divided I! 
·I 
on the issue of whether or not the instructor should 
have taken more part in them. 
,, 
ii ,, 
II 
,, 
I' 
:[ ), 
'I 
' I I I: 
! ;; 
' 
' 
1
1
! ,, 
il 
II 
II ) I' 
II 
) 
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'I ,, 
1: 
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I' 
I 
II 
TABLE IX 
,..-- I 
Meeting l 2 3 4 5 6 '7 '~ 9 10 ll 12 13 14 15 16 
--
1. Or;sanizes Thinkin3 20 13 911 1 l 6 15 23 20 6 12 6 20 6 15 
---- -, 
2. Elaborates h3 21+ 39 17127 30 h) )0 35 39 37 48 40 36 28 30 
3- Requests Clarification 43 24 24 16 35 28 20 30 12 3l\ 25 20 28 ll 41 8 I 
If. Evaluates Content 22 26 43 17 31, r( 22 30 112 39 211 21 16 42 60 19 ' 
' t---
' 5. Groun Critic 3 3 0 ,_ 2 2 l 2 2 3 2 2 
-
6. Increases Group Solidarity 6 3 2 5 l ,, 4 3 I+ 3 1 
I-
'(. Good Group Member 2 2 5 4 13 2 4 4 2 1, 10 12 2 2 3 
1-
8. Seeks Personal Gain 1 4 3 
-
9. Diverts Dtscussj_on II 1 hi 29 3 1 4 6 l l1 1 
-
Type of Interaction Made During the Sixteen Meet:Lngs of Group II 
.-.--:~-==-::- ----------~~_;_::;-:--.- : _:_::o:;,;.:-·==:_---:::- -==--- --_ =---= -~..:...":"::-:"=--'=---" -
II 
!I 
'I II 
I 
I 
J_[ ~=---== 
----1 ~ 
' . 
L -~ ====-~~-~:te;n~:::=t=i=O=J1~.of Stud==~::;,:~1o:-Hot:uug:nouuo ;~;: rc~~ 
An observation of the nreceding Discussion Interaction -1 
ecord Form reveals no surrrisin; increase in the number of com- il 
rnents made in any category throughout the series of :r.eetinc:s. 
1: 
ltrhe fluctuations that do occur are felt to be the result of 
:I ,, 
II 
11 
I!. t t h b th l•ln eres s, own y e 
i! 
group tovrard the veTious tonics. The only .1 
:I 
il 
t-lnusuel fluctuation in any 
I 
of the categories is the absence of 
~ny comments in categories 
I l~en. 
i! 
five, six, and seve~'l durinz meeting il 
Th= discussior_._ durins this meetin.s ':las focuss:J. en the sub- 1 
~~ect of collece education today. (See 
I 
~ation of t~a steno~rcnhic recorjin~s 
i -- - -
sl~ows t::1a t 
_.~ ... n obser-
the discussion 
l:had tVIo nhases. In one pha.se t::Ce :r.e~rbers quoted the :1U:nber of 
{lie;h school graduates the.t went on to college from t!--leir "!)ar-
.iticular 
I' I 
schools a.nd save ree.sons fer the gree.ter percentage of 
:College choices; many rea.sons vrere financie.l. The ot:'ler :-;hese 
I jof the discussion dwelt uron the subject of ":hether or not col-
I jlege education is better today than it vms during previous 
i 
!decades. The group felt that, on the \vhole, collese education 
!is not as difficult today as it had been in the past. 
' 
I 
Since the neriod resulted in e. =luestion e.nd answer session, .1 
li lit here we.s little need for :J-roun Func:t:, ion co;~rnents. (See 
~4) ::'he interest ,,ms high, e.nd the :r.embers, therefore, 
An ·cendix !1 
- 'i 
did not :( 
!: 
I! fneed to make comments in the previously mentioned ca.t?:--ories. 
li Yeeting sixteen had a lower nroportion of comments in all 
:I 
!categories; this is exDlained by tl:J.e time necessary to comY)lete 
I --~T----
!1 
I ~he Opintonna1re Survey and by the le~'1sth of co-r.ments :nade. The I 
I 
Ftenosranhic recordin;s were used to substc.ntiate the latter 
rbservation. 
i In order to facilitate the reader's understandinG of the 
rinal interpretation of the srouns, an aobreviated evaluation of 
reetinss one through fourteen follows: 
j Meeting I. Grec>.ter nronortion of com'llents by the c:roup 
~han by the leader ... leader maintained his role ... discussion of 
lno >Jurnoso of the :;roup meetings ... ;roup senerally critical of ,~~: ve.l~e :f the meetin;s ... interest moderately high. :1 
II 11 , Heetinc:: II. 3-reater n_ ron_ ortion of comments by t.;,c, .,.rou_n ... " I -~ - - !I 
~eader departed from his role three times ... discussion of Fresh- :1 I I! 
I 'I 
F, an Orientation :nat erial . .. ;roup amused and int.srested. il 
'I I Eeetino:. III. Equal nronort:!.on of comments by leader and i: 
~roup ... leader cTI2.intained his role ... continued discussion of ._,1
1 I' ~ I' Freshman Orientation 'Ilaterial ... sroup somewhe. t res tl"'ss. 
1
1 
3:reater proportion of corr.:nants by the e:roup 
~han by the leader ... leader maintained his role ... :;eneral dis-
1 
puss ion of ne>·lB items advanced oy various 'lle;nbers ... ::srou':' not 
' I 
ioarticula.rlv interested. 
II 
'I 
II 
!I 
II 
I' 
II 
I, ~ !Yieetin~ V. Greater nronortion of co:-nments by ::roun 
~eader ... leader denarted from role twice ... discussion of 
'I 
the.n by1
1 
relir.rio 
,__. ' 
i 
1
'1· •• interest hish. 
I Meeting VI. E=1ual e>ror:ortion of comments by c:;roun and by 
I 
I 
~eader ... leader maintained role ... continued discussion of toler-', 
I 'I 
I :1 ance and religious dif'ferences ... interest moderately hish. I 
-,=cc·+~c~ 
:I ,, 
I 
I 
' 
I 
~y 
Meeting VII. 8-reater uro1Jortion of co'!l:cJents by leader 
group ... leader departed from role five times ... discussion of 
I[ 
ithletic scholarshins ... extre~e interest. 
il !Jceeting VIII. ·}rester nro,Jortion of co:nments by leader Um1•, 
~~y grouu ... leader maintained role ... continued discussion of ath-11 
l
h' etic scholarships ... interest high. !1 
I'" I! I II Meeting IX. 8-rea.ter urouortion of co'llments by zroup than 
1 
~y leader ... leader departed from role once ... discussion of usy- I 
' bhology workbook ... valuable discussion but ennarent 1isinterest 
il 
il ~y entire group. 
! I Meeting X. Greater l'rO:'ortion of co:nments by zroup thE.n by il 
~eader ... leader 'llaintained role ... discuss ion of 
i 
the value of a ii 
pollege education ... interest high. 
I Meetin;o; XI. G·reater prouortion of com;nents by group than ~~v leader •.• leader maintained role ... discussion of pettin[ ... a 
!Food, amusing meeting for the grouD. 
I !J:eeting XII. Equal uroportion of com:nents by leader and 
~roup ... leader maintained role ... discussion of A Study of a 
[ .eader ... moderate interest. 
:i 
., 
I' ;I 
'I 
'I 
1: 
II 
" I, 
II 
Meetine; XIII. 8-reater proportion of corrl'llents by srouu tha.n 
1
: 
~y leader ... leader maintained role ... discussion of normal be-
bavior ... several amusin.&r. comments ... ua.ssive L1terest. 
I - -
,, 
il II 
II 
!I i Meeting XIV. Greater uro1Jortion of comments by group ths.n 
·I 'i 
I 'I II ~:d:: :::~:::. :::::::,::":::::~::' ,::: tw io o. . di'Ou" ion of 
11 
II 
il 
I 
! 
" 
1 It should be noted that the discussions in this group were 
hot necessarily focused on the mimeographed. material cited above 
I 
fhe group was given free rein to discuss whe.tever it wished, re-
~ardless of the mimeosraDhed toDics. The leader's role 't~a.s one 
n which he reflected groun feeling and acted as a srou:n member 
s much as nossible. It is interesting to note also that the 
. eader of the o;roup, during the last few meetinss was thoroughly 
~ccented by the groun as another member. 
I The 1)receding summary reveals that the leadership 1-ms not 
bonstant throushout the series of '!leetinzs. However, a check of 
I 
~he Leader Charts for these sessions indicates that the total 
I 
rumber of dene.rtures were only equivalent in time to sixty-five 
i 
minutes and are, therefore, not felt to have gny significance on 
~he total picture of group interaction. 
I rhe summary also reveals that the sroup was interested dur- j ~~~ng meetings l, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, and 14, while it regis~ 
~~ered passive interest during '!leetings 3, 4, and ll. At no time !I 
f..las the group observed to be hostile tovmrd the leader, although i 
i I 
~everal times there were comments '!lade concerning the "Stur)idi ty'1 
; 
i 
Pf he.ving the discussion sessions. 
I ! The summary also indice.tes that the srour) me.de e. e;reater 
i Froportion of comments than did the leader; this is in keeping 
~ith the original definition of student-centered leadership. 
I An interpretation of the Re-Use of the Discussion Sheets :' 
I(See Anpendix B3, 4 & 6) which were distributed at the fifteenth !I 
i 
===·-~----lk~ 
158. 
II ~~~+,~::: :.~:~~:-~::gnifioant ahange in attitnda or op::io::-t59 • o~ 
~~ar as these topics are concerned. If anything, the group !I 
I 11 freated the material on ':>ettin:; in a. more immature fashion tha.n Ji 
~t had at the original presentation; wisecracxs, sroans and a I 
II ~ I 
lirew oninionated remarks constituted all the interaction con-
I " 
I 
fributed on this topic. Several members reme.rked that they had 
fiiscussed the sheets at earlier meetings. 
I 
It should be noted, however, that the major lJOrtion of the 
\fifteenth session was not used to discuss the "limeo 0ranhed ma-
l 
~~erial, since the c;roup had invited a psychology :orofessor to 
1riscuss the reasons behind the assignment of various "stiff" 
I 
~extbooks during this meetin:;. .i'he CEroup felt that the assigned 
I 
material was too comprehensive for bee;inners e.nd that it should 
l' 
pe given study guides, or else not be subject to a final examina 
ltion concerning such a vast amount of material. The nrofessor 
~~ave his reasons for assigning the various books and said he was 
~~pen to sussestions, since he realized that there might be a 
I 
[better 1t1ay of testing an understanding of the concents contained 
lin the textbooks than by ad'!linistering a final examination. 
~~everal members sue;sestei e term paner on some phase of the 
!reading, while other thought an examination would be fair if a 
!lstudv o:uide were nrovi'led. The discussion ended as the pro-
~~ " ._., - I 
II ifessor apCJointed the members as a partially renresente .. tive group 
I 
l1of the freshme.n class to nrepare a list of alternative sug-
1, 
l'l'gestions for him by the next meeting. 
~ithat the cubCoot wee not mentioned at the next em ion. 
It is interesting to note 
160. 
---=---':_f ---'1-'-' 
! 
This groun was not concerned with the nurnose of the dis-
1 cussions until the fourteenth session. Durin[' tha '1lejority of 
the '1leetings, the interest remained high. The srowth in the 
group occurred in the quality of comment made, rather thr"n in 
'the qus.ntity. The group, by the end of the series of meetings, 
;'had sho,,m a facility to express ideas 'llOre concisely and cles.rly, 
; than it had been able to do during the first fevc sees ions. The 
il 
' I 
discussions had stimulated some thou:::ht, but other the.~'! the 
elocution nractice, the sroup anneared to benefit little from 
the series of meetine;s. T':lis may T'Ossibly be attributed to the 
fact that it was a choice :;roup in ;rhich the :nembers Yere fa-
milisr with each other and were nossibly in sympathy \'lith the 
various attitudes and opinions of each other before the dis-
cussions commenced. 
~~c~-cv·~- -- . - -_:=-.::-=---~==---''==-'=-=--==----:__:---===-c=-'---'- -_·__:___-=-_::::___-=-----====--- -------- ---~--
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STUDENT-CENTER5:D-NON-CHCICE-HOJ'c:03-ENEOUS 
GROUP IV 
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Obinionnaire Survey, Yes - No ResDonses I 
62. 
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I 
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Total ResDonses of GrouD IV 
1. Can one who feels strongly on a subject really 
be tolerant of one who holds an opposite vie,·r? 
2. Do you think that star athletes should be given 
special consideration because of their unique 
YES 
_L 
contribution to the school? __ 5_ 
3. Do you feel that the athletes in Boston Uni-
versity are favored? 
4. Does pettinG spoil one's taste for the finer 
relationshi:os ex:oerienced by some cou:oles? 
5. Is petting an acce:otable method for testinc 
love? 
6. The instructors for this section vrere too o-
pinionated and tried to force their views on 
4 
4 
2 
the class. 1 
7. Mixed religions ::renerally lead to divorce when 
both :oarties feel strongly that their own re-
ligion is the true one. 
8. If you felt that everyone in e class were 
cheating in an examination rmd you knew you 
could obtain the answers prior to the e:mm, 
;;auld you also cheat? 
9. 'iiould you :orefer ";rai ting it out" if you were 
eligible for the draft rather than leavinc 
school and enlistin3? 
10. Have any of your o:oinions or attitudes been 
altered whatsoever by these vmekly discussion 
meetings? 
11. The instructor for this section -was too vague 
to be of any help. 
12. Is there an actual period of adjustment that 
freshmen c:;o through when they first enter 
Boston University? 
13. Did these 1tceekly ::rouT' meetin:::;s help et all in 
adjusting to college life? 
6 
_5_ 
1 
6 
8 
!i 
:I ,, 
NO il 
_2_[ 
4 
_5_ 
I 
5 il 
--I
I 
I 
7 I __ , 
8 
_3_, 
4 
-
4
11 
il 
I' I 
6 '1. 
-I
I 
8 II' 
-r, 
,, 
il 
'\ 'I --- ! 
II 
1 I 
-I 
I 
l 
il 
I 
I 14 • 
I 
Viould you nrefer not to 1iscuss ralit;ion in a 
grou:o meeting? I 
i 
115. 
I 
Vioul1 you heve liked the instructor to hR.ve 
taken part 'TIOre in the 1iscussions'l 
116. 1pla.s the instructor too dominant in t'lese dis-
cu.ss ions 7 
117. \~ere you given too little direction in these 
discussions? I 
18. viere these discussions nretty :nuch a 11aste of 
time? 
19. Do you feel tha.t you are canable of accentinz 
responsibility and -nakinz veluable use o::' your 
time? 
20. Have the discussions helned )'OU in eny •::r:y? 
21. Are you completely tolerant of those of e 
different religion? 
22. Do you feel that a group of coll9Se fresh:r.en 
are capable of doing satisfactory work without 
close supervision and 1irection? 
YES 
6 
l 
6 
il 
II 
NO !I 
-
9
11 
" :1 -~ il 
,, 
_8_, 
_3_ 
l _8_ 
____2_ 
-I 
8 l 
____s_ 4 
I 
___L 2 I 
--1 
It 
II 
il 
II 
I 
I 
I 
Discussion of the Opinionnaire Survey 
The ::. tems 0~ the c-0i::.i;:~;~a_tre SU.FV8 .. ; v:ere co~-:s ~;.1<2P?::. L: t';tO 
lcE.tegories: H.c<Jc C:<e·cline: v·:ith c.ttitudes one cr::inions to·.·-"'' ")..,e 
1-··nn ,,~ •--:!<J,..,o·,.....-..-.8 {.-r:r=: ·t~'"'r'1<"< ... l~ ".1.-h t•t ~ ' c·.·-,4~..-.~or.q 1;,_;,-~ .__.t ...... ~ ~~-~._ ..... 1. .... -.L ... , · ........... 1 --<~•lu ces. . ...~..nc vzlu.J. c:_-:: 1 ·l.h ... e2- ~:·1··, -~J...... ..... 
i 
ltovr&.rd topics prese!lted in the discussion sheets. 
II Attitude ].'_g_:;::&rd To~ics. rhe Onini_opn&ire Surve·r totc.ls 
lreveel th&t the group felt: 
I! 
1. Thet it vms tol2rant of those who hole a different point 
oi' view. (l) (7) (21) 
2. That it vms divided concerning v·:hether or' not sta.r ath-
letes should be given suecial ccnsid2ra.tion, (2) and 
•:C.ether or not they a.re favored et Boston University; 
(3) that there is a definite neriod of adjustment thet 
freshmen ;o through when they first enter .Ooston Uni-
ver·s ity. ( 12) 
3. ::'hat it v:ss divided as to 'tThet:-ter or not >Jetting snoils 
one's te.ste for the finer relationshiys experienced by 
scc:e courles, ( 4) but th&t :netting is definitely not an 
acceutable method for testin:-; love. (5) 
4. That it v:a.s divided concerning whether or not it Fould 
nrefer "waitins it out" if it v:ere eli.sible for the 
dreft rather tr-,an enlistine;. (9) 
5. That it was divided as to •..:hether or not it '•!OUld cheet 
on an exerr.ination, ( 8) but that it definitely wa.s ca.ua-
ble of accenting resnonsibility. (19) 
65. 
i 
jreveGl the.t the grouu felt: 
I 
l. Thet the instructors for this section not too o-
I 
I 
I 
,._166. 
II 
il 
i' 
tl 
!I 
II 
I ( 6) ( 11) ( 16) and the t 1 I! 
1: pinionated, vasue, or dominatins, 
II 
I 
'I 
II 
'I I 
II 
il 
li 
,, 
more instructor participetion end direction would heve 
been ~referred. (15) (17) 
2. ·rha t no opinions or 2 t ti tudes were eltered by the dis-
cussion :neetinss, (10) and the.t thess 
nitely helped in adjusting to colle:::e life. (13) 
srouu did not mind discussing relision in. 8_ :::rou, meet-
ins. ( 14) 
3. That the discussions were not a waste of ti'lle, (12) 
that they h2d helDed in some <my, (20) e.nd thet e. croup 
of colle:;e freshmen e.re caDable of doinc setisfectory 
work without close supervision and direction. (22) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
:I 
I 
' 
i 
' l 
il 
!I 
!I 
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TABLE XI 
Meeting l 2 
1---
3 4 5 6 n 8 9 10 11 12 l 
l. Organizes Thinking l h C> I ' c. I 7 !; 11 12 15 10 16 l' 
2. Elaborates 20 12 1619 17 13 9 12 18 11 9 16 
3. Re~uests Clarification 17 19 11 13 18 11 11 15 l'{ 9 7 5 
- -
4. Evaluates Content l !; 9 7 5 511 15 12 14 
5. Group Critic ! 5 5 4 8 4 9 7 6 8 5 
6. Increases Group Solidarity 8 7 511 12 14 10 12 15 17 
·,-. Good Group Member 3 6 '(, 10 1+ 15 11 12 11 14 16 15 
8. Seeks Personal Gain 12 15 17 12 511 18 9 7 6 l 
' 
9. Diverts Discussion '( 14 10 ll 12 19 33 13 6 5 ., 4 2 I 
--
- ------- ____________________________ t..=..,: 
Tvne of Interaction Made During the Sixteen Meet-'ngs of ~ IV 
1"-
18 
17 
8 
13 
) II 
li 
il 
li -===~c· -i == 
15 16 
15 15 
18 14 
'( 5 
12 13 
4 ' 6 4 
21 f-L4 19 
21 f-L9.20 
4 
'5 
1: 
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lj 
I. 
I 
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li 
IInternrete~tion of Student-Centered-Non-:Choice-Horr.o,c:eneous Series 
I 
! The meetings of this group were comnletely do~insted by one 
~~ember. He assumed leedershil) of the sroun in the very first 
I 
reeting and :!!8~intained that nosition throuzhout the study. How-
~ver, change in leadership tyne by this member frorr the first 
~eeting to the later meetings was definitely noticeable. 
11 Durins the first meetine-s this member assumed autocre.tic 
lfyne leadership. He steted his ov;n views very dozmatice.lly. 
~~lhile his contributions to the srouD often shm·red understandin;; 
pf verious issues, he monopolized the zroun end continually of-
i 
1tferred the ansvrers to e.ll q_uestions in an exceedingly judicic.l li 
~anner. In the light of Bryant's Discussion Int_erac~ion Record 
i 
Form, considering "Individual Functions," it can be said that 
!this member never sou:::ht to "Divert Discussion;" but he con-
I 
I 
I 
1168. 
~inually sout:llt "Personel 3-ain." His role \'la.s that of ths auto- i 
i 
pratic teacher, l<shine; the groul) bacZ.: into line if it tended to· 
~ivert. 
I II i The group as 8. whole diG. not dis'llay Eny overt displeasure !i 
'kith this autocratic member leader. Some individual nembers !I 
1~ade derogatory side remar~:s when he ·oecame :re~rticulBrl:r over- '1! 
!Fearing; but 0enerally the 5roup res -onded as in a tee cher-nul)il il 
l!;!ituation, accenting him as e teacher, not a fello•,r member. :[ 
I :I I As the meetings nrosressed, this :nember leader :::rrdur:lly II 
,chansed from e~n 8-utocretic to a more student-centered tyne of i' 
~eedership. Rather than nresentins his ovm or> in ions e.s le.w, he i 
---=---=-:-=-=----=-=--=--- --=--------- _, __ ~~~ --~-- ·----------·-·-··· ------~--
=~f§2:~~~ 
'sincerelY sou,~ht to find those of the other members I " - c;_nd to cern-
tpare the several viewpoints in an attemvt to come to emnirical ~~onclusions. His basic understanding of many issues helped him 
lito "Ore;anize Thinkin"" of the :;roup. He became an excellent 
' I 
!"Group Critic" e.nd obviously "Evaluated Ccntent" of the group 
I 
~iscussions. His contributions became less and less in the 
li"see::s Personal 3-ain" category and more in the "3-ood 3-roup Mem-
~~er." The :roup accented him as a fello;.; member nether than a. 
I 
jteacher end derogatory comments, if any, were at a minimum. 
! 
The leadershiP role was usurred from the real :;roup letdee' 
iby the member leader. His nosition was that of 2 sroup cnember, 
I 
I 
[pa.rticule.rly during the first :ceetinss. He did attempt to leed 
i 
l1in a student-centered. me.nner, but the member leaier dominated. 
,, 
11the 1-rhole situation. However, as the 'llember leader became more 
!student-centered in his leadershin, more student-centered leader li -
llship activity was possible for the assie:ned z:roun leader. He 
11encouraged and assisted the :::roup in discussion end decision. 
II 
lrihen technical advice was needed, he suzcested two or more al-
lternete nrocedures from which choice could be made. He v1as ob-
! 
1
ijective and fact-minded in his praise and criticism and tried 
!I 
l
'to be a soou sroun member in snirit without doing too much of 
the v10rk. I I i 
As Bryant's Discuss.ion Interaction Record Form indicates, :I 
I this grouco changed re:narkecbly from the "Individual Function" 11 
I ce.tegory to the "Tas'' Function" and 11 3-roup Function" ca.tegories .I· 
I o------~-~~-=---- .. -.. ~-~~~··=-- ~- ... ····----~ .. -- ,-----=-----.-- ------*= 
STUDENT-CE;JTERED-CHCICE-HETEROJ.El'JEOUS 
J.ROUP VI 
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I 
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il 
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li 
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TABlE XII 
'i ~ues tions Male Female 
L ___ l_. ______ ] ___ + ____ +_. ---+---~-+------..--+-------;-· __ + ____ --+ ;! 
- ---~-------------~----_j ,, 
2 1.,: 
-·----+-_+ _____ + ___________ + ___ .- ----------- ------------,!' 
I 3. f f ~~ 
I r--~ ·-------+-------------------------l------------
4. + + + II 1: 
,, 
s. + + + 'I If----------if--~---------------+----------~--- -----·-----+IIi 
I 6. I 
: ~----------+-----------------------· ~-~------------ -----------# 
1! 7 • f f f + f f 1 
111
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II 12. + + + + + + + + ~--------+--------------- ---- --+------------------------..; 
I! 13. t t t t t t :1 
:: 14. _j_ ___ -: ----~+ ____ +=~==~---=---tr------_-_--_-----~~---~_ ~_+====~-~-- II 
J:,. I 
. 15. + ,, 
L___ __ ------- -·- -----~-----------ll 
·I 16. :I 
---------~ ----------~--------·· -------'! 
I lj ~. ___ 1_7·-·~· ------+----------------~--+-------------_j 
I 8 II 
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19. + + + + + + + + 
- -------·--+-·--------~-- --- -··· ---------------- ··--~-~----·------+t 
20. + + + + + + + ~-----+------·------·----·- . --····-- ~----------, 
21. + + + + + 
I 1----------f-----------------------+---------·~-·-------il 
I 
I 22. + + + + + 
I ii~. --____ _. _______________ . -Opiniopnag~ Sur-vey, Yes - No ResDonses :i -~-~ -~~ ---~=~·==~- -4== 
!! 
:J 
II 
ii 
II 
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TABLE XIII 
3 I 4 ' Meeting 1 2 5 6 7 0 9 10 11 l2 13 14 15 16 
-
1. Organizes Thinking 1- 4 1 4 8 9 12 ':' 13 12 15 12 12 
2. Elaborates 12 9 13 16 14 10 6 9 15 8 6 13 14 15 11 
3. Requests C 1arifica tl.on 22 16 8 10 15 8 8 12 14 6 4 2 5 4 2 
---
4. Evaluates Content 1 ' 4 2 3 8 12 911 10 9 10 0 
-
5. Group Critic 2 2 5 1 6 4 3 5 2 1 3 1 
6. Increases Group Solidarity 3 4 2 8 911 7 9 12 14 18 11 16 
--
f---
7. Good Group Member 2 3 4 i 1 12 8 9 811 13 12,18 16 17 
, 
3. Seeks Personal Gain 8 12 ll; 9 2 15 8 6 41 3' 1 
--- - -1-----
I 
9. Diverts Discussion 
'--~---
911 
' 
8 9 30 16 10 3 2 !; 1 1 2 
Type .'_)f Inter:_actiun Made During the Sixteen Heetinss of Group VI 
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[\) 
Tota"l Res:;onses of Group VI 
l. Can one who feels strongly on a subject really 
be tolerant of one who holds an onposite view? 
2. Do you think that star athletes should be given 
special consideration because of thsir uniq_ue 
contribution to the school? 
3. Do you feel that the athletes in Boston Uni-
versity are favored? 
4. Does petting spoil one's taste for the finer 
relationships experienced by some couples? 
5. Is petting an acceptable method for testing 
love? 
6. The instructors for this section vmre too o-
pinionated and tried to force their views on 
the class. 
7. Mixed religions generally lead to divorce ;:hen 
both parties feel strongly that their ovm re-
YES 
_8_ 
2 
ligion is the true one. ___ 6_ 
8. If you felt that everyone in a class were 
cheeting. in a.n exa'ilination c-.nd you kne;.: ~·ou 
could obtain the ansv:ers prior to the exam, 
would you also cheat? 6 
9. \'iould you prefer "waiting it out" if you v1ere 
eli;::ible for the draft rather than leavins 
school and enlisting? 2 
I 
I 
11173. 
li 
I ~TO il 
i• 
_6_ 
I! 
I 
i' 
" ji 
___d_ il 
_8_ 
_ l __ 
2 
6 
•I 
'I 
!I 
li 
ij 
!I 
ii 
,. 
li 
i! 
I! 
., 
li 
II 
I! 
I! 
I! ,, 
10. He.ve any of ycur opinions or attitudes been 
altered whatsoever by these weekly discussion 
meetings? _6 ___ 2_ 
11. The instructor for this section vms too vegue 
to be of any help. 
12. Is there an l'wtual period of adjustment the.t 
freshmen e;o through when they first enter ,, 
Boston University? __ 8 __ 
I 
,1) 
1
'.11,· 13. Did these weekly group meetings hel,-, Pt all in 
adjustine: to college life? ___ 6_ _ __ 2_ 11 
~~l-
\' 
II 
II 
14. r\ould you Drefer not to discuss relision in a 
r:;roup !'leeting? 
15. Would you h2ve liked the instructor to have 
taken part more in the discussions? 
16. Was the instructor too dominant in these dis-
cussions? 
17. '1/ere you ziven too little direction in these 
discussions? 
18. Were these discussions pretty much a waste of 
time? 
19. Do you feel that you are capable of accentine; 
responsibility and making ve.lueble use of your 
YES 
4 
l 
time? 8 
20. Heve the discussions helped you in any Hr:q? 
21. Are you completely tolerant of those of a 
different religion? 
22. Do you feel that e. grou1J of college freshmen 
are capable of doing sa tis factory ~:ork without 
close sunervision and direction? 
_7_ 
6 
_5_ 
! 
!174"=. = 
NO 
4 
_7_ 
8 
8 
_8_ 
l 
I 
I 
lin 
I 
Discussion of the Oninionne.ire Survey 
The items on the Oninionnaire Survey were cor;sidered to be 
t\•O catesories: items dealine: with e.ttitudes end 010inior:s 
'I I, 
II 
!1175. 
lj 
II 
II 
!I 
II 
1: 
il 
il 
jto<rard the sroup sessions, and i terns deal ins with attitudes and 
loninions towarc the tonics presented in the discclssion sheets. ii 
. 'I I 11 
I Of the twenty-two questions on the Opin_ionnaire Survey, II ]i I !questions 6, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, and 22 dealt 
vrith attitudes toward the group meetin:;s and questions 1, 2, 3, 
4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 12, 19, and 21, dealt with attitudes toward the 
discussion topics. 
Attitude Toward li:eetinas. The Oninionnaire Survey totals 
ireveal that the sroun felt: 
I l. The instruct~r vms neither too opinionated, (6) nor too 
dominant, (16) toward the group during the vreekly ses-
sions. 
2. The instructor took sufficient .,-,ert in the discussions. 
( 15) 
3. The instructor was not considered by the srou::o to heve 
been too vague to be of any help, (11) to the ;roup or 
to hcwe given insufficient directions in hEndlins the 
discussions. (17) i: 
II 
4. The discussions were not cons ide red by the srouT) to have jj 
,, 
been a waste of time, (18) end hEd definitely helped in ' 
some wa.y. ( 20) 
5. That the opinions or attitudes had been e.lter9:1 by the 
croup members over a nerio:l of meetings, (10) ~nd the 
i 
II 
II 
II 
i! 
i: 
group felt that the weekly meetings had been a definite ~ 
I, 
help in adjusting to college life. (13) 
6. The group was split evenly in their o·pinions of dis-
cussing religion at the weekly meetings. (14) 
Attitude TovJard Tonics. The Or:>iniorrrmire Survey totals 
! 
,ireveal that the group felt: 
l. That it was tolerant of those holding different views, 
(1) a.nd different religious beliefs, (21) but that in 
cases of mixed marriages where both narties feel their 
own religion is the true one, the mixed marriage gener-
ally ends in divorce. (7) 
i: 2. That star athletes should not be ?iven special consider- if 
!, 
ation, (2) and that at Boston University athletes are ii 
li 
not favored. ( 3) 
3. That pettin3 may not sroil one's taste fer the finer 
relationships exoerienced by some couples, (4) but it is 
definitely not acceptable as a method of testing love. 
(5) i: 
I· 
4. That the members of this sroup would not y,refer to "vrait :r 
it cut" rather than leave school to enlist. (9) 
5. That the members of this group would cheat in an examine~! 
tion if they felt everyone else cheated, (B) and yet are :i 
canable of accepting: resDonsibility and of m9king va.l- :1 
uable use of their time. (19) i! 
6. That there is an actual r:>eriod of ad~ustment t!cet fresh- II 
men so throusn when they enter Boston Un~v~r~.it~. (~2~ 
I 
jthe 
Discussion of Attitudes Toward Meetin,.s. The zroup felt 
leader v:as neither too dominant nor too vague and accepted 
~im 
I 
as a fello-.r member. They accepted his contributions and 
!felt he had given sufficient direction without attemuting to 
control the grouu. The sroup felt they had experienced some 
change in their attitudes 5.nd opinions as a direct result of 
! 
lthese weekly sessions and that these discussions ha.d helped in 
ii 
il li ,, 
,, 
I 
I! 
II 
I' 
I 
II 
type II 
::::mpj 
I 1some way. 
I 
This was consistent vrith the student-.centered 
lof leadership employed in this group. The leader did not 
Ito inflict his own opinions on the group but attempted to 
I 
It 
I' The group was con- !) 
lithe discussions of some value tc the group members. 
II 
I Discussion of Attitudes Toward Tonics. 
I 
lsistent in their 
I 
attitudes tov1ard the different topics with the 
exception of two questions. The sroup felt they were tolerant 
I! 
I! I I, 
i! 
li 
that mixed !I 
,, 
of those holdine; different religious views but a.greed 
rarria;:;es are hazardous and :;enerally lead to divorce. They 
,jthat uetting may not be injurious to the finer relationshius 
li 
~ut that it is definitely not acceptable 
fel~ 
II 
il 
'i I' ii as a method of testing 
!love. They felt they would not prefer to "wait it out" if they 
I !were eligible for the draft. In the matter of cheatins in an 
examination, however, 'che group was somewhat inconsistent. 
I' 
;t 
!i 
'I 
I 
'I 
It 
I! 
1: 
The group felt they would cheat in an exam if everyone else I' ,, 
!were cheating, a.nd yet they a.lso felt they were individually 
~capable of accepting responsibility. They felt they were capa-
lble of making valuable use of their time but did not feel this 
was discordant to their views on cheatine;. 
II 
li 
,I 
II 
ii 
il 
{. 
,I upon further elaboration, the group explained that they did ii 
Lot condone cheating but that students are often for-Jed into it :1 r· 11 
[by what they call the "system" of marking and sre:iinc use:i by ]I 
I , 
~he University. Cnly two group members felt they vroul:i not chea~ 
~~nd gave as their reason that cheating was morally wrong an:i was II 
~ot excused on eny grounds. One student felt the~t cheating was [t 
b sin and basically a 1·rrong act that could not be condoned on 11 
I li ~~ ny grounds . 1: 
·I I I! 
1
·,,· :i 
il 
I
I I, 
II 
!I 
! 11 
li 
,I ,, 
'i 
!: 
II 
ir 
' i: 
!' 
:r 
" II 
il 
II 
I 
i\ 
li 
Inte_roretBtion of Student-Gentered-Choice-Heterocreneous Series 
II 
II 
II? 
!j 
I The first meeting of the Student-Centered grou:> was success~ 
l:tul in introducing to the students the :r::ourpose of the ,,reekly !! 
!:sessions. The group seemed to welcome the urospects of meeting II 
r 
]weekly to discuss pertinent problems of colle:;e freshmen. 
' ! The second meeting introduced to the c;roup mimeogre:ohed 
leases and a general discussion of the problems involved. Ac-
' !cording to Bryant's Discussion Inter&.ction Record Form shm•m on 
!the precedinp; pa.~e, there was only one e ttempt to orzanize the 
,I 
![thinking of the group whi:j_e there were eleven comments that 
' 
IBryent cle.s s ifies as "Diverts Discuss ion." 
I 
1 T'le third meeting, as shown on the Discussion Interaction 
liRecord Form, reveals a lessenin5 of "Diverts Discussion" con:-
'1 
l]ments but a slight increese in co:nments cate-o;orized as "Seeks 
i ~ersonal Gain." The srou1J began'to split into two definite 
ifactions. One faction wanted to nrocTess in the discussions, and 
i 
'the other seemed to tend to divert the discussion into other 
ichannels than the ones prescribed ir. the mimeoo:re.~hed discussion i 
I 
]sheets. 
I!' 
i: By the end of the fourth meeting which we.s the best example 
lor student-centered leadership held so far, the group manae;ed to. 
I 
!pnite and e.ttem1Jt to solve t:J.e problems submitted on the mime-
1 iographed material. 
! T':le sixth meeting was a complete failure. The students 
I 
lrefused to even consider the oroble·n of religion. Only one 
--===~· 
I 
!attempt was made by a ::;roup member to organize the thinking and 
i !the number of comrr.ents cate,c:orized by Bryant e.s "Diverts Dis-
I 
jcussion" amounted to thirty re:norks, which vms over three ticr:es 
I 1as many of that tyr:-e comment than in the previous meeting. The 
I 
lnu:nber of remarks seekins l)ersonal zain ~;as fj fteen senarate ' I 
,I 
' 
t ,,,o such i: 
I 
:comments, while at the previous meeting there were onl0' 
ico:rr~nents m2de. The sroup proved. that \·:i'ler:: ~.~-iO tc~ :ic2, c-, ·.~·CE8 
' 
I [what tbe:r \·rish to discuss, the Eroup .ss e ~.-.rhoJ.e Qy·0e~\P r:lown and 
I 
lno attempt to or:;anize thinkins can _0revail. 
! 
The seventh and eighth meetings continued t''le stru:;.:;:le of 
I 
!the two now definitely onposed factions. Cna faction strove to II 
ll,.unite the entirs o:.rour- ss is shovm in Brvant' s Discussion Int3r- fi 
- ---- !! 
IFtion Recgr:l. ForQ:i, •rhila the other faction msda ·nUir.erous at-
l
l,temnts to divert the discussion. The leader was often called 
I' !,into this strug[5le, but he took no definite action and at temnted i' 
lionly to reflect the :;roup feeling when he •,ms questioned. 
', 
The ninth session was the first session of e co:nnletaly 
I ~nited group. From this meeting until the sixteenth end last 
II 
~~~eating, the croup acted as one student-centered type leadership 
~he leader was accented as a fellow me:nber instead of an in-
llstructor. The two f1wtions had completely disolved, end in 
~heir place one united group evolved. The tonics were discussed 
' 
!with intelli,gence and interest. On the re-use of the ;nicne-
I 
to graphed material, the c::roun acted cooperatively and through a 
.I 
~rocess of discussions, sussestions, and furt~er discussions, 
lcame up with several notantiel solutions. 
i 
'I !I 
I 
i' 
II 
As is shown in Bryant's Discussion Interac:t,_ion rteQgrq fQJ:J!!, 
'the sixteenth meeting was almost :iirect contrast to the first 
I 
I few 
I 
,: 
me stings. T':lere was a marked evidence of change in kinds of;: 
/co11ments made during the weekly sessions. By the sixteenth 
jmeeting "Good Group !':ember" remarks were the most frequent and 
ithe "Diverts Discussion" co'nments, 
I 
which Bryent classifies as an i: 
I !individual function, had decreased 
I 
to only tv10 comcnents in the :; ,, ! 
,, 
:ientire session. 
~~in the last four 
Only one attempt v1es ma:ie to seek rersonal gain/! 
' I, 
sessions, v1hile in the first four sessions ther~ 
]Were thirty-five such com'!lents. This chan;;_:e of co'll;nents con-
lisisted of a change from the kind of ra:r.erk that Brys.nt ce.lls 
II"Individual Function," such as "Divarts Discussion" and "Seeks 
;Personal ·1ain," to "Grou!J Functions," such as 11 Increc_ses Jroup 
I 
' [Solidarity" e.nd "·Task Functions," such as "Orsenizes Thinking." 
I' j!This is consistent with the type of leadershi1J used durin,:; all 
I' 
/!of the group's weekly sessions. 
II 
li 
,, 
II ,, 
I' 
1 
I· 
ll 
I, 
CHAPTER V 
SUivlJVIA.RY, FINDINJ-S, CC,CLUSIONS, AND S:J:XGE:STICNS FCR 
FURTHSR STUDY 
II 
II 
I !jl82._ 
l1 
It 
'i I~ 
I! ,, 
" " Sumnary. In the foregoing study observe,tions were made of ;', 
n 
l]six college freshmen groups during sixteen meetings in order 
~~determine to what extent various ty1)es of leadershiD effect 
'! 
i' to ,I 
il 
iJ I! 
'i I; 
1sroup interaction. 
II I A CO'Ilparison of the six groups, described in Cha1)ter IV, il 
'I 
reveals that some degree of change we_s in evidence in all sroups ~ 
II 
lj 
regardless of the ty1)e of leadershi1). 
The only significant change in grouo interaction observed 
in the Autocratic-Choice-Heterogeneous Grou1) I was an increase I! i! 
" li 
" 'I 
in the ability to formulate ideas 1md to exnress them clearly. 
lrhe leader of this grou1) was changed three times. 
I 
Th0re was 
,,
I' 
I] ' 
some evidence to that the second leader's 1)ersonality 
caused a lack of "Acts as Group Critic," and "Increases 3-roup 
!I 
" i; 
i! 
Solidarity" comments 
I 
while this leader was in charse of the dis -II 
:j 
lcussion meetinss. 
Th• Laissez-Faire-Choice-Heterogeneous Group III began to 
li 
show significant chanse toward the -end of the study. During the!' 
;! 
il first half of the rr.eetings, this 0roun was totally disor"anized.i! '-' 1: 
There we.s no central interest in group discussion, out rather 
this group broke down into sub grouns during this period. How-
ever, as the study progressed, e, definite chenge was observed 
in the amount and type of interaction. Cne member of the ~roun 
- " 
li 
I
I' 
' II 
il 
il 
II ,, 
'I 
1, 
I! 
,I 
I' I' 
II 
as a student-centered tyne of lead.er in v;hich !gradually emerged 
i 
I 1role he reflected the group feeling; his nartici9ation tended 
H 
to li ~ ; 
luni te the e:roup. 
II 
In the Student-Ce!1tered-C':loice-Hor!logeneous Groun V a de-
icided chan;e from the undes ire.ble "IY1di vidual Functions" to the 
lmore desirable "Ta.sk" and "Group Functions" w&.s observed.. The 
i 
chan;e fro:n the und.esirable functions to those nore desirable 
may be attributed to the .~roup's orientation to the student-
1
centered tyne of leadership. 
The change in the Student-Centered-Choice-Heteror;,:eneous 
'broup II was in the area of formulation and rJrese!1tation of 
I il !ideas. This was an active, narticipatins ~:roun throughout the 1 
I ~ I 
I 1: 1series of meetings; hence, any change in the que.nti ty of inter-
1 
laction could. not be exnected. The choice factor in the compo-
l!sition of the sroun may account for the consistent a:nount of 
,I 
I interaction noticeable throue;hout the series. The chanc;e, then, 
I lwa.s in the quality and nerceDtion of ideas ra.ther than in the 
1
1
quanti ty . 
. I 
II ! The Stud.ent-Centered-Non-Choice-Eo·r,o::;eneous Group IV wa.s 
' 
icomnletely dominated bv one :nember v1ho established himself es an 
~~autocratic leader of the ;roup for sbout ei2;ht meetinc.;s. He 
igredually changed into a student-centered leader throu;hout t\-,e 
irest of the study. The non-choice fe ctor 1:1as clearly observa.ble i 
iat the be;innin:; of the series by the zroun's nassive r2jection 
I 
I 1of the self-appointed, autocratic leader. lh9 chanse in this 
!member's type of leadership to a student-centered annroach 
i 
)brought about a change in the group l'articine,tion fro'll reiection iJ 
'-' ]i 
ito acceT)tance of this leader and also a chense in the e.mount and!: 
it 
type of srou:p interaction. viheree.s this leader at first domi-
neted the discussion, he later reflected ~roup feeling and be-
came a ''Good Jroup Member.'' The 2:rou:p 1 s carticipa.tion 
!i 
il c1.1.an.p~ed r 
- il 
il from che undesirable "Individual Function" to the :·nora desirable, II 
"3-rouy 11 and 111re.sk Function. 11 
I In the Student-Centered-Choice-Hetsro:::eneous }roup VI a 
!decided ch~n3e fro'll t"-e undesirable "Individual Functions" to 
I 
ith·s :nons desireble "Jroup" and ".lesl{ Function" was observed. 
The change from the undesire.ble functions to those more desira-
il 
,, 
I 
I 
1: 
il ,, 
,, 
ble may be attributed to the :::roup's orientation to the 'I st,..;dent- !I 
centered tyue of leedershir. 
Conclusions. 
1. A si,gnificant chenze .,-as found in a.ll the c~roul)s. 
i 
2. A significant change was noted in C'7rtain individuals 
r"i thin the Laissez-Faire-CC.oice-Heterogeneous 
rtudent-Centered-Non-Choice-Homogeneous }rouu 
,, 
}rOU::_J III end the 
IV in uarticular. 
li 3. The Student-Centered Jrours showed the sre~test ~osi-
tive dez:ree of chanse and, t~'lerefore, ex'.\erienced the LT!Ost ef-
rective type of leadership. 
i 4. No ~roup showed e nssetive de~ree of chanse and, 
I 
~herefora, the least effective type of leajership cannot be 
! 
fiat ermined. 
i 
i 
!change 
I 
5. The choice of section :nEtes did effect the de:::ree of 
in the Student-Centered-Choice-Seterozeneous Jrcup II. 
II 
~:nolications. 
--·"·----
l. The grouping and les.dership did have an gffect on all 
t':le c:;roups. 
II ~~ost effactive ty~a of leaders~i~ :."' () ~--. ccl1c:._:e 
lrreshmen orientation cl£.sses, e.s indic&~ed ~Y this study, was 
~found to be t':1e student-centgred. 
1 3. The choice of section cnates cc::~cributed little to 
I 
kh•niTe in group interaction. I ~.~.c..~ .::;., 
I 4. One of the chief contributiOns of t~is study is the 
jconstruct}.on and anplicetion of various observ2.tion techniques 
~. nd T)rocedures with which to study the effects of leader T)ar- ~ !: icipation on any tyne of zroup. These nrocedures should now oe ·1 I· i! ~tilized on larger samples. il 
I
I :j 
I LimJ~atl_oD~· rhe ;o:reatest limitation of this study ,_-as the ]i 
I' lfize of the se.:nyles, vrhich were too smell to ~}re~ict accurately 
hat the outcocne of e.ny other simila.r sroup exnerience v:ould be 
he same as that found in this study. 
Since the sroup members were to~ether in ~any situations 
ther than in the orientation classes, their chcnc;e could in 'I I, 
II ,, 
art be the result of seneral collase develo~ment. i,' 
Three different observers participe_ ted in this study; the re-t: 
!! 
il 
ore, individual differences in internretetion were an unevcida- 1 
li'llitation which could not be overlooked. 
The feet that the lensth of ge_ch individuel co-Eeent could 
,r 
II 
I 
only by the stenozra.phic recordin3s, ;;as a lirr:itetion. Althoush !i 
'• 
,!certain srouu meetin3s appeared to have less ccrments th~n 
!!others, it does not necessarily follow that little ,,;as sec id in 
ilthsse meetings since the Disc_!Jssion J:g.teraction flecord Form 
lishoHs only the nun;ber and tyue of co,ilments made by individuals, 
~ot the length of co~sents. 
I su~:.gest_ions for Furj:,_t.sr Rssee.rch. 
1. A study and comoarison of the e~fects of lsader per-
ticipe.tion, Autocratic, Student-Ce:'ltered, end Le.i2.sez-Faire, 
on groups of l~rger size. 
2. A study of the effect of leader narticination on 
rroblem sroups e.s determined by the Cornell Index, 
jl 3. A study to determ:.ne the effects of choice end re-
:;jection upon outcomes of student-centered counselin~. 
,, 
~~~ 4. A study to determine the effects of transition from 
I 
lone atmosphere to B.nother. 
I 
I 5. A cese study to deterroJine the effects of either Auto-
l~ratic or Student-Centered or Laissez-Faire leadershin on an 
lind i vidual. 
I 
li 
I 
'I 
'I 
1: 
II 
!I 
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APPENDIX A 
INSTRl.iNENTS 
I 
LEADER CPJ\.RT 192. 
Oi?.DER 
PROPORTIO!I OF COi.~IIENT -~------------------
~ SUG,.;;G;;;E.;;ST""I""O"'i"'"f _____ , ____________________________ _ 
SUMliARY 
-----------·-· -------~ ----
iv!ORALI ZING 
QUESTION TO INDIVIDUAL 
REFLECTION OF LEADER'S FEELING 
REFLECTIOn OF GROUP YEELING 
CRITICISM 
PRi\:.SE OR APPROV_:.;A:::L:._ _________ _ 
TH?.<mSONAL REHLPXS --------
---·--·-· ------·-· 
JOVIAL RE'£ARKS 
TYPE CF LEADERS'!IP 
AUTOCRATIC 
LAISSEZ FAIRR 
II 
193. 
____ _.,:C:_::O:.:;N:.::VE.=RS=A:.::T.::I.:.Ol_.~_RE_C_C_RD __ ---.-----__:_I:.:_N:_=.TE.RPRET.ATION 
• 
..- DATE 
TIME 
·f" 
ORGANIZES THINKl!'JG l. 
2. E;L\BORA.TES 
). REQUESTS CLARIFICATION 
4. EVALUATES CONTENT 
5. GROUP CRITIC 
6. INCREASES GROUP SOLIDARITY 
7. GOO;) GROUP MEMBER 
3. SEEKS PERSONAL GAil< 
9. DIVERTSS DISCUSSION 
III 
GROiJP 
OBSERVER 
194 . 
/ IV 
/ 
. ~·~ EXPLANATIOii OF CJ\'23]0RIES 195 . 
TASK FWNCTIONS 
. r.'·· <·· 
a. States, 1':~·: ... ·-I-,--::-:J cr r:J':: -_.::..-; .-·,.:-jcc-t; o~:· dj_:::·:-l'S~->~·.: ·: · .. ;,·· 
~rc~~~~; re3;:r·-,-=,~ .~.',:Cr;~]_e~ :-~-: ~~f.l~~ :,:., ,s~~;:-~~\-. J CJ~t--~~:~~ t.c~_or~~r:j_r,,-_,-J 
cla!l.;) the ... ew.~r.L c. p,.er_o"" ... t~~e .. ·-'·"(~; oi , .. vble .• 
b. SummarJ_ ~,:c.s rro:-~ress ~ 
sf_.c-_ten~r~t; attempts 
Jl.tter.pts to SUri·_E!:!'ize pro; :CGSG C:I'(>Cp Jl.c::~s ;-:--_ale in its diSCl.JSSiO.Ci Uf t!"..at point or 
to define position ;_Toup Las 3 t:tair,eci relat~_7e to tt.c roal or f~o.:·!ls of the discussion., 
c. Br:tnr.s disc1.:ss:i__on 1:_·-ack t:; main topi_c. 
Attempts to kc,;p the croup hcade,_t in the rif~ht djr;_:;ct2.on, to >rilJf; :it tc·_(;!c: fro;-: 
excursions i.nto sicie ism t~.s ar l~rob1er:'s n.ot pertinent to the original discussioL topic. 
d. Raises problerr~ of ._i_irecticn or goals 6 
to leed us.,n; This inclli_des S'-~r.;h cn:rr_-;ents EIS :"I dor~rt see wher8 t!r:~_s :: s poin,f_ 
nrt. seoms c 2 thouch v.:·e ,:;l---P. E;Ginr, ir ~ircles e If; tt~·alat are v;e tr.:-· ir-.g 
e·. Asks for c1.?r·~_f::1_catior. conc~:rning the pror:ress of the discussion 
atta 'ned reJ2tj.ve to the zoaJ or 0·oals of the disuussion. 
tc do l1ere .sn;i·way?tt 
or the position 
f. Inte~rc.tes :\.',1 8' G or Sllf:'·estions; rulls then toret' Jer, 
g. Shows or clarifies relationships ~-,etween or among ideas. 
2. Elaborates 
a. Gives opinion., 
Sta.tes perscmal belief; "I think-- 11 , or nr· believe--", etc. 
b. GiYes inforr.1at,ion 
c. Cites excn::_ple, stor:\r o 
Gives an aprropriate ilJ 1:strC:ttj on, stor,;T:: or sxe!T1p1e of the point v.nder consideration 
b:t the group. 
J.. Cites fJYt!Jori ~,;.-~ ~ 
e. Sue---·.:--·_ .s ncr; possibilities; 
(J.) I~::v: co·l-:r.:;e of cction~ 
(2) froc2Jrre .Lor rrm:p or method of orcarLzinC' group for the task. 
(J) 1Jev;- ·:'r';.~ of 1-~CJ.r!d}j_p{;' difficulty. 
f. Raise~; probJ.er:~ 01~ c:uestiol~ ~':'or f.-~rmlp to discuss 
J. Reque~ts e:1<2.rii'icr.tior; o~ .further eJ.aborJ.tion 
;.; • A'1kf) opj_nion. 
b. Asks id'orrru' >.ion. 
c. Asks .:.::t.;gr.E.~.:.::;~,ior--..s e 
d. Requests restate~ent, refefini ton, or further de •,reloprc.ent of an idea presented in a 
pre'riol;.s rc:.rtic_i rrtion .. 
1~. Evalu.stes <.~j_scr .. se.l.m-, cor,tent 
a. Atterr·pts evR1l<etion or corwtructive GriUcisrn of one or rcore previous pcrt:Ccipation~>. 
Participar.t r::e~1 · e:i tilcor B_[-;rBe nr dj .sc·c:ree with whrt Ls.s gone he.f'ore br.t criticism t:ust be 
directed 8t i<lJO<'·S cnJ 'let at personalities. 
b. Sugvests +.(~at . .:.~ur"thcr di;:;c~.:ssion of f1n idE.a j_s neede:.: o~ t.llatpprev:ious discu::;sion h2s 
bAen :ln::-dequu te ~ 
~ J!11NCTIOhS 
5 . .Acts :ss group critic 
a, Evalua.tee o:: com:·· enta l:ron grour functioning. 
b. Prods ~:-rov.p cr e::·.:prP.sGes need fer zroup to: 
(1) t<3kC' ''Ct_'OT· 
(2) cor;·.e to ~ ·:icc:;_ sian, 
(3) rO''e aloo1,· Pt d "c.ster pece, 
Increast~s grcup sol_-:.J.ar~. ty 
c;.1... Encourares 
Cor:~plin.er:tts anJt'l:er mer:~1,cr cl"t hi:; tl·ii~:Jcing, his r~oJ tribnt.ion to the discussion, _,:;tc., 
indicates t!.r:rler>:.:.>tandir~z ~or accept. nee; sides l'ri tl: ::-c~--:.otl-~r :member; 2.ttempts to draw out 
~-·- ~ot!~-er r~e~t:r- ·:-::: ... ,- :rr~- is7 or encc1:1..."~:_-e:::ent; eY.J.<:'!~.fu-:3 1d tr-, .s.:-,t.ipfa.r.tion, pleD sure, or 
e-r:tlLt~siC<J'·; ·i'"':':.cT:d1j- ~iokinc:. or ).r::_z~l":ing; prnises r;rc-,ur e:·-s r_· vr:·;ole; encouraces groLp 
to renew :!.ts cf~'orts'. 
b. ~ediates_, harr.1o:t.-~~:;cs, reliEves tGinsion. 
(1) T1:.ird "T"JC:rso1 ~ at +,er::tj_J.l:' to, }_··x·j_ n.s~ a;:-reement bertteen t"'.·;o cl.:J :shine piDints of view; 
shows fEct.ors c.ol:.r·c::.-;' t.J 1_-:.,ct\ sjde;; att.e1rpts to :isolc-.te pc-ints on nl1ich tf.1ere 
i3 !--c8J 1-.:iffere.r:c2 c1f O;':J.r;! ., _.y;r) ..; i' _l-0~::-;j_l)L-:; to ~3hCV>'" hOVi these difJ'erences 
ma:r be reconciJ.ecl; .:-:,"[. ,~< r:-~~,,t.. :- ~"C1 r:J. a:::or!stra.te tf·_e t. roj nt On T-rL:i.CJ-J parties differ 
cf little consequence. 
is 
etc 
(2) 
(;3) 
(L) 
Pourc: .-.:: t-:::'fn:r~lecl. -.·-.· ters; .::-~tt.e-- rts to c:::,c.J c.- I' ~-~e:··.l.Jxi. te::-:pa"'s. 
3G;_:_--e!:rL~3 t>: +; ,~:__~crs2of 2 po::.nt- conc.srni~lg ~-(~_-; __ .__; tJ.e::·~; is .strc,ng (l.is£igrc·.:rr.ent 
dropped or postponed. 
Joker:: to relieve tension. 
c. FAcilitc;+,cs .:.CJ orr of corr~:'-v.nication. 
(1) Helps ar:·other lt.JmY-er to express his +houvhts. 
{2Q K":pres.ses ;·u,liYJGS of grotcp. 
(3) Regdates ::'low of com'!unicction. 
(4) J\t.temrts to keep communication channels open. 
Acts as a good group rEmber 
a, Disciplines self to facilit3tcs croup procreBs. 
b. Admits he hc.:s been proved vrrong or tl12t her-WC!S in erroro 
tn ce 
c. Shifts his position on a question in order to go blong vdth the group in maintai ng group 
harrnony, 
d. Vol1.:ntcers or ar-rees to assume r; function such as note taking, prep2ring a report on 
discl1Ssinn, etc, 
INDIVIDUAl. Fm:CTIONS 
8. Sosks personal gain or satisfaction 
9. 
a. Sr:;ek.s re('ognition .. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
f. 
Exa;rf?:c.r.stes uvm importonce; hrc.:t-;s; boa~ts; pounds tahJ c cr r.nkes other ovsrt effor~,s to 
.stt.rr--:t, ctttc:ntion; intr:rrt:pts ; acts ovcrJ;;r posit~ ve_; seeks recognition of personal 
achiev.-;n:r;ct;;, oQilities, re1st. 8('C0ffif]j shnents, r;tc., 
i\t~·f_~res~d_ve nr.t~_o:;::~-:;., 
Verbal]~_- c+~tnck~J nnothr:r ~-ee:--cr; 'clitt.les atj_}j_ti(_;;, or -~'ccon:pJ:ishnents of anotf:er; 
ridi cul2s; rejeOts cnother; fad t finding; hostile joking or laughing; criticizing; 
sarcasm; s~-ranion; refuses to rerl:r vrhen oUclr~ss·:G.; y:ostpones corr.pJiance -..vith sugp:estion,; 
ignores; e~;ce:.:~_ve forr.wli t~r~ .sloofness; coldne.~s g 
J,ttempts +.o r..anipulete othe:·s through flatteq. 
.Autocratic actions .. 
Gives orders; attempts to dictate 
performed by r,err.bcrs; ett.empts to 
Opposes; resists, block rrogresso 
course of discussion; atterr.pts to 
make disci,Ssions for group- "This 
dictate functions 
is the way we 111 do 
Disflf;res.s vlithout reason, is ctc,hhorn or resistant; attempts to maintainor bring back an 
ir.sue after group ht s b;r-~passed ito 
Defends self o 
Asks for help or for directions; indicates feelinl of inferiority-- 11You cen do tllis 
mc:ch lwtt.er t.h~,n I.", 11Your jude;ement js better than rr.ine. 11 , etc., belittles o·:m 
c.c::>~,-·~.rJ.j.::~hments; Cl.SS1JnJes inferior status; indj cates neeec for support of others--
"Doesn 1t an;rcne else agree with ne! 11 etc. 
Diverts Disct•ssion 
In this category fall: 
(1) participations which indicate a f'efus~l to 11t;et down to business" or to he serim1s. 
(2) vlise cracks. 
(3) arzy participation not clearly applicable to the subject of the discussion or 
tending to siuetrack the discussion. 
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THiS IS NOT AN EXAMINATION AND THERE ARE NO RIGHT uil W,10NG ANSWERS. YIE ARE INTERESTED IN 
OBTAINING OPINIONS ONLY. IF YOU FEEL THE ANSWER TO A :.,;cTJ;;STION IS YES, PLEASE CHECK A MARK 
IN THE YES COLUMN. IF THE ANSWER IN YOUR MIND IS NO, KINDLY CHECKAM.ARK IN THE NO COLUMN. 
- - -
Group: ------ Sex:---- Major Field of Study: ________ Age:----
1. Can one who feels strongly or. a subject really be tolerant of one who 
holds an opposite view? 
~ Do you think that star athletes should be given special consideration be-
cause of their unique contribution to the school? 
). Do. you feel that the athletes in Boston University are favored? 
4. Does petting spoil one's taste for the finer relationships experienced 
by some couples? 
5. Is petting an acceptable method for testing love'/ 
6. The instructors for this section were too opinionated and tried to force 
their views on the class. 
7. Mixed religions generally lead to divorce when both parties feel strongly 
that their own religion is the true one. 
8. If you felt that everyone in a class were cheating in an examination and 
you knew you could obtain the answers prior to the exam, would you also 
cheat? 
9. Would you prefer "Waiting it out" if you were eligible for the draft rather 
than leaving school and enlisting? 
10. Have any of your opinions or attitudes been altered whatsoever by these 
weekly discussion meetings? 
11. The instructor for this section was too vague to be of any help. 
12. Is there an actual period of adjustment that freshmen go through ~~en they 
first enter Boston University 'I 
13. Did these weekly group meetings help at all in adjusting to college life? 
14. Would you prefer not to discuss religion in a group meetine;'l 
15. Would you have liked the instructor to have taken part more in the discus-
sions? 
16. Was the instructor too dominant in these discussions'/ 
17. Were you given too little direction in these discussions·? 
18. Were these discussions pretty much a waste of time? 
~ Do you feel that you are capable of accepting responsibility and making 
valuable use of your time'? 
20. Have the discussions helped you in any way? 
21. Are you completely tolerant of those of a different religion? 
22. Do you feel that a group of college freshmen are capable of doing satisfac-
tory work without close supervision and direction? 
YES NO 
i 
' I• 
' li 
I' 
i! 
I' 
·I 
I! 
II 
i 
APPENDIX :a 
DISCUSSION SHEETS 
I 
Frod~.nan Orientation 
Here are some cases of freshman who were called upon to make 
an adj~Gtmont of some sort. 
1. Do you think they adjusted well under the circumstances? 
2. What else might they have done? 
3. Hov: do you think you would have acted in their pos1.tion? 
1, I'm Bob Davis. I have qulte a situation. They assigned me to 
room-witn a follow who is a perfect boor. He throws his th:l.ngs 
all over tho floor and never picks anything up. Ho 1 s out late 
every night and comes in and puts on all of tho lights and 
bangs arou~d tho room even though he 1mows that I'm trying to 
sleep. I don't think I can stand much more of this. I 1ve 
never known anyone like h:'.m, '~'o don't scorn to speak tho same 
language at all. I'm just going to have to got a room in a 
boarding house somewhere. 
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2, My name is Susan Bu~h. I'm having a terrible getting acquainted 
hero at tho School of Ed. Thoro aron 1 t any other follows or giT··L ' 
from my homo town hero, and I can't secm,.,to "got in" O?ith any of' 
the groups hero. Everybody else knows people from homo or lives 
in a dorm or has some ether way of getting acquainted. I try to 
be pleasant and friendly without bcinj? to forward about it, but 
I haven't boon made "one of tho crowd • I had hoped to make 
now friends hero and spend lots of time on danus vll th Boston U. 
people, but it looks ctS if I 111--just have to have my classes 
hero 2nd have all of my social lifo with my same old crowd from 
high school days. 
3, My name's Jerry Mason. I wo.s pretty influential in affo.irs 
around high school, but I'm having trouble getting used to the 
idea that I'm a 'little tish in o. big pond" hero o.t tho School of 
Ed. I'm anything but n 11big shot" hero, Everything I try is the 
same story--I'm just o. freshman, and nll of tho interesting and 
important things must be dono by uppcr-clo.ssmon, I tried out 
for tho Educator (school paper) because I did a pretty good 
job of editing tho high school po.por--ovon if I do say so myself., 
They said they might be nblo to usc me typing copy--they usur1lly 
take in throe or four freshmen for that job, I know that I C£Cn 
write bettor copy than tho feature editor is turning out--I'vo 
dono it--but I have to typo somebody else's stuff, because I~m 
not a 'big shot" here. I guess I 1 ll just hnvo to mind my mm 
business and hope they rill soon gi vo mo r1 chc.ncc to shov1 them 
that I can write, In tho meantime, I 1 ll stick around, I may 
pick up some valuable information just being around to see how 
they do it hero. 
4, ~~y name is Dick Piercoi 1 m 22 years old and a freshman nt BibstonUJ 
School of' Ea:--In order for me to be able to stay in college at 
all, I hav·o to put in about 25 hour•s a week working, They toll 
me that I should join in some of' tho extra-curricular activities 
here, since it is part of' tho total adjustment program, I could 
spend a couple afternoons a week in an activity, but then I'd 
have to work later at night to make it up, It's easy for them 
to toll you that stu£'£', but my case is dii'i'cront, I just can't 
spare the time, I figure I'm doing all I can to oo a good job 
in tho rogulD.r subjects without ruining my ho:::clth, I.'ll just 
have to do without tho benei'i t of' tho extro.-curri culnr act i vi tic~. 
5, My name is Joan Adams, ! 1m a i'roslunan at Boston U, School of' Ed. 
I co.mo up h'"Orei'rom Hississippi bcco.uso I horcrd thnt they diCin't 
have any racial discrimination in this po.rt of' tho country. 
But I'm getting prctt;r disconro.god, Every till'o I try to join 
a club or got in on some nativity :l_n which I'm interested, they 
give me some very questionable reason nhy I can't, but I 1m sure 
that tho real reason is because I'm Q negross. "They .aren't 
tn.king rmy more i'rcshmn.n", but I know th0t they took in two olhe:• 
whito girls later, I don't know what to do, ~~aybo things n.ro 
bettor here, but it 1 s still discri-..,inr:ttion, and they're going 
to hoar nb out it from no too, I 1 11 sec tho De'ln, and if he 
isn't any help, I'll lot some of the Boston nowspClpers know how 
one of their better colleges trectts people of' my P"-Ce, 
•n_lhnt do you think of tho following reasons given by freshm'ln 
when r:tskcd "'hJ' they went to college, 
1, Johnny Andrews -- "I might 'lS vrcll go to colloge, 
college grctds make more money th'ln those who don't 
so that's for me, If it moans more money, I'll do 
They say th".t 
go to college, 
it," 
2, Betty Smith -- "I' vc always enjoyed vmrking with children, rmd 
I know tho.t I want to be a teacher, I cctmc to Boston U, to 
learn how to be a good te'lcher and to qur,lify for a tonching 
ccrtificntc, 
3, Bonnie Brooks -- 11'''hy did I como to college? Well, nll of my 
friends r,rc going to college, It sounds liJ.w n ver;,• intorcst~r.p, 
sort of thing to me, I pnrticulnrl;; like the idcn. of junior 
proms, footbn.ll week-ends, nnd four h-cnny ycnrs before I hnvo 
to settle dorm to something serious such .n.s ,-u rkinp or being 
Cl housewife, I ,{nOw thn_t thoro wnl be some oistnP-teful things 
~ like CX'1111s, but I'm nilling to put up •vith them," 
4, Bill ·~rent•north -- "I'm not sure o:xcwtly whn,t I wn.nt to do for rc 
living, but I'm sure thett I wr:mt some ki.nd nf nice v:hi to-collr'.r<rl 
job, !1orc nnCI more it seems th'lt you hcwe to hctvo "- collcgo 
degree to qunlify- for a mf'n'l[';GrLcl or supervisory job of c.ny 
sort, Th".t college degree is almost .n_s nec.osc:ary ~.s ct "union 
ticket" these dr:tys. So here I nm, And, mr.:rbc, in the course 
of four yen.rs, I cn.n m2kc some V<tlunblc socin.l contn.cts thn.t 
will help me in cc business way lo.tor on." 
II 
FRESHHAN ORIENTATION 
John Russell is a Freshman at the School of Education, He 
is 18 years old. He lives at the Myles Standish and has a fine 
~ roommate. His faMily are one of the nicest in a small New 
England community, John has always been in excellent schools, 
He spent his high school years at Exeter Acaclel'ly, froM which he 
was graduated last June, 
During these last few Months at Boston University he finds 
it difficult to fit in •nth the other students, He feels in some 
respects that he is superior to his classMates, He is afraid 
that he is developing a snobbish attitude which he does not 
want to acquire. This concerns him and he is at a loss as to 
herr to correct his outlook, 
He has dixcussed his problem 17i th several friends, One 
friend a few years older than John suggests that he might li'-re 
to transfer to another college next fall, This friend feels that 
John Might be happier in a smaller college and one that has the 
majority of its students coning from preparatory schools, John 
does not li'<:e this idea particularly, He feels that it would be 
running away o.nd not solving his problem, He thinks that it would 
be better to live and work with students such as these at Boston 
University since they represent the bypo of person he will work 
with later on in life, 
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III 
Jean and I had always been the best of friends, '"'e dated 
quite often, but we knew we would never elicit in a serious way, 
because we are of different religious beliefs, and both very devout 
in our beliefs, 
One day we had it out, due to a recurring problem she always 
raised, Her stock question was, "Bill, (that's me} why don't you 
try to see the light and sec how childish your religious thinking 
really is?" 
That was a sore point, I could have askec1 the same question 
pertaining to her way of thinking, but I guess I was just trying 
to be a tolerant gentleman and keep my r1outh shut. I just had to 
crawl into a shell when topics of ritual,planned parenthood,ob-
servancea of Sunday,etc,,were concerned,Perhapa I should have let 
her have both barrels of my ovl!l thinking. 
Al,who lives down the hall is of still another religious 
belief,but we find we can discuss any and all points of religion 
and keep our arguments on a high plane.I often wonder if it's 
possible for a person to be very devout ln his religious belief 
and still be tolerant, To me those two factors should be consist-
ent. Can some blame be put on the religious leaders? "lhat Jean 
wanted to know was this: If you~ definitely devout in your 
religion~~ yourself !h.lll your way of thin\ring .!.§ right, .hillY 
.Q1!!l you E.£ tolerant .Q! .!:h§. way others think? 
Personally, I'm at a loss. I'm devout in my belief, but I 
still can't keep tho thoughts from my mind that people of other 
faiths are do~ineoring or too forward, or that others are too 
narrow-minded and slaves to ritual, I try to be tolerant, but I 
hold intolerant thoughts, '"lhat 1 a the score anyway? I made a list 
of intolerant remarks hearc1 among my fric,nds this past week: 
Protestants are too pur5tanical, 
Jews are stupid in thoir thin1dng that Chr:l.st was not the Son 
of God, 
Catholics and confession - they're a bunch of hypocr1teat 
Catholics are nothing more than hoodoo artists, worship graven 
images and count beads, 
Jews are primitive roligioniats. They still chant. 
All the Protestants do is feud among themselves. A Baptist 
hates a Methodist's guts, and so on, 
1. Can one who feels strongly on a subject really b0 tolerant 
of one who holds an opposite view? 
2. Wh<l.t implications arc there here for toachors? l\To matter h0w hard they may try, can they really be objective in 
situations such as this? 
3, What can Bill do to possibly improve his mental health 
in regard to developing a really tolerant attitude 
regarding religion! 
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Vic Petrone is a sophomore at the School of Educatton, He is 
21 years old, a goo~lool:lng fellow, popular w:l.th his classmates, 
6 1 1 11 tall and weighs about 195 pounds, In high school, he made a 
very fine reputation ~C1' himself s.J a <Jtar f'.::ot.ball and baseball 
player. Upon t;r&C'.<atio:J., he was very 'tnteh 1·1 clE:~JarJd and ha::l me.ny 
offers to attror.d C'JJlege and play or. t1B fO')C;-,all tll9.1'l).:J, Durirg the 
sur.nners, he ;~:..ays Jhu.r-f~~Jtop for ve~.-y g:•!>d a.rrl~:~.-~,:.eu::· t~ass~·Jull t22.1:~s 
and has a WCl'king agreement with the CL1cinn·~ti R·sds t'l I!O wlth their 
fal'l'! system after graduating from Bosto:1 U, He :'1.3 "'a.iorinr ln 
Phys. Ed. and planH to either-' be a coad1 or play prcfess:l.onal ball 
if he can r,1&ke the grade. 
' In h:.;·h f::ChC·~"'J __ vc~ rot ")b.~:JJ.!t[:. ~-;,-:~P..<Ja.s "rv.:.·t-. ne-:·(~1~ :::-·0,1J.ly exer~ecl 
himself. Fe 'i:'uur.i.CI that -:es-~;_-:;_-;1·e :.·c ... 'e j_:·.t~1~U.l.'3J to :..,e n -~)~ .. t le::.1.ient 
with hiTlJ in ~ •ades :JO t"'Ja t ;-,e wcul·:l rot ·oe :'l.nel5 ,.:;_;Jle for t~e team, 
Here at 3ostc~:'l U,; he S•3or.s to fc3:i. that he will receive the same 
treatmenc, 'iJ ha~; hcen VPPY irrcg-u:'.a1• :;.n his attc\l1dance at clas:::lls, 
frequer: -i-O·~ rlQ >C ""•")'" f-o• no ~·~ >~per~ arJc' ~ir:o-n t""t he ., '" [ +--'--ing in l U.,. '. ~· '-' • ~~ ·• ·~ -· ~· ~ ... J _,J. t..IC""..I.. -., ... .,, ,l .L J. .,;I ••• ...:!,_ -'- ,_, •• u' 
"hot wat;r-y•_,r: :·/: ... ~:h S2'.\i't::"!:: ;;,.l of the dA:par·tJ_n·~:.1ts t· ;::)t.Hl~G he ha-~ :10t b8en 
meeting !1ir. c~,·: '-:~/' t: .on'!, l<•nen c;uesticn-'OJ <;b•-;d. ll ~s behavior, Vic 
said 
"That stu.ff l.s a lot of foolishness, I know why I'm here, I'"l 
going to be a coacn, a:'ld a}.l of that acad.erdc st:c.ff won't n.:ean much 
in my C'lsc, ;;!7 ;:c:t: r:u·e 1.<· i:;.J rlay a €''>JCl z-:...ne of footba~_1 and baF:J-
ball ar.d get :1 r:'•:,c 5 '";•e;v.,;ifl )•sru~co.tion to cet .>o:oJe good offers to play 
pro ball after J: f .Ll"J.l:, ~-'bed:.'; s going 'sc cars what I know about 
the His-tory of E,;, .;r ·t ev·::h. of Learning or any cf that other stuff, 
That's ac_l r::_gat fy:• ~J.68-o ClYS who wi:~l be teacr·.ing, but I don't 
need good gra 1-o::; f'<)··, \ h.J.·~ J:' 11 bo do ins," 
When it "'as nolnted out to him that he had to at least meet t':J.e 
minimum requirel'lt:r:ts so that he \'IOUld not n.unlr out, he got quitE: 
indignant. He S[·.ld, in effect, "They -;vo~ldn' t dare do that, I tm tr"c 
guy who's dr::.m\::1(' 'ere crowds -r;o our ball .~c<;r,0s, If they flunked me 
out, who would ·~cr.te see ther.t? Then they 1-,,,,_,l(l:r;' t make enough monsy 
at the gate to evr,n oupport the athletic co:'·:p-r-r"-'·1, much less help 
provi0e doug_.l-J. for <ll.i. e>f these new bu1"1 .:'t;,;~~' e.n.d the courwn; wh:tch 
aeem to be so imnc:rcant to overybo0y al'Oc'.nc h8re. All of t;lLis s~uff 
about meeting abligatlcns a"C evorythir.;~ i<' r~ll r1.ght for most of 
the guys here, but it jnst doesn't anply tu PC, I'm differ·cnt," 
1. Do you think that it is entirely Vic's fault that he has 
developed this attitude? 
2. '~lhat effect do you think this attitude has on his class-
mates, particularly if he is allowed to get away vrith his behavior? 
3. 
special 
sc:gool? 
Do you think that star athletes li'co Vic shoulc1 be given 
cons:l.dcration because of their unique contribution to the 
4. What kind of coach or Phys. Ed. teacher do you think he 
will be if he is permitted to carry through with his present ideas? 
5. 1nToul:1 Vic have been wiser to have gone to some other school? 
v 
A r,roup of School of Education freslm1en were talkinr, about the value of a 
college education. 
"Well, it is probably worth while", "but now look at me. I am 
just an average student, m~be even below avera~e. I am probably going to be 
drafted. It seems to me that I might as well drop out of school." 
Several of Horace 1 s fellow students did not seem to agree with him. Said 
Pegey, •As long as your grades are good enough to keep you in school, you should 
stay. As for the draft, probably you will be drafted some time, but the more 
education you have the better off you will be in the anny. You know as well as 
I do that your chances of a commission are a lot better if you have a degree. 
Any way, the army itself says you should get all the education you can.~ 
"Well, maybe that is true," said s~ra, ·•but now with me it is a case of money. 
I just can't see how I can keep on. I don't have enouBf1 money.n 
Sandy looked a bit skeptical. "Are you sure you don't have enough money, 
Sara? I notice that you seem to have different clothes to wear every day, and 
you certainly eat well. How much part-time work do you do? Have you ever tried 
cutting down on your food bill? Do you sacrifice on clothing and entertainment? 
Do you walk instead of ride? Have you really tried everything you can, or are you 
still spending a lot more than you need to in order to live?" 
There was much controversy on this. Several students seemed to feel that 
many of the fellows didn't know' what hard work was, and they were used to a soft 
life. "Huh, 11 said Joe, "some college students today expect too much of every-
thing·. The;)' sit in a class and expect the instructor to amuse them or motivate 
them. If he doesn't, they don't see any reason why they should pay attention. 
Aren't they big enough to motivate themselves? Why, I know a guy that says he is 
going to quit because he is not interested. Not interested, my hat. He seems to 
figure that he can go throur,h life with everybody interesting him. It is time he 
grew up and did something on his own. Boy, wait till he gets in the army. He 
won't be able to quit then, and he will find that things are a bit different. I 
know that a college degree is going to help me later on, so I am going to stick 
with it whether I am interested in it or not. If I am not interested, it is 
probably my fault as much as anyone else•s.• 
What do you think of these comments? Are they true? UJ you have any of 
these ideas? 
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FRFSHMAN ORIEN'rATION 
Betty ShawcrQ.§ll. is a freshman at the School of Ed, She is 
eighteen years old ~nd a very attractive girl, She feels that the 
number of dates she has is an indication of her relative popularity, 
She has always enjoyed going out with boys and has led a very 
active social life, However, since coninP to Boston u,, she has 
been somewhat concerned about her own ideas about upetting". In 
high school, she never lacked dates, but she had a very strict 
attitude regarding "petting". She did not beUeve in promiscuoilsly 
kissing any boy who happened to take her out. Rather, she felt that 
her affections were to be more highly regarded and not lavished 
on just anyone, particularly until they had \mown each other for 
quite some time. Here she has found that quite a-few of the college 
students who have dated her have labeled her as being "old-fashioned:' 
and "hard-to-get-along-with!. They seem to expect that she should 
automatically reward them for taking her out, When she does not 
agree with their views on a session of love~making, they indicate 
that she is being a 11poor sport 11 , · 
Betty has talked the matterover with several of her girl 
friends, ~~ost of them seem to be of the opinion that she may be 
too narrow-minded on the subject, They say that things are differ-
ent here than they were in high school. If you want to be popular 
with the boys, you have to expect to eo along "'i th the crowd, They 
do not think that you have to engage in sexual intimacies, but they 
are of the opinion that "a little innocent petting won't hurt anyon~ 
and that if you can't agree with this, you can't expect to be asked 
out on many dates, Betty cannot reconcile this at all with her own 
philillsophy, but, at the same time, she wonders if she can keep her 
own moral standards as they are and still enjoy a normal social life 
in college, 
-------------------
How do you feel about this subject? Does petting spoil one's 
tastes for the finer relationships experienced by some couples? 
Does it lead to greater intimacies? Is it preparatory for marriage? 
Is it a method for testing love? Is it natural? Does it supply 
experience that can be used by the individual: Doesit produce a.1 
emotional conflict in the mind of the person of high ideals (like 
Betty)? Does 1 t lo••er- one's res !stance to further proMiscuity? 
Does it lessen the respect of the pair for each otherf Sho~ld not 
youth taste life in all of its phases? '"'ithout testing mutual 
:besponsiveness of a number of persons of the opnoslte sex, how can 
one be expected to make an intelliG£nt choice of a mate? Does not 
a limited- intimacy, particularly among engar:cd. couples, servo to 
release sex tensions and sublimate the entlre relationsh:!.p? What 
are your views? 
VII 
A Study of a Teacher 
A teacher in a western school taking an inservice training course was 
asked to make a verbatim conversation with a child and then to make an analysis 
of the conversation. This was the result. 
Pupil: Miss Jones, may I have ~ study period with another teacher? 
Teacher: Why do you want to do that? 
Pupil: Ahhhhhhhh I just can't stand Miss Jones. 
Teacher: Why can't you? 
Pupil: Ahhhhhh she just makes me sick that's all. 
Teacher: Get back to your seat and don't give me any more of that cheap sort 
of talk. 
AnalYsis 
There was no point in discussing this subject with the student and there 
was no reason to try to find out why she talked as she did. The pupil was 
describing a queer type of teacher who has some how gotten into the teaching 
profession. I certainly couldn't change the child's mind. There was no reason 
why I should agree or disagree with her. I felt that I should let the child know 
that she should not say what she was saying and that there was no place for such 
a comme~t in the school. 
Questions 
1. What could the teacher have said in this situation? 
2. Are any teacher's characteristics indicated by her conversation? 
). Is there any indication of a dichoto~ in what the teacher says to the 
student and in what she states in her "analysis"'? 
4. Does the teacher indicate any particular traits by her "analysis"·? 
5. What sort of assistance could be given this teacher so that she could work 
more effectively with students? 
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VIII 
"I 1ras reading in a _psycholow book about normal behavior 11 , c].id John, 
"but it seems to me that norraal behavior for each perGon is just wh::tt 
he thinks is normal.. As far as I an concerned, thc;re is no such thing as 
normal behavior for a croup"· 
11That is crazy, u said l.iary o 
most of us in the croup behave 
behavior is abnormal, can ym.:."? 11 
":~,;r behavior is normal, 
about the same Vlay. You 
isn't it, and 
can 1 t s·?..y our 
John 1Yas not too S3tiBfiedo Yrl1at do you think about your behavior'? 
Is it "normal""? 
Bill was tryinc to co:wince Suzan that ncurly ever-.{one ind::.cC!.tes 
in some way that he is reactint; to frustration. "Why, lc,ok at John 
here," he said. "No offense to you, John, but cio you deliberately 
dr,3ss as sloppily as you do i Heel<, you know as \'I ell as I do that the 
inpression that we leave around here is pretty important. rGople VihO 
mi;:;ht hire us get plenty of chance to see us, but you go around dressed 
like an old flour sack." Befor8 John could reply, Ann came tu his 
defense. 
11}\aybe John isn 1 t to neatly dressed, Bill," she said, "but can JOU 
tell rae why you 3T8 always con111enting and lauching at r;an who are taking 
up elementary education'? i"lbat frustration doCJs that show in you·~n 
11 And another thinp; 11 , chimed i!l Joe, 11lYP. h:t'le .'l professor vrho i:..-:; 
alwc_1.ys sneering at phfJysical education majur0Q ~uaybe he once triecl to 
r:nke the football team, but wasn't t;ood en ouch EW noll takes it out on 
physical education rrajors in the school." 
~Nhat do you think'? Do you c5.u ~vm~~ thin1:0 that indic.;.:,.::: th2t you 
~.re reacting to some forrr.or frustTs.tion'? 1\'hat sort of thin[·;s C.o 
frustrate you ·1 Hhy'i Hm\ (c you react now whf:m you .J.l'e fruotra tuc' ·: 
205. 
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IX 
"You know", said Professor Johns to Dr. Black, "the college students of today 
don't seem to have any idea what they are after and how to go about it • , • I mean 
206. 
~ they don't seem to have any des~re to learn on their own or to be independent. You 
_ have to spoon feed them everyth~ng. If you don't, they don't see why they should do i.f*'li J.;<.hing about it , • " 
l "Maybe so," replied Dr. Black, "but after all, can you r---/ a I fat I country. Most of them have very little idea about 
t, have grown up in a time when everything was given to them. 
' which they live - and what to do, I do not know •• 11 
blame them. They live in 
the meaning of work. They 
It's just the society in 
I 
1. Is it as bad as this? 2. Are these two professors describing you? 
picture incorrect, and are young people tod~ just as independent as ever? 
a trend in society, and if so, what can you do about it2 
. . . . . . . . 
3. Is this 
4. Is this 
Two parents were talking about modern college education. "The trouble tod~, 11 
said Mrs. McGinty, "is that. education has become so formalized that most students 
don't really get an education - I mean they get a series of courses, but it doesn't 
mean anything to them. 11 
l~rs. Deverell replied, "Yes, I think that that is true. I know of a boy who has 
taken two courses in college about school and the social order, but he had never 
heard about Delany. How can he take courses and be so ignorant?" 
Mrs. McGinty laughed. "I know one that is better than that.. Yie have a friend 
whose son is majoring in physical education - he is a basketball player - and do you 
know that he had never heard of any athletes other than basketball pl~ers? Can you 
beat that?" 
"Ah, yes," sighed Mrs. Deverell, "it is a sad state of affairs. M~be college 
students today think that education is just what you get in a college course." 
l. What do you think about the conversation of these ladies? 
. . . . . . . . 
Two ~ t "J}ents were talking about their college. "The trouble w1 th this place, 11 
said Mary, "is tha.t they don't give you enough help._ Why, when I was at Smith College 
they told us exactly what we were to do. In every course they would tell us exactly 
what to read, what sort of papers to write, how long they should be, and everything. 
It was very nice. 11 
"Yeh, that's thew~ it was in my college,too," replied Susan. "Gosh, they told 
us exactly what to cram for ~n exams. As lonp, as we memorized the prof's notes we were 
~ ·Y· That was a real collr,ge, and you 'llw~s knew what you were getting. It's too 
~ ~onfusing around here. Some of the profs almost act as if we were supposed to-do all 
, _ ____/the thinking. What do they p~ them for anyw~'? 
1. What do you think about this conversation? 
